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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the 

rebroadcast of the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F & Sunday 7:00 – 9:00am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also has advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self improvement.  This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tips and Tulips - Once a month Monday gardening segment with Marty Johnson. 

  

Ask Dentist -  Once a month Monday dental segment. 

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs come in with easy recipes and/or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills.  They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 

 

Pet of the Week - Friday 

Caring Hands Humane Society brings their pet of the week that is up for adoption. 

 

Features in Newscasts Monday – Friday  4:00 – 4:30pm 
 

Klose-Up:  Topical interview segments about topics/issues in the community.  Cindy 

Klose interviews the newsmakers. 2-3 times a week. 

 

Talk Now:  Daily segment that poses a question to the viewers on Facebook/Twitter.  

Comments used on the air, in a crawl and fullscreens. 

 

Work It Out:  Weekly segment with Jenn Bates featuring a new workout, exercise trends, 

interviews with trainers etc. 

 

The Playlist:  Biweekly segment with Emily Deaver.  Once a week she talks about new 



 

 

albums, music news etc.  The other day she features a local (or visiting) musician (in 

coordination with the morning's Listen-Up segment) 

 

The Reel:  Weekly segment with Shane Konicki, featuring preview or review of 

upcoming or now playing movie. 

 

Features in Newscasts Mon – Sunday 9:00-9:30pm 

 

Daily FactFinders: Different topics every day 

 

Consumer Alert:  Segment that warns of scams, 2-3 times a week.   

 

Roger That: Roger Cornish gives a unique take on quirky people and entertaining stories 

that get our attention. 

 

Minute With Mitch: Mitch Holthus reports on the Kansas City Chiefs – Fridays during 

the NFL regular season. 
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CRIME 
 

7/1/12  7am 

what started out as an argument... ended with a stabbing. that happened around 11 Friday night ... in the 24-

hundred block of south capri.... that's near east pawnee.  one man was rushed to the hospital in critical 

condition... police say a woman's boyfriend got upset about something... and stabbed another man. so far no 

arrests have been made... but investigators do know who the suspect is. 

 

7/2/12  8am 

In the crime watch this morning... We could find out more details today into a triple shooting over the 

weekend. Three people were seriously hurt in the shootings. Police say they arrested two people in 

connection with it. The shooting happened early sunday morning in the 16-hundred block of north market. 

Witnesses say they heard gunshots and then noticed a vehicle speeding off. 

 

7/3/12  4pm 

The bomb squad reports to a Wichita park to remove a "sparkler bomb" it happened at harvest park... That's 

in the 9500 block of west provincial. A man called it in after finding the sparkler bomb undetonated in the 

park. We told you about "sparkler bombs" yesterday... After one was used to blow up a mail box over the 

weekend. The man who found the device in the park says he recognized it from news coverage. Police say 

they can be easily made using legal fireworks... But can be very dangerous. The device was removed from 

the park and did not go off. 

 

7/4/12  9pm 

We start tonight with our crime watch.... The butler county sheriff is asking for your help... Finding the 

man who tried to abduct a teen girl. The 15-year-old was walking next to this cemetery in Towanda around 

eight last night.  She says... That's when the man drove past her, turned around, and tried to grab her. She 

was able to pull free and run for help she helped investigators develop this sketch of the man. The teen 

described him as being in his 40's, with salt and pepper hair, and a goatee he was wearing a tight, faded 

blue t-shirt, with cargo style khaki shorts. He had a tattoo on his left arm. I don't know if this gentleman's 

back in the area tonight, or today, but we want people to be aware of it.  Pay attention to what's going on.  

We want to get this guy caught. The teen was also able to provide officers with a description of the vehicle. 

It was a blue, boxy 80's style car.... With a rust and chrome bumper. There was a dent in the rear passenger 

side-door... And a "calvin and hobbes" decal on the lower right-hand corner of the rear window. The car 

had Kansas plates... That included the numbers 6 and 2. If you see anyone matching the description.. You 

are urged to call officers. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

Authorities in eastern Kansas on alert this morning... After a young woman told them she was sexually 

assaulted by a man claiming to be an officer. The 18-year-old told police... She was driving along u-s 69 in 

Miami county Monday night. That's when, she says a man driving a vehicle similar to authorities.. With 

lights and a siren pulled her over. She then said... The man allegedly sexually assaulted her. She says the 

man was wearing a polo shirt with a law enforcement badge sewn onto it... And had a gun, and badge on 

his belt. Miami county authorities say if you question an officer's validity... You can call 911 and the 

dispatcher can verify the officer's actions. 

 

7/6/12  8am 

George Zimmerman is working to come up with enough money to get out of jail again. The neighborhood 

watch volunteer accused of murdering a Florida teenager has been granted bail for a second time...as he 

awaits trial for second degree murder. Zimmerman's bond is now set a one million dollars. And if he posts -

- he will have a curfew and can't leave the county. Zimmerman shot 17 year-old Trayvon Martin in 

February -- and says it was self-defense. 

 



 

 

7/7/12  9pm 

Police in Ohio say a ninja is responsible for a hotel robbery...  Check it out.  You can see the ninja run 

through the lobby... And leap over the front desk counter.  He heads straight to the back room and points a 

gun at the clerk... Demanding money.  After getting the cash the masked crook made the clerk lie down and 

took off.  Police have not been able to catch up with him. 

 

7/8/12  7am 

We start this morning's crime watch in reno county... The sheriff's office is asking the residents of one 

neighborhood to keep on the look out...after of a string of burglaries take place... In the neighborhood of 

prairie dunes, which is outside of Hutchinson, fifteen burglaries happened since July 4th... Investigators say 

the thieves are getting into unlocked cars and garages and stealing whatever they can get their hands on... 

Including wallets, cash, and in one case a gun... All of the crimes happened close to one another, and there's 

no signs of forced entry...we had one residence where they went through a gate, an unlocked gate to a 

backyard but were unable to enter the garage because the garage door was locked and it appeared they left  

> the reno county sheriff's office is urging residents to make sure their garage doors are locked and 

valuables are removed from their cars. 

 

7/9/12  8am 

Wichita police investigate a suspicious shooting death in north Wichita. A man claiming to be a victim of a 

kidnapping called it in about one o'clock... It's new this morning. The man led police to the scene of the 

shooting in the 19-hundred block of north Broadway. That's where police say they found a 34-year-old man 

shot to death. The investigation is ongoing... We expect more at a media briefing this morning. 

 

7/11/12  9pm 

David Kendall is denied a lower bond. The former sedgwick county detention deputy is being held on a 

500-thousand dollar bond. His attorney asked the judge to lower that bond earlier this week. Kendall is 

accused of sexually assaulting inmates at the sedgwick county jail. He will be in court next month for a 

preliminary hearing. 

 

7/12/12  7am 

A Wichita family wants answers."i can't think of a time in my 36 1/2 years with the Wichita police 

department that we've had this many officer involved shootings." Police shot and killed karen day Tuesday 

night. Officers were responding to an inquiry about a "protection from abuse order.' when they arrived at 

the home on north spruce... Officers say day had stabbed herself in the chest -- and was coming toward 

them with a knife. Police say day refused commands to stop and the officers had no choice but to defend 

themselves. Day's family wants answers. "How in the world do you kill my wife from us inquiring about 

getting an understanding?"> this is the eighth shooting involving wichita police this year. Four of them 

were fatal. The two officers involved are on administrative until an outside investigation is complete. 

 

7/13/12  8am 

Wichita police continue to investigate the city's latest homicide. They've now made a second arrest. Police 

say the 23 year-old man is the same one who called 9-1-1 to report the shooting death of ronald wilson. 

Wilson was killed in his apartment early monday morning. Police say he was there with three friends when 

one of them pulled out a gun and shot him. One other person has also been arrested. 

 

7/14/12  9pm 

And two Americans are being held hostage in Egypt.  The man who took the americans says he'll give them 

up... If his uncle is released from prison.  The hostages are both from boston...  61-year-old pastor, micheell 

louis... And 39-year-old lissa al-fonz from boston were abducted along with their tour guide. Louis and al-

fonz were part of a church mission traveling in egypt when their bus was ambushed in the middle of the 

day.  Louis'(es) family says they are concerned about his health. "he is diabetic, and the longer they hold 

him i have to assume it is not going to work in his favor." the abducter says he will kidnap more people... If 

his demands are not met. 

 

 

 



 

 

7/15/12  7am 

Turning to the crime watch... A man tells a Wichita bank teller to give him cash.. Or else he will blow up 

the bank. Police say the suspect robbed this emprise bank branch near central and woodlawn around 10 

saturday morning. Tellers gave him the money, and he fled on foot. The suspect was described as a black 

male in his 30's to 40's... With a handle-bar mustache and beard... Wearing a boonie cap, dirty black t-shirt, 

jeans, and shoes. Anyone with information is asked to call police. 

 

7/16/12  8am 

Wichita police make no arrests in a weekend bank robbery. It opens the crime watch this morning... Police 

say the robber threatened to blow up the emprise bank in the 6-thousand block of east central saturday 

morning. The robber got away with some cash. Investigators describe him as a black male in his 30's or 

40's with a handlebar mustache... Beard... And a boonie hat.  No one was hurt during the robbery... And no 

one ever saw a weapon.  

 

7/17/12  4pm 

Lawyers for the teen accused of killing three classmates at an ohio high school plan to plea not guilty by 

reason of insanity. A defense attorney for t-j lane is requesting a 30 day extension to file the plea. Lane is 

accused of shooting several students at chardon high school in february. Three students were killed and 

three others were hurt in the attack. 

 

7/18/12  9pm 

An arrest is made in connection with a string of burglaries outside hutchinson there have been 15 burglaries 

since July fourth in the prairie dunes neighborhood reno county authorities arrested a hutchinson man 

tuesday. He faces 1 count of aggravated burglary and 9 counts of residential burglary. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

Someone breaks into several Cowley county churches... Now investigators have a person of interest... It's 

continuing coverage of a story we brought you Sunday.. Police say burglars broke into three churches in 

winfield, and a fourth in Arkansas city... Today, Winfield police said they have a person of interest in the 

case... But they have not made any arrests... Or contacted that person. Winfield police have also been in 

touch with other agencies... To see if the burglaries could be linked to others. 

 

7/20/12  8am 

We continue to follow breaking news out of Colorado...where a shooting in a mall theater leaves 12 dead 

and about 50 others wounded. It's a story we've been following all morning...where the susupected shooter 

used tear gas and then shot at movie-goers as they watched the midnight screening of the new batman 

movie. It happened in aurora...that's about 10 miles outside of denver.we've been taking our cbs affiliate in 

denver live with the latest  we go back there now for an update... 

 

7/21/12  9pm 

Wichita police continue to look for the person who injured two officers during an car chase.  It started 

around 1:30 this morning...  Officers tried to pull over a suspicious looking truck. That's when the driver 

took off.  At one point the truck pulled over and officers tried to box him in. Police say the driver backed 

into one of the squad cars... Injuring two officers...  Before taking off again. The chase ended in goddard... 

When the suspect abandoned the vehicle and tried to get away on foot. One of those people was arrested 

this morning... Police are still looking for the second person. 

 

7/22/12  7am 

Sedgwick county has agreed to pay 20-thousand-dollars to settle a lawsuit over two men killed during a 

police pursuit. In 2009, beau Blake and colton emerson were in a car fleeing from police when it collided 

with a soybean truck. The lawsuit claims the deputy violated policy by not using emergency lights... And 

driving in an dangerous manner that caused Emerson to drive unsafely. A trial had been scheduled for 

september... But the county says it was cheaper to settle than try the lawsuit. 

 

 

 



 

 

7/23/12  8am 

Kansas law enforcement officials say... It's too early to know whether two cases of a man posing as a "state 

trooper" are related. The first incident happened earlier this month near kansas city. Police say the imposter 

pulled-over an 18-year-old woman and sexually assaulted her. The second reported case happened a week 

ago in southwest kingman county. A man says he was handcuffed, then his car was searched, and he was 

let go. Drivers say they're worried...it's just kind of scary to think that something like this could happen out 

here in a rural part of the county where we aren't even normally used to seeing highway patrol or sheriff 

patrol or anything like that.   In both cases… The "fake officer" was driving a car made to look official... 

Complete with flashing lights. He also appeared to be armed with a handgun. The kingman county sheriff 

says the imposter or imposters should be considered dangerous. Go to kwch-dot-com to find-out how to 

verify whether you're being pulled-over by a real law enforcement officer. 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

A victim of the movie theater shooting in Colorado has ties to Andover. 26 year old Jonathan blunk died 

early friday morning after he was shot. Blunk is being called a hero for blocking his girlfriend when a 

gunman opened fire in the theater. Blunk's mother... Stepfather and two brothers live in andover. The 

family went to colorado over the weekend for a candle-light vigil honoring the victims. 

 

7/25/12  9pm 

A dodge city man is arrested in connection with child abuse 24-year old jonathan villa ramirez is suspected 

of abusing his 9-month old son. The child is currently at a wichita hospital in critical condition.  Officials 

say the boy had bleeding on the brain. 

 

7/26/12  7am 

A child dies at a day care center in Topeka. It happened Wednesday afternoon.. Police say a preliminary 

investigation shows that the three year old got tangled up in the frame of a swing set.10 kids were at the 

day care center at the time of the incident. Authorities are not sure if any of them witnessed the accident. 

 

7/27/12  8am 

An explosive device was found in a Wichita front yard. Authorities were called to the scene Thursday in 

the 14-hundred block of south main. Investigators say the device was packed with shotgun pellets and 

powder. Police don't believe rider's mother was targeted by the device for any reason. They don't know how 

it got on the lawn. 

 

7/28/12  9pm 

A man is dead tonight after he crashed his motorcycle while fleeing from police. That happened near hays 

Friday night.  We don't know why 32-year old Ryan mcginnes was running from police.. When he missed a 

curve and hit an embankment officers say  mcginness flipped several times and ended up in a field.  He was 

not wearing a helmet. 

 

7/29/12  7am 

We start the crime watch with a police chase in western Kansas... That came to a sudden end when the 

suspect is killed in a crash. It happened near highway 183 and golf course road in south hays Friday 

evening. The kansas highway patrol says while fleeing the police, the 32 year old driver failed to negotiate 

a curve and hit an embankment. The driver and motorcycle flipped multiple times before coming to a rest 

in a field. The rider was pronounced dead at the scene. So far no word on what started the chase. 

 

7/30/12  8am 

Wichita police continue to investigate a weekend shooting. It happened Sunday morning... near mount 

vernon and bleckley. Officers got a call of a fight outside the home. While police were on the 

way...Someone opened fire. Officers say one man was hurt in the shoulder and walked to the hospital for 

treatment. Authorities have taken people in for questioning. 

 

7/31/12  4pm 

Saline county's "emergency management director"... Was arrested. Now, the county says... He is on "paid 

administrative leave." joe koch... Was arrested for aggravated battery and attempted aggravated criminal 



 

 

sodomy. Authorities say... Koch was arrested monday. That's after his wife filed a police report about an 

incident from june. Koch has been the "emergency management director" since january 20-10. 

 

8/1/12  9pm 

An altercation at a south Wichita steakhouse ends with one person being shot it happened outside mike's 

steakhouse in the 21-hundred block of south broadway. Paramedics took the shooting victim to a hospital in 

critical condition. Officers were able to locate a suspect and take him into custody. 

 

8/2/12  7am 

One person is in custody and another in the hospital this after a shooting outside a south wichita restaurant. 

It happened around five last night at mike's steakhouse...in the 21-hundred-block of south Broadway. Police 

say two people got into an argument and one of them opened fire. The victim is in serious condition.  

Officers have made an arrest. 

 

8/3/12  8am 

We're learning more about what led to a shooting outside of a south wichita restaurant. Authorities say say 

a dispute over a borrowed car led to two people being hurt outside of mike's steak house on south 

broadway. A 36-year-old man was hit in the face. He is expected to recover. A 55-year-old was also hit by 

bullet fragments and needed treatment. Officers did arrested the suspected shooter. 

 

8/4/12  9pm 

Wichita police scare off a man who was likely impersonating a law enforcement officer. The officer spotted 

what he thought was a routine traffic stop by a Kansas highway patrol trooper near eye-135 and harry. He 

pulled up to what appeared to be a khp vehicle to provide backup. However, as soon as the suspect spotted 

the officer,  he sprinted to his car and sped off.  The woman who was pulled over also left before the officer 

had a chance to talk to her. We've told you about other incidents involving a fake officer recently.  Police 

say if you ever suspect an officer is a fake, call 9-1-1 to verify with dispatchers. 

 

8/5/12  7am 

Now to Kansas City... Where 3 more Wal-Mart stores are evacuated due to bomb threats. the threats were 

phoned in friday afternoon... but nothing was found  this is actually the second bomb threat for one of the 

wal-mart stores. threats have been phoned in to 11 Wal-Mart locations over the past several days  in 

missouri, kansas, and Oklahoma. 

 

8/6/12  8am 

An update now on a fake law enforcement officer scare in Wichita... Wichita police now tell us a stop that 

was made early Saturday morning was legit. It's the latest this morning. Saturday, a Wichita police officer 

pulled up behind what he thought was someone posing as a highway patrol trooper on a traffic stop at 135 

and harry. At that point, the unidentified officer quickly got back in his car and left.  Police checked with k-

h-p and learned there were no troopers assigned to that area. But on Sunday, police learned it was actually a 

sedgwick county deputy who made the stop...and then left because of a more urgent call. There have been 

at least two cases recently of fake highway patrol stops in Kansas. 

 

8/7/12  4pm 

Saline county's emergency management director has stepped down after an arrest. We reported last week 

that joe koch was arrested on suspicion of aggravated battery... Attempted aggravated criminal sodomy and 

other charges. Now our news partners at the Salina journal are reporting koch has now resigned. He had 

been on leave with pay since his arrest on july 30th. 

 

8/8/12  9pm 

From the golden arches to iron bars. An Indiana man is accused in an alleged ham-burglary fail. And it's 

caught on tape  police say the man intended to steal money from a McDonald’s restaurant. But when the 

cash register doesn't budge, he changed his order, loading his arms full of yogurt parfaits. When police 

watched the video... One of the officers recognized the man. Even more shocking, when they looked 

outside... They saw the suspect... Walking in front of the restaurant again... They say this time though, he 

was covered in glass from the door he broke. "if you're going to get the charge for breaking in you might as 



 

 

well get something out of it. We've seen a little bit of everything... It's a crime but it was still kind of 

amusing for the officers that were involved." now police say the man behind the great mc-yogurt heist, 

faces several charges for running off with the fast food. 

 

8/9/12  7am 

The fbi also looking into a bomb threat against an american airlines plane. The plane landed in dallas last 

night from austin. Passengers were already off the plane and crews were unloading luggage when the threat 

was phoned in. Officials shut down part of the terminal and towed the plane to an isolated area for 

screening. They found nothing suspicious. 

 

8/10/12  8am 

An emporia mother accused of putting her baby in a dumpster is set to be sentenced today - christina devine 

was convicted last month of putting her baby in a dumpster back in 2010...then going to work. A 

maintenance worker found the child alive. She was found guilty of attempted murder. 

 

8/11/12  9pm 

Thanks for joining us, i'm anne meyer.  He was convicted of raping a seven year old girl... Now authorities 

in western kansas say the suspect is on the run after escaping from jail. Here's what 37-year old benito 

cardenas junior looks like guards say he broke out of the ness county jail around 10:30 last night.  Law 

enforcement from several neighboring counties...and the kansas highway patrol are looking for cerdenas.  

Last week a jury found him guilty of rape and aggravated criminal sodomy. He could face life in prison. 

Cardenas is 5-foot 11-inches and weighs approximately 230pounts. He has tattoos on his arms and chest... 

And a teardrop tattoo under his left eye. Anyone who has seen cardenas ... Or knows where he might be... 

Should call 9-1-1 immediately. Expect us to keep you up to date on this story both on-air and online at k-w-

c-h dot com. 

 

8/12/12  7am 

Police need your help in this morning's crime watch... A convicted rapist is still on the run... He escaped 

from a western Kansas jail Friday night. Benito cardenas junior broke out of the ness county jail. Last 

week, a jury found him guilty of rape and aggravated criminal sodomy against a 7 year old girl under 

Jessica’s law, he faces a life sentence. The 37-year old is 5-foot-11 and weights about 230 pounds. 

Cardenas has tattoos on his arm and chest... And a teardrop tattoo beneath his left eye. The ness county 

sheriff says cardenas is a former gang member who is probably still affiliated with gang members in the 

area, and out of state. If you know where he is, or see him - call 911. 

 

8/13/12  8am 

We expect to learn more today about the escape and arrest of a child sex predator in western Kansas. On 

sunday, benito cardenas (car-day-nus) junior surrendered during a police standoff in trego county. He 

escaped from jail in ness county friday while awaiting sentencing for a child rape conviction.  Officers 

from trego, ness and ellis counties responded to the scene along with the kansas highway patrol. The 

standoff ended just before five sunday afternoon... When cardenas gave up. There are no reports of 

anybody being hurt... Cardenas (car-day-nus) faces a possible life sentence for his child rape conviction. 

 

8/14/12  4pm 

Wichita police say they had the gunman in custody six minutes after the first 9-1-1 call about a shooting a 

burlington coat factory yesterday. They have identified the gunman as 27 year old jake jacobs. He is in jail 

awaiting formal charges-- which are expected to be filed Wednesday. Police say jacobs fired one round at a 

store security guard after he was confronted about a soda he hadn't paid for. Police also say he pointed the 

gun at three other people in the store. Officers tased jacobs when he didn't comply with orders-- then he 

was arrested and taken to an area hospital with minor injuries. 

 

8/15/12  9pm 

And new at nine tonight. 3 kansas irrigaters are caught allegedly cheating meters  at least 3 south-central 

kansas irrigators are accused of cheating on their water usage by rolling back their meters. The alleged 

incident happened last year. Two of the irrigators were in the equus beds region, which lies under 

sedgwick, harvey, reno and mcpherson counties. While the third was in the big bend groundwater 



 

 

management district, which makes up western parts of Reno county and runs into edwards, pawnee and 

kiowa counties. People who are caught reversing their meters can get a 1-thousand dollar civil penalty and 

a one-year suspension of their water rights. 

 

8/16/12  7am 

Phillipsburg police investigating a case of stolen ipads. Our news partners at the salina journal report... 

About 150 new ipads were stolen from the high school. The ipads were set to replace many of the 

classroom computers. Each student in the district was going to get one they could take home. High 

schoolers will still get an ipad, but there could be a temporary shortage for elementary students. 

 

8/17/12  8am 

Hays police investigating a possible explosive device in downtown this morning. They are asking you to 

avoid the areas near 10th and main... And 9th and main. Here's a picture from our news partners at eagle 

communications. You can see several areas are blocked off in downtown. Police have been on the scene all 

night long and are waiting for the bomb squad. We have our crew heading to the scene. Follow kwch for 

any updates on air and online. 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

In junction city - Police arrest a man in connection with a deadly shooting at a National Guard armory. It 

was being rented out for a private party. Officers say the suspect killed a 25 year-old man and wounded a 

30 year-old woman, who was flown to the hospital in critical condition. Police are still investigating. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

Now to junction city - where one person was killed and another injured in a shooting at a National Guard 

armory. It was being rented out for a private party last night. Police say a 25-year-old man was killed and a 

30-year-old woman was flown to the hospital with gunshot wounds The case remains under investigation. 

 

8/20/12  8am 

An investigation continues into the events leading up to a deadly shooting a national guard armory in 

junction city.. One person was arrested in the shooting. The armory was being rented-out to a private 

group.... For an event Friday night. Two people were shot. One person is still in critical condition at a 

topeka hospital."it makes me feel kind of, you know, iffy about this area, i mean i've never heard anything 

happen and i've never seen anything happen out here. Police say... They believe a number of people 

witnessed the shooting in the parking lot. They're being asked to come forward with information. 

 

8/22/12  9pm 

Pre-trial hearings for a former Kansas lawman.... Will be *closed* to the public. Brett seacat... Is charged in 

the shooting death of his wife vashti (vash-tee), then setting their kingman home on fire. Today.... A judge 

ruled that the pre-trial hearing will be closed to the public, because he did not want to taint the jury pool  

seacat has pleaded "not guilty" in the case his defense team says... His wife committed suicide. His trial is 

scheduled to begin in december. 

 

8/23/12  7am 

A wichita high school student is arrested after a gun was found in his locker. An anonymous tip lead police 

to find the gun in the boy's locker at east high  police say 16-year old made no threats and gave no 

indication he wanted to hurt anyone. He now faces expulsion under the district's zero-tolerance policy. 

 

8/24/12  8am 

In the crime watch... Wichita police need your help finding a man who broke into a west side church. The 

theft happened at a church on north ridge road, earlier this month. Investigators released surveillance 

pictures of the crook. They hope you recognize him... Officers say... He took cash and a credit card. If you 

know who this is...call crimestoppers at... 267-21-11. 

 

8/25/12  9pm 

In the crime watch...  Wichita police say a woman used fire and pepper spray to steal from an estate sale.... 

This happened near central and west street the suspect set some drapes on fire as a distraction... Then she 



 

 

sprayed pepper spray in another woman's face, and ran off with a metal cash box. The victim was not 

seriously hurt - the suspect got away. 

 

8/26/12  7am 

Also on Friday afternoon... A woman used fire and pepper spray to steal from an estate sale.... this 

happened near central and west. Police say the suspect set some drapes on fire as a distraction.. Then she 

sprayed pepper spray in another woman's face, and ran off with a metal cash box. The victim was not 

seriously hurt - the suspect is still at large. 

 

8/27/12  8am 

A crime watch alert this morning... Law enforcement officers are looking for a man who escaped from the 

minimum security unit at the leavenworth prison. Prison officials say 49-year-old joel rodriguez went 

missing sunday afternoon. Rodriguez was sentenced earlier this year to 8 years in prison for selling drugs.  

He is considered non-violent. 

 

8/29/12  9pm 

Bond is reduced... For the man accused of firing a gun at a security officer at the "burlington coat factory. It 

happened earlier this month... In east wichita.  Today... a judge lowered Jake Jacobs bond... to 50-thousand 

dollars. It was a 100-thousand-dollars. Jacobs will be required to wear an ankle bracelet and have a mental 

evaluation. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

An Arkansas city woman pleads guilty to involuntary manslaughter Jennifer bowman was the babysitter of 

two year old davin manly in October of last year police say manly drank rust remover at bowman's home. 

He was hospitalized and later died. 

 

8/31/12  8am 

At least 3 people are dead this morning following a shooting at a supermarket in new jersey. Witnesses say 

a gunman entered the store with a shot gun and started shooting. They say the gunman killed two 

employees before turning the gun on himself. Employees tell authorities there were about a dozen workers 

inside at the time. We will continue to update you on this story on air and online as more information 

becomes available. 

 

9/1/12  9pm 

In the crime watch tonight...  Shots ring out in old town for the third straight week. Early this morning 

officers were checking on a man who had been beaten unconscious  in the 100 block of north mosely when 

they heard gun shots....and then saw a car driving off.  Police stopped the car. The driver said he was a 

bouncer at one of the clubs... And he shot it to protect himself.  A gun was found in his vehicle... With 4 

spent shell casings. The man was arrested.  Here's how close this latest shooting was to the other incidents. 

Last week shots were fired at second and wabash...no one was hit, but officers arrested a suspect.  The 

week before, bullets hit a car in the 900 block of east first street - but no one was arrested in this case.. All 

of the shootings happened around 2 in the morning... Just as the old town bars are letting out. 

 

9/2/12  7am 

A man is in critical condition at a Wichita hospital after he was stabbed last night in west wichita. It 

happened shortly before 9 o'clock in the 400 block of w. Central. The victim and another person got into a 

fight with two homeless men.   Police say the victim was stabbed multiple times in his stomach. Sedgwick 

county dispatchers say one person was taken in for questioning. More details are expected at today's media 

briefing. 

  

9/4/12  4pm 

Continuing the crime watch.. A Wichita homeowner says.... He shot at three men who entered his home 

and took cash and electronics. It happened in the 21-hundred block of south lori. The 66-year-old man told 

police.... He thought he shot one man in the back. But local hospitals say... They have not treated anyone 

for a gun-shot wound. 

 



 

 

9/5/12  9pm 

100 chickens are taken from an eastern Kansas farm.it happened over the weekend in ottawa. The thief or 

thieves also took a thousand dollar mower... And a 4-wheeler. Since the chickens aren't marked, the sheriff 

says he's not sure how they'll be identified. But he says detectives will do what they can to figure out who 

stole them. The value of the chickens is estimated at 600-dollars. 

 

9/6/12  7am 

When you think Peyton manning…you probably don't think "gang member." … but young broncos fans in 

a colorado school district have been told they can't wear the star quarterback's jersey to school because it 

violates an anti-gang policy. A denver t-v sation reports the number "18" is considered to represent some 

gang affiliations.  It's one of several numbers banned under the school district's policy.officials say the 

problem is with specific numbers…not with the broncos jerseys themselves. 

 

9/7/12  8am 

A Kansas city bishop is found guilty of failing to report suspected child abuse bishop robert finn apologized 

in court Thursday for not doing more to protect the victims in 20-10 finn first learned a priest in his diocese 

was taking pornographic pictures of children ranging in age from 2 to 9. Fin will serve 2 years of probation. 

 

9/8/12  9pm 

Police find three hundred thousand dollars worth of marijuana in a Wichita home---and take an illegal 

immigrant into custody. It was photos of the pot that led police to make the bust. Eyewitness news reporter 

jim grawe joins us live to explain. 

 

9/9/12  7am 

A search for a Wichita boy is called off after he returns home Saturday afternoon. The 11 year never 

showed for school on Friday... But police say his mother did not report the disappearance until late Friday 

night...hours after she knew her son was missing. The two were living at the relax in on south broadway. 

Officers put out a missing child alert Saturday afternoon - but not an amber alert because they weren't sure 

if the boy was in imminent danger. The alert was cancelled just after four o'clock today after the 11-year 

old showed up at the hotel. Investigators are now questioning that child to find out where he has been for 

the previous 36 hours. He will be put into protective custody. Officers arrested the mother on child 

endangerment charges. 

 

9/10/12  8am 

Visitors and people who live in old town want to know more about recent shootings in the area. Most of the 

shootings happened around the same time... When bars and night clubs are closing.  There's a been a 

shooting every weekend for the last month. The latest was early Sunday morning... With officers near the 

line of fire. They were inside the parking garage near second and mosley tending to someone who had been 

beaten up in a fight. They say somebody fired several rounds into the garage...hitting a parked car near the 

officers, and another car with two people in it. Nobody was hurt.  But in the day... It's a different 

atmosphere. Many people who live there say they still feel safe.maybe that's why.  I'm in bed by then. I 

enjoy living downtown, i wouldn't be disuaded from living downtown because of that.  In Sunday 

morning's shooting...police say the suspect was wearing a purple shirt, purple and lime-green shoes and 

may have left in a white s-u-v. 

 

9/11/12  4pm 

A baby is in a Wichita hospital-- after police say she ingested methamphetamine. Police say a woman 

called 9-1-1 yesterday ...saying her 8 month old had fallen off a bed earlier in the day. Paramedics met the 

mother at pawnee and broadway-- and took the baby to an area hospital. ...that's when doctors determined 

the baby had meth in her system. Police later found drugs at the mother's hotel room on south broadway... 

She was arrested for child endangerment and drug possession. The baby is in stable condition-- and will be 

put in protective custody. 

 

9/12/12   9pm 

A judge refuses to toss-out a sentence against a former k-u official. "former assistant athletic director"... 

Rodney jones... Was convicted in a two-million- dollar ticket scalping conspiracy seven people were 



 

 

convicted in the case. Jones is serving nearly three years in federal prison for his role. Today... A judge 

denied his request to toss-out his sentence... Saying jones waited too long to file his petition. 

 

9/13/12  7am 

A stolen statue is back home in winfield. You may remember we told you this a few weeks ago... It's been 

re- mounted on its original base after it was stolen. Vandals took it from the sports complex last month. It 

was found intact not far from there. The statue commemorates casey tucker...a winfield native who died in 

1996. 

 

9/14/12  8am 

An Oklahoma man pleads guilty in connection with three Wichita-area church burglaries. 23-year-old scott 

mears.... Was arrested in connection with the july burglaries. He admitted to the crimes at 3 chuches. Mears 

is being held at the cowley county jail on a 50-thousand-dollar bond. He is scheduled to be sentenced later 

next month. 

 

9/15/12  9pm 

In the crime watch tonight... 750-thousand dollars of damage - that's the price of a recent copper theft in 

wichita.  It was discovered at the kamen industrial park on the 800-block of east 21st street yesterday,  

apparently the thieves got on the roof... And pulled the copper out of the building's electrical system.  An 

employee found 2-thousand feet of wire on the ground outside the facility.  Police aren't sure why the 

thieves left behind the valuable copper. 

 

9/16/12  7am 

Copper thieves cause 750-thousand dollars worth of damage to a Wichita industrial park.. Police say 

thieves got onto the roof of a kamen business complex near 21st and Broadway...and pulled out copper 

from the electrical system An employee found 2-thousand feet of copper wiring friday, and called police. 

Officers aren't sure why the thieves left the copper behind. No one has been arrested. 

 

9/17/12  8am 

For the first time in five weekends... There were no shootings in Wichita’s old town. More officers were 

out patrolling the area this weekend. Wichita businesses are helping to pay for the increased number of 

officers. The move is only temporary. City leaders are considering more permanent measures to keep the 

popular spot safe. 

 

9/18/12  4pm 

Kingman county is starting the process of calling jurors for bret seacat's murder trial-- which is set to start 

in december. About 600 people-- or 12 percent of Kingman county voters will receive a summons for the 

case. Potential jurors will be asked to report in person to fill out a questionnaire. People who know seacat-- 

a former police instructor-- and people who have already formed an opinion in the case will be disqualified. 

Seacat is accused in the death of his wife-- 34 year old vashti seacat. Last month-- a pretrial hearing in the 

case was closed to the public because the judge did not want the information to contaminate the jury pool. 

 

9/20/12  7am 

Wichita police arrest a 16-year-old in connection with the shooting at this Wichita home. A 19-year-old 

was shot Tuesday morning after police say two suspects broke in and demanded money. The victim is 

expected to be ok. The 16 year old suspect faces Aggravated Burglary, Aggravated Robbery and 

Kidnapping charges. Police are still looking for two others.   

 

9/21/12  8am 

The trial is delayed for a Canadian man accused of picking up a 12 year old kansas girl he met online. 

Kenneth  mcgill had been scheduled for trial next week in wichita. He's charged with transporting a minor 

out of state to have sex.a delay has been granted...the trial is now set for november 14th. Mcgill traveled to 

el dorado in may to meet the girl. They were found a few days later in michigan. 

 

 

 



 

 

9/22/12  9pm 

Mcpherson police arrest a man in connection with the severe beating of a "tabor college" football player.  

Brandon brown was found beaten and unresponsive outside a large party last weekend he was taken to a 

wichita hospital...where he's still unconscious and in critical condition.  Brown is a defensive lineman for 

the tabor football team in Hillsboro.  Authorities say the man they arrested was booked into jail on 

aggravated battery charges. We found his name on the mcpherson football roster for 20-11... But not for 

20-12 the investigation is still on-going....if you have any information call mcpherson police at (620) 245-

1200. 

 

9/23/12  7am 

A tabor college football player dies as a result of injuries sustained during a beating.   Police found brandon 

brown unresponsive outside of a party in the four hundred block of north carrie last weekend. Brown was 

air lifted to Wichita. Police arrested a man in connection with the beating and are still investigating the 

case. If you have any information, call 9-1-1. 

 

9/24/12  8am 

A woman is robbed of two-thousand dollars.... After cashing her disability check in west Wichita. Police 

say the woman got a ride from two men to cash her check at a grocery store. After taking her home... 

Officers say one of the men followed her inside and punched her twice in the face. He then took her purse. 

Police are still investigating the case. 

 

9/25/12  4pm 

And in the crime watch... Police are looking for a man who tried to steal a woman's purse at the Walgreen’s 

at harry and edgemoor Monday it's the second purse-snatching incident at that location in a week. A 67 

year old woman says she a man tried to grab her purse off her shoulder in the parking lot at around 5 pm 

yesterday. The woman held on to the purse.. But was pushed to the ground. The strap on the purse broke... 

Then the suspect ran away empty handed. A witness chased the suspect-- but lost sight of him. The woman 

had bumps and bruises... But was not seriously hurt. In another incident a week ago-- a suspect did steal a 

woman's purse... Police have not said whether the cases are related. 

 

9/26/12  9pm 

A Wichita police officer could face possible criminal charges. That comes after the police department did 

an internal investigation into a shooting. The department says... The investigation revealed some concerns 

this all relates to a shooting earlier this month... Near Pawnee and meridian the officer claims... He was 

doing paper-work in his car.... When he saw someone peering around a corner. That's when the officer 

said... He fired at the person... Who appeared to be raising a weapon. No one was hurt in the shooting. The 

officer has been suspended. 

 

9/27/12  7am 

A Wichita police officer is suspended following a "shots fired" investigation.it happened earlier this month 

in the 28-hundred block of west Pawnee. The officer said he was working on paperwork in a parking lot 

when he saw a man that appeared to have a rifle point it at him the officer got out of his vehicle and fired in 

the direction of the individual. No one was hurt. Wichita's police chief said the initial investigation revealed 

some concerns. An administrative investigation has begun...once it's complete it will be presented to the d-

a's office. 

 

9/29/12  9pm 

Now to a thief caught in the act by his victim with a camera. He smacked that window in such a way that it 

just flew open. And i saw him and i had my camera and i laid over my bed and took a picture of him.  This 

photo got the intruder arrested.   The man says he noticed his bottles of wine disappearing little by little 

from his apartment... So he stayed home from work... And armed himself with a camera. When he heard 

someone smash his window, he took this picture of the crook. Turns out - the man lived just in a 

neighboring apartment.  

 

 

 



 

 

9/30/12  7am 

A pair of shootings in a small south-east Kansas town leave two people dead it happened friday night in 

coffeyville in montgomery county. One happened just before midnight, the other happened less than two 

hours later. A neighbor says the fatal shooting shook the apartment building...with every bullet that was 

fired. That's in this morning's crime watch. 
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7/1/12  7am 

The Red Cross here in Kansas is also helping out in Colorado. Earlier this week this western Kansas 

emergency response vehicle left from garden city. This morning a vehicle left from here in Wichita. They 

are headed for Colorado Springs. 

 

7/2/12  8am 

Several new laws are in effect in Kansas... One involves changes to the Kansas d-u-i law. It requires jail 

time for repeat offenders who refuse breath and blood tests. It doesn't apply to first time offenders. 

 

7/3/12  4pm 

Actor Andy Griffith has died. He was 86 years old... Natural sound: theme song whistle. Griffith was best 

known for his role as sheriff andy taylor on "the andy griffith show" he also starred on the t-v series 

"matlock. In 2005, griffith was honored with a presidential medal of freedom for his -- --  "lifetime of 

memorable performances." griffith died in his home in dare county, north Carolina. 

 

7/4/12  9pm 

The Wichita wingnuts still have a 7 game lead in the central division, despite losing to grand prairie last 

night 5-4 the nuts on a week long road stretch continuing tonight in texas and it has started off roughly for 

Wichita...they lost last night 5-4...and were unable to rally tonight in the 9th...losing again 9- wichita was 

within striking distance...but jared simon gave up 5 runs in just one inning...which pretty much sealed the 

win for the air hogs... The nuts won't be home again at Lawrence Dumont stadium, until a week from today 

against Kansas city. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

The big bay boom in san diego, California was a big bust, according to fireworks watchers. The city's 

popular show went off early and all at once on Wednesday night.  San diego's independence day display 

misfired about five minutes ahead of schedule then it all went dark.  Garden state fireworks, the company 

that put on the show says a technical issue caused the fireworks to pop in 15 seconds. A team from the 

company is trying to figure out what happened. 

 

7/6/12  8am 

Jerry Seinfeld announces the debut of his new web series on July 19th.  It's called "comedians in cars 

getting coffee."  it will be an interview program featuring seinfeld's friends - including alec baldwin - as 

guests. 

 

7/7/12  9pm 

Since June 29th, when the wingnuts announced that slugger c-j ziegler and second baseman Jake kahaulelio 

signed with the Mexican leagues...the nuts have gone 1-6...including getting swept by the grand prairie air 

hogs... The wingnuts start a new series tonight at Amarillo, hoping to get back on the right side of the score 

board... Right now...the nuts just took a lead late in the game...gerardo avila smacked a three run homer to 

make it 6-3.  

 

7/8/12  7am 

A Hutchinson man is in the hospital this morning... After he blacks out behind the wheel... And crashes into 

a tree. It happened Saturday morning near k-96 and 4th avenue in Hutchinson. The Reno county sheriff's 

department reports after the 50 year old blacked out... His car left the road, crashed into a tree at 45 miles 

an hour... Before coming to a rest against a second tree. The driver was trapped and had to be extracted... 

He was rushed to a local hospital in serious condition. 

 

 

 



 

 

7/9/12  8am 

The batman trilogy will be complete in less than two weeks... And the movie's creator was honoroed over 

the weekend.. Christopher nolan receieved a star on hollywood's walk of fame on saturday... He is the 

writer, director and producer of the new darker take on the batman story... The film's stars were there to 

cheer on nolan, christian bale, ann hathaway,joseph gordon levitt and morgan freeman where all in 

attendence. 

 

7/10/12  4pm 

Welcome back...Michelle from the crew is here with your fashion 4-11... What have you been working on 

this week, michelle? For more on 'fashion 411' or any of the segments you see on the show...go to kwch dot 

com look for the crew section under the lifestyle tab. 

 

7/11/12  9pm 

Tyshawn Taylor had 12 points in 29 minutes today in the nets 79-71 loss to the 76ers...in the nba summer 

league...wichita states garrett stutz missed all seven of his shots in 15 minutes...but managed two points and 

a game high eight rebounds...kstates jake pullen didnt play for the sixers.. he’s nursing a bum ankle. 

 

7/12/12  7am 

Facebook says its users can expect them do more to curb cyber bullying.. The social networking giant is 

rolling out changes on this week in an effort to fight cyber-bullying.  It is adding tools to help victims of 

harassment and bullying more easily report the problems -- and hopefully resolve them. Teen users have 

more options when classifying unwanted posts from others.  For the worst cases, users will be directed to 

facebook's suicide chat hotline or other professional help. 

 

7/13/12  8am 

If you're familiar with the Harry Potter movies or the books ...  You know all about Quidditch  (QWID-

itch)  - which is similar to lacrosse on broom sticks.  There are now 700 teams around the world 

participating in this game, and some hope to see it at the Olympics one day. The quiddich craze has made 

its way here. Wichita state, the University of Kansas both have teams. 

 

7/14/12  9pm 

The royals had a chance to eally get the second half going right last night... Turns out they were just a day 

lte to that party... Game two of their series with the white sox at the k.... And it looked like same ole same 

ole after the first inning... Big one by diazza... That falls to the ground... He gets a double and gordon 

bceckham scores on the play... Take a quick one -- 0 lead...  Third inning... Aleex grodon with one on... 

Rips this one to right field... Jarrod dyson scores...   And then one on for alcides escobar... He's is showing 

he can do it all with the bat this season... A two run homer for the short stop... Took a 3-1 lead...  And they 

snap a four game losing streak with a 6--3 win over chicago 

 

7/15/12  7am 

He is the Milwaukee county zoo's newest arrival and trainers say... He's already a world class belcher.. 

Colby is a california sea lion who was born at the zoo about three weeks ago. He'll soon take part in one of 

the zoo's show's...but first things first... He has to learn how to swim. Trainers are currently working with 

colby behind the scenes in a kiddie pool.  

 

7/16/12  8am 

A Texas man has been reunited with his stolen car -- 40 years later.  Robert Russell had his 19-67 Austin 

healey stolen in Philadelphia in 19-70.  After years of searching, in May, he found the stolen car being sold 

on e-bay from someone in east l-a.  Amazingly, Russell still had the certificate of title with the car's vin 

number. Russell says he paid three-thousand dollars for the car -- now it's worth around 23-thousand. 

 

7/17/12  4pm 

I ran over there hoping that she wouldn't fall when I got there she was still standing there and I just 

positioned myself. Hopefully, I would catch her. A New York man is being called a hero after catching a 

little girl who fell out of a third story window.  The fall was caught on video. The man says he saw the girl 



 

 

crawl out the window onto an air conditioner and start dancing... She lost her balance and fell. The man 

who caught her says he hurt his arm... But will be ok. The little girl was not hurt. 

 

7/18/12  9pm 

A new honor flight hub in Kansas... Plans its first flight a hutchinson-based organization started the state's 

newest hub... In may. That happened after... The program's main hub in great bend... Was kicked out of the 

national organization because of management issues. Later this month... The first flight will make its way 

to washington d-c. On board.... Will be 99-year-old world war two veteran... Don revert. He will be the 

oldest veteran to fly out of kansas as part of the program. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

In Kansas more heat means fewer sales...that according to one farmers market in Delano. Not much is 

growing thanks to mother nature...and those high temperatures aren't exactly inviting people to stop at 

markets on their way home from work. Growers add that last summer was so hot a ripple effect has carried 

over with customers this year. "we have had a hard time attracting costumers back this year because last 

year they would come and there would not be anything". The stand we spoke to say while this summer has 

been rough...sales are still better so far than last year. 

 

7/21/12  9pm 

Joe ragland and the warriors wrapped an undefeated summer league schedule today... Beating new orleans 

80 72 in las vegas... Rags had 5 point sin 14 minutes on the floor.... The former shocker point guard had 

two assists and  two turnovers...  Toure murry didn't play for the lakers in their game Thursday night... 

 

7/22/12  7am 

A Wichita man calls 9-1-1 after he finds someone dead in his pool. Police say the 48 year old man was 

discovered around 8-30 this morning in an above-ground pool near Pawnee and hydraulic. Investigators say 

they are not suspecting foul play... Adding the man had a history of medical issues. 

 

7/23/12  8am 

"Total disregard for the safety and welfare of child victims" that was a direct quote describing the actions of 

Penn state officials. It comes from an investigation conducted by a former f-b-i director after a history of 

sexual abuse was discovered at the school.  Now...officials there will find out the school's penalities after 

they failed to protect jerry sandusky's victims.  We head to penn state campus live for the breaking news... 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

Mariah carey will judge next season's "American idol" she's the first judge appointed after the 

announcement both jennifer lopez and steven tyler will leave the show. Carey will reportedly make 18 

million dollars-- making her the highest paid reality t-v figure. Jennifer lopez was paid 12 million for last 

season of "idol" 

 

7/25/12  9pm 

A year ago...west Virginia and kstate played at Intrust bank arena in Wichita...next February 18th they'll 

meet on big monday in manhattan o...one of tweo big monday performances for kstate...the other will come 

the week before in lawrence against ku...the hawks will play a conference high four times on big monday 

this coming season...ku is 45-16 alltime on that state...26-8 under bill self... 

 

7/26/12  7am 

It takes years of preparation and training for just a few short weeks every four years.  But for one group of 

olympic athletes... Those years of training may be compromised by an obligation to their faith. The islamic 

holy month of Ramadan ...began last week. It doesn't end until august 18th.  So that means practicing 

muslims must fast during day light hours ...absolutely no food or liquids... Including water.  For the 

duration of the games. This presents a problem for muslim athletes.that's something that they need to speak 

with, maybe, a local imam about and make a decision on that. But if they are up for it, then why not  > lack 

of food and water could hurt athletes' livers and muscles. But for many of the 3 thousand Muslim 

competitors... They say it is a sacrifice they are willing to make.   

 



 

 

7/27/12  8am 

It could be the first nation in the United Kingdom to approve gay marriage... The scottish government 

announced plans to bring forward a bill to legalize same sex marriage. They say the earliest ceremonies 

would take place in 20-15. One of the bill's strongest opponents is the catholic church of scotland. 

Currently same sex couples can enter only into civil partnerships. 

 

7/28/12  9pm 

School lunches help kids get the nutrition they need to study hard during the week. Unfortunately many 

students go hungry on the weekend, when classes aren't in session. But you can help.. K-w-c-h has teamed 

up with the kansas food bank again this year...for the food for kids program. You can bring donations to 

any of these dillons locations  the food you donate will feed kids in need in our area. Dillons will be 

collecting donations from now until august 11 - for many students school starts august 15th. 

 

7/29/12  7am 

School lunches help kids get the nutrition they need to study hard during the week. Unfortunately many 

students go hungry on the weekend, when classes aren't in session. But you can help.. K-w-c-h has teamed 

up with the Kansas food bank again this year...for the food for kids program. You can bring donations to 

any of these dillons locations  the food you donate will feed kids in need in our area. Dillons will be 

collecting donations from now until august 11 - for many students school starts august 15th. 

 

7/30/12  8am 

Plan for delays in your morning commute... If you use parts of interstate 235 in north wichita. North-bound 

eye-235... Will be reduced to a single lane between meridian and broadway exits. It's expected to take 45 

days to complete.      Crews will be repairing the bridge that crosses the little arkansas (r-kansas) river. K-

dot is asking drivers to avoid the area. 

 

7/31/12  4pm 

But first... Sedgwick county commissioners are hearing about a new option to help troubled youth. That's 

*if* the "judge riddell (ruh-dell) boys ranch" closes due to budget cuts. Shutting-down the boys ranch... 

Would save the county one-and-a-half million dollars each year. While... Some boys would still need to 

stay in a state residential unit... Others could get help through a proposed "day reporting program"... Similar 

to the program used by adult inmates. Anything we can do to intervene and prevent people from being in 

the system i think pays off in the long run. Commissioner bill buchanan says... The youth reporting 

program would cost about 750-thousand dollars... About half the cost of the boys ranch. County 

commissioners will have the final say... When they vote on the budget august 15-th. 

 

8/1/12  9pm 

Illinois is making it illegal for employers to ask job-seekers for their social networking passwords Governor 

Pat Quinn signed the measure into law today Until recently some companies and government agencies had 

been asking to log into a prospective employee's accounts like Facebook and twitter Critics say the request 

is an invasion of privacy Illinois law does allow bosses to view public information not restricted by privacy 

settings. Several other states are considering similar bans. 

 

8/2/12  7am 

KWCH brings the CBS Buzz Tour to Wichita. It's your chance to meet reality stars from popular shows 

such as Survivor and Amazing Race.      You'll also get a sneak peek at new CBS shows...and be digitally 

added to cast photos. The tour bus will be at Lawrence Dumont Stadium for Baseball 'Round the Clock on 

Saturday. You can win a family 4-pack to Baseball 'Round the Clock....just visit kwch-dot-com. 

 

8/3/12  8am 

And speaking of redistricting confusion...one voter tells us he was given an incorrect ballot during advance 

voting in sedgwick county Thursday. The election commissioner says...this could be because of redrawn 

boundaries.there are still people unsure of who should be on their ballot so even though we have some 

people who, I heard reports that more people thought they got the wrong ballot but when I researched their 

address and verified what ballot style they were given, they were given the correct ballot style." you can 



 

 

call the election office if you have any questions you can also find out where to vote...at kwch-dot-com... 

look under helpful link in our campaign 2012 page. 

 

8/4/12  9pm 

Michael phelps earned his 22nd Olympic medal today….securing the spot as the most decorated olympian 

in history. Phelps took his 18th career gold medal after winning the 4 by 100 medley relay it is his last 

event at the London games and his final victory as an Olympian.  Phelps is retiring at 27."i've been able to 

accomplish everything that i've ever wanted to and i think at that point in your career, i think it's just time to 

move on." however, phelps greatest accomplishment may be the new generation of swimmers he has 

inspired.  The youngest u-s swimmer is 15 year old katie ledecky. She says Phelps pumped her up before 

she earned gold and broke an american record time...set nearly 8 years before she was born. 

 

8/5/12  7am 

Bridge repairs begin today on k-96 and it could impact your drive. You won't be able to get from east-

bound kellogg... To west-bound k-96. K-dot is shutting it down for ten days... To make bridge repairs. They 

also say drivers will need to find another route. That's not the only construction you're going to run into on 

k-96. The bridges at... 127-th street and central will also be repaired. Traffic will be reduced to single lanes  

in each direction. 

 

8/6/12  8am 

On their wedding day, most couples want to be surrounded by family and close friends  and that includes 

man's best friend. But it was all about puppy love in Minnesota this weekend. The wedding shoppe in st. 

Paul hosted its annual dog wedding event. The pups were dressed in their Sunday best, many wearing 

tuxedos and dresses. The dog marriages make for some interesting couples. Big dogs marrying little dogs, 

big dogs marrying big dogs, little dogs marrying little dogs. The pets get a marriage certificate and have 

their pictures taken at the altar. This marked the event's fourth year... More than 100 dogs participated. 

 

8/7/12  4pm 

Composer marvin hamlisch has died at age 68 after a brief illness. He wrote some of the best-known music 

from stage and screen in the last 40 years. Nat from a chorus line.. "you know you'll never be lonely with 

you know who;.." one of hamlich's biggest successes was the long-running stage production "a chorus line" 

and on film-- his best-known work was in movies like "the way we were"..."ordinary people" and "the 

sting" he is credited with composing and arranging more than 40 film scores in his career, and hamlisch 

won every major award-- oscars, emmy's, grammies, a tony and a pulitzer prize. 

 

8/8/12  9pm 

Think of it as a lint roller... You can use over and over again... Just wash it off. Our tester at the Kansas 

Humane Society said... It worked!  But she had to make several rounds back and forth to the sink to wash it 

off... Then wait for it to dry. By the time we tested it on Mille's Chair, "sticky buddy" was getting gooey 

around the edges. But it was still picking-up hair. 

 

8/9/12  7am 

Chik fil a has it's grand opening on the west side this morning. And while that may have some fans lining 

up for a taste...neighboring businesses are worried. When the restaurant chain opened up on the east side.... 

The traffic jam spilled over into nearby businesses' parking lots.... Keeping their own customers out. That's 

why these west side businesses aren't taking any chances. They've hired security to protect their parking lot 

from unwanted guests. A problem they've already experienced... Even though the restaurant hasn't even 

opened yet.my coworker could not find a parking spot. 15:22:06 she actually had to call someone and have 

them clear out the parking lot. 22:09 because they couldn't get in. 22:11 the security guard on duty has 

already had to shoo away more than ten vehicles not belonging to business customers. Chik-fil-a has hired 

off-duty police officers to direct traffic today. 

 

8/10/12  8am 

It destroyed dozens of homes... Now help for grass fire victims in Oklahoma... Is coming from Kansas one 

weekend fire near tulsa torched more than 100 buildings... And burned thousands of acres. Mary scheulen 

usually responds to help house fire victims in wichita... She says she's glad for the opportunity to help our 



 

 

neighbors.... "just helping to share their burden, usually, even in a house fire, they are pretty distraught over 

what happened" "this is one way to help people. There are a lot of ways to help people, and this is one way 

I can do that, through volunteering with red cross" 4:48> scheulen could be in oklahoma several weeks... 

She'll help keep track of the number of meals served and emergency kits given out... And how much money 

is being spent to help victims. 

 

8/11/12  9pm 

President Obama pledges to help farmers and ranchers during this drought - which is the worst we've seen 

in 25 years. In his weekly internet address, Obama says his administration will give producers more access 

to low-interest emergency loans. He's also opening up more federal land for grazing, and distributing 30 

million dollars to help get water to livestock. However, Obama added that this plan is only a short term 

solution - to the ongoing problem. 

 

8/12/12  7am 

A 2 year old boy is killed after he runs into traffic in meade county... The kansas highway patrol says the 

boy ran into the middle of a street in plaines friday evening. The toddler was pronounced dead at the scene. 

And a pair of junction city residents... Including a two year old boy... Are killed in a two-car crash in rural 

marion county. The k-h-p says the two vehicles were traveling towards each other on highway 56 south of 

herrington. One of the vehicles crossed the center line... Striking the other vehicle head-on... Then 

overturned in a ditch. A 20 year old woman and 2 year old boy were pronounced dead at the scene. 6 other 

people were rushed to the hospital for treatment. 

 

8/13/12  8am 

Small towns are known for their charm...  But the residents of one town in canada say what's putting them 

on the map is their "grouchy attitude." take a look. The quaint hamlet of evansburg has small community 

charm, friendly hospitality..."..margaret "what the heck you doing over there."and one grouch. "."put your 

coin in, don't have none, oh come on.." every year since 1979, residents have elected a town grouch "can't 

get away, come vote for grouch.". Margaret hodgkinson and her campaign manager are working the streets. 

"dig deep dig deep oh a couple of moth balls coming out there..” Whoever collects the most money for the 

town's festival wins. "margaret for grouch, margaret for grouch" "what makes me so grouchy? People.. 

Margaret "if i win i get a license for a whole year to grouch" jennifer "not going to happen." jennifer 

yakimchuk is the competition. "just trying to get me all riled up aren't you? I wouldn't do that. Oh yeah 

right." jennifer "they think i'm nice but i'm not nice they've got to know that. I'm grouchy, ask my husband" 

the character honors the community's coal mining history.  Sandi scott  will give up the cranky costume and  

temporary address "number 10 frowning street" on saturday. Sandi scott "you're supposed to be grouchy 

enough for the rest of the town so they don't have to be grouchy" but if they are, there is an official place to 

sit. John lauer "when you sit here you are free to grumble and it gets used quite regularly" john "high five, 

ahh good one.” John lauer could be known as grandpa grouch.  He came up with the idea when he designed 

the sign in 1974as a way to make evansburg's population statistics more impressive. John lauer - "adding 

numbers of dogs, numbers of cats. It still seemed a little weak so i thought i'd add one grouch" he might 

have had someone specific in mind back then, but he won't tell.  Now the community gets to choose the 

ultimate grump. John lauer "they can really be a pain in the butt and they have a license to get away with it 

" jennifer and margaret can't wait. Jennifer "have to be known for something and there are alot of grouchy 

people in evansburg so we come by it honestly.” "have a grouchy day, you too, okay..." 

 

8/14/12  4pm 

A new style of soda machine is offering more choices-- and a more exciting experience while filling your 

cup. The "coca-cola freestyle" machines are now at two restaurants in wichita. They have a touchscreen 

offering just about every product the company makes. That allows users to customize their drinks... By 

mixing sodas-- like coke, diet coke or sprite-- with flavoring-- like vanilla or cherry. The combinations are 

stored on a hard drive that is sent back to coke's headquarters. Coke can use that information to develop and 

marked new drinks based on what is already popular in different parts of the country. 

 

8/15/12  9pm 

Now to this week's product.. We're testing "crayola's outdoor colored bubbles" some of you may have let 

your kids try "crayola's washable colored bubbles.  Well... The company changed the name and the 



 

 

formula. The colored bubbles are now clearly labeled for "outdoor" use.  And it claims... They're easy 

clean-up. We let our tester try the new... And the old... Formulas. Christie, i hate to say this.  Do you see 

what i'm going to point out.  You have orange on your face.  "oh super!"  from the bubbles.  "when it came 

back in my face.  Oh look... Laugh!  56:04  brylee has it in her hair.  Find-out if we could clean-up our 

mess... Tonight at ten... On kwch. Also... We'd love to hear from you. If you want to suggest ideas, or, 

volunteer to be a tester... Just go to kwch-dot-com and click-on the "does it work" section. 

 

8/16/12  7am 

The group "people for the ethical treatment of animals" is objecting to restrictions on its exhibit next month 

at the kansas state fair. They're calling it "unconsitutional censorship."  fair officials say any videos or 

pictures of animals being decapitated, dismembered or butchered must not be readily visible outside peta's 

booth. They want fairgoers  to make a conscious choice to view the material. 

 

8/17/12  8am 

If you've got what it takes - come on down. "the price is right" is looking for a male model to help show off 

prizes. Viewers will choose the winner in october.  The lucky model will get a week-long stint on the price 

is right. 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

Water use is up.. but wichita's water supply is down because of the drought. Now city leaders are ramping 

up its efforts to recharge the aquifer which supplies the city with 40 percent of it's water. The second phase 

of the project should be up and running next spring. It will remove water from the little arkansas river to the 

north when the levels are above normal....then the system will treats the water and dumps it back into the 

equus aquifer for future use.the key is when we have those above average rainfalls...the river comes up.  

That's when we capture that water and recharge it. Otherwise that water just flows away to oklahoma. This 

next phase increases the amount of artificial recharge four-fold over what the city has been able to do. City 

leaders are asking the state for additional funding to complete the project. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

Hundreds are celebrating old settlers days in Mulvane this weekend take a look at some of the photos we 

took at that event. The three day festival includes a carnival, parade, and animal shows. Mulvane's old 

settlers days dates back to 18-73, making it one of the longest running festivals in kansas. To check out 

more photos from this year's fun - just go to fetch toto dot com. 

 

8/20/12  8am 

Demolition work is scheduled to start today on an historic opera house in hays. Crews expect to have the 

building demolished within about three days. The opera house was built in the 1870s and is owned by a 

group that has restored many of the buildings in downtown hays.  But stones have fallen from the building 

recently, prompting the city to move forward with condemnation. 

 

8/21/12  4pm 

Also on the city council's agenda-- members approved a series of measures aimed at keeping temporary 

signs out of the public right of way  One measure strengthens an illegal sign ordinance-- increasing fines 

for offenders. Another launches a public education campaign-- and allows volunteers to remove the signs. 

City officials say they removed 10 thousand of the signs in 20-11. 

 

8/22/12  9pm 

It's the strength of their minds not their arms that earned a group of teenagers the honor of throwing out the 

opening pitch in detroit. They will take the mound next week. The group of 30 teens spent the summer 

building this robot... Known as cy-ber young  cy-ber young will be the first "student-built robot" in history 

to throw-out the first pitch at a major league baseball game. 

 

8/23/12  7am 

Today we're asking the question - "does it work?" this week's product is the x-hose, the "incredible 

expandable garden hose" is supposed to expand to three times its size. It also claims to be light-weight and 

it promises to never kink. This product was requested by a lot of our viewers. So, we had one of them test 



 

 

it."turn the water on at the source and your xhose will expand to its maximum length.  So we need to hook 

it up."  okay, lets do it.44:24> find-out what we learned in our testing... Coming up in the 8-o-clock hour... 

On k-s-c-w. Also... We'd love to hear from you. If you want to suggest ideas, or, volunteer to be a tester... 

Just go to k-w-c-h-dot-com and click-on the "does it work" section. 

 

8/24/12  8am 

New in this morning's aviation watch. A stuggling australian airline has cancelled 35 orders for the new 

boeing 7-8-7 . It's a new blow to the plane maker, which saw it's stock price take a big hit yesterday. Qantas 

airlines posted its first annual loss in 17 years.  And said the order cancellation was needed to save about 

eight and a half billlion dollars.   Still, it's disappointing news for boeing...after a series of delays in brining 

the "dreamliner" up to standard. 

 

8/25/12  9pm 

This story has a lot of you talking on our Facebook page....  Here's what you're saying.  "rest in peace neil. 

You will be remembered for all you have done for all of us." robin says: "sad day; he was an american 

hero. And gloria says: "a hero and a beautiful human being" if you want to tell us how you feel join us on 

facebook... Or... For another look at the life of neil armstrong head over to our website, k-w-c-h dot com 

for video, and photos. 

 

8/26/12  7am 

It was the rainy day we've all been waiting for. Although not a drought buster, about three inches of rain 

fell across Wichita yesterday - which is a new record the rain lead to flooding in many parts of the city -- 

this was the scene in west Wichita at one point fifteen hundred people lost power because of a downed 

power line. But crews were able to restore power quickly to those that were affected. 

 

8/27/12  8am 

While it's cooling down here... Temperatures in the black rock desert in nevada are staying well above 

100… and the annual burning man music festival is still set to kick off there today. More than 50 thousand 

people will head out to the desert to practice "radical self expression and self reliance." the festival has been 

going since 1986. 

 

8/28/12  4pm 

The west side warren raises a new i-max screen. The theater says the new 3d silver screen is the newest and 

best-quality screen available. It took more than 60 people to take down the original screen and raise the 

new one. The i-max theater was closed yesterday and today for the change...it will re-open wednesday. 

 

8/29/12  9pm 

The King of Pop would have turned 54 today Members of the Jackson family are celebrating in Gary, 

Indiana where Michael grew up A special candle-light vigil was held to honor the late pop star. Jackson 

died in 2009. Jackson's death was caused by a lethal dose of anesthetics and sedatives. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

It officially opens Saturday... But fans got a sneak peak at butler community college's newest state of the art 

stadium the multi-million dollar facility is the result of an unusual partnership that includes the college, the 

city of el dorado and the local school district. Teams from all three will play at the new facility... Which is 

one of the best in the nation.  But it's not all about sports... We see this as an incredible learning 

opportunity, not only for butler's students,  but for el dorado's high school students and surrounding high 

school students, where if they have an interest in  sports media, broadcast journalism, videography, they 

can learn in a state of the art, real world setting.> students were already hard at work wednesday night... 

During a women's soccer game... Making sure they were ready for the grand opening saturday. 

 

8/31/12  8am 

You are looking at one of california's most wanted... His "crime"... Not cashing in a 52 million dollar 

lottery ticket. Lottery officials say this man has gone to several gas stations to have his ticket verified as a 

winner... But he has not taken the next step and actually contacted lottery officials to accept.we were 

wondering if there was a mis-communication and he doesn't know what's going on...maybe there's a 



 

 

problem and that's why were reaching out to him and having him call me. We'll help him with the claims 

process. The attendant who sold the man the ticket says the winner is a regular and doesn't speak very good 

English. But lottery officials say they'll keep looking until they find their man. 

 

9/1/12  9pm 

Kansas looking for a fresh start with a new head coach...and no inflatable tunnel to run out of this 

year...also names on the back of their jerseys...which is nice. Start with missed fg by ku...now that wasn't 

too terrible because south Dakota state was backed up on its own one... But zach zenner has some 

speed...he finds a hole...out runs bradley mcdougaled...he goes 99 yards to pay turf...he had 164 rushing 

yards at the half...7-0 jackrabbits Kansas gets its first touchdown at the end of the first, that's tony pierson 

falling in for the score...ties the game at 7 special teams, totally redeeming itself...josh ford with the 

blocked punt to give the Jayhawks excellent field position... But they can't get it in the end zone... A field 

goal made it 10-7 at the half and Kansas has also turned it on in the second half...31-17 jayhawks leading 

with just a couple minutes to play. 

 

9/3/12  8am 

A Kansas bird may go *on* the endangered species list. The u-s fish and wild life service has until the end 

of september to decide. The bird's numbers have been declining for years everywhere *except* kansas. The 

western part of the state is now home to at least half of the world's lesser prairie chicken population.  The 

other birds live in nearby areas of colorado, oklahoma, new mexico and texas. 

 

9/4/12  4pm 

Hutchinson's city council *repeals* the city's expanded "anti-discrimination ordinance." the council will 

now put the issue on the November ballot. The ordinance was passed earlier this year.  It protects gays and 

lesbians from discrimination in housing and public employment. But the city received two very different 

petitions over the ordinance. One calling for its repeal. The other calling for it to be expanded, today... City 

council members voted to repeal the current ordinance... And let voters decide the issue. 

 

9/5/12  9pm 

He lost both his legs in a car accident in lawrence. Now the derby grad is back home. Colby liston and 

several of his friends at k-u were getting in the back of an s-u-v. That's when another vehicle hit them from 

behind.  Liston was pinned between the 2 vehicles  his legs were crushed and doctors had to amputate. 

Liston is now recovering... And hopes to have prosthetics in 4 to 5 weeks. The accident is still under 

investigation. Police are waiting on toxicology reports from the driver who hit him. 

 

9/6/12  7am 

Former baltimore ravens owner art modell has died. The n-f-l team announced his death early this morning. 

Modell is one of the most important figures in league history and helped the n-f-l rise to prominence by 

negotiating lucrative television contracts. He bought the Cleveland browns franchise in 1961...and was 

beloved for many years until he moved the franchise to Baltimore in 1996.   The ravens won a Super Bowl 

for him in 2000. Art Modell was 87. 

 

9/7/12  8am 

The fair kicks off today... And you can expect to see higher prices at the gate. The eight dollar admission 

jumped to 10-dollars overnight. It's the first price increase in four years. Without much help from the state, 

the fair is doing what it can to stay afloat. The fair was selling discount tickets for six dollars. But that price 

also jumped to the normal amount at midnight. 

 

9/8/12  9pm 

A first of its kind walk in Wichita today hopes to fight against human trafficking. Dozens showed up for 

the first race for freedom, sponsored by the group i-c-t--s-o-s the five-k run and walk took place near 13th 

and meridian at the carpenter place campus. Organizers hope to one day create more housing in Wichita for 

girls rescued out of human trafficking,  Jennifer white 39:58-11 "awareness is huge. A lot of people don't 

think this happens in wichita.so we really want to spread awareness first, then ask people to jump on board 

with volunteering donating, mentoring, there are so many things people can do."  White says they expected 

to raise 10 to 15 thousand dollars at today's event. 



 

 

 

9/9/12  7am 

Food.... Drinks... Music... And animals? Last night was the sedgwick county zoo's annual zoobilee 

fundraiser... This year featured 9 new restaurants in addition to the usual brewers and musical acts. 

Between 4 to 5 thousand people attended this year's event...raising an estimated 500 thousand dollars to 

help support the zoo. Zoobilee contiues until midnight tonight. 

 

9/11/12  4pm 

The kansas firefighter's museum hosted its annual event to remember the victims of 9/11. A dove release 

was part of the memorial in Wichita. Organizers say being a first responder can be the ultimate sacrifice 

and that was proven by the firefighters who died on 9/11. Members of the public also attended the event. "i 

remember exactly where i was and i felt like it was something i couldn't ignore." the event also included a 

fly-over by the jayhawk wing of the commemorative air force. Organizers hope to continue putting on the 

event every year on september 11th. 

 

9/12/12  9pm 

We now know the name.... Of the spirit aero-systems employee who died after falling at work earlier this 

week.  Matt Lyons... Was taken to the hospital Monday evening. That's after he fell 12 feet... Onto 

concrete. Lyons died tuesday.... After family members decided to take him off life support. He was 

working in "plant two"... At spirit's south wichita campus. A spokesperson for spirit says.... The company 

doesn't know all of the circumstances surrounding the situation, but is conducting a thorough investigation. 

This is the second death at the company within the last year. 

 

9/13/12  7am 

 

Out with the old... And in with the new... But not too quickly. After apple's unveiling of the i phone 

5...many users may be ready to ditch their old models... But there is still plenty of life left in the current 

gadgets. Here are a few ways to re-invent your smart phone. Your old phone can become a scaled down i-

pad. You could use it to stream video, send email and take photos and video. You can donate the device to 

charity...domestic abuse shelters for example...always need phones. Use it as an alarm clock...or you can 

always sell it for a few bucks.  Used i-phone 4's have been going for anywhere between 90 and 230 dollars 

depending on their condition. 

 

9/14/12  8am 

Thursday fair goers returned home with a new skill..."chicken washing. Eyewitness news anchor roger 

cornish was among the crowd... He has the story... <i'm roger cornish from a soggy kansas state fair. 

But rather than let the weather put a damper on things, we decided to show you one of the more una usual 

attractions here. And i should warn you...if you suffer from alektorophobia you might find this report 

disturbing. A couple of times a day you can learn  how to properly give a chicken a bath. I'll let you decide 

why you might want to give a chicken a bath. Makes sense....today's expert professional bather is bob 

briggs. Dozens of future chicken washers watch with rapt attention. They learned that... Some like it and 

some don't and if you run into one that doesn't want a bath?. Just wash him anyway....just hang on tighter 

good advice for parents and grandparents. And that noise in the background?  Thousands of other chickens 

asking to be next...or asking not to be next...i'm not sure, i don't speak chicken. Of course no lady wants to 

be washed without a blow dry and comb out. The chicken washing takes place each day at 10:30 and 2. 

And by the way,alektorophobia is the fear of chickens. I'm not afraid of them. I think theytaste a little like 

whooping crane. At the fair, i'm roger cornish, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

9/15/12  9pm 

Last week Miami, next week, Oklahoma...right smack dab in the middle...the final non conference 

foe...north texas...a potential trap game for 15th ranked k-state. Bill snyder going up against his former 

coaching mate from iowa, dan mccarney... Kstate looking for a big stop on the mean green's first 

drive...instead, a pretty terrible sight for cats fans....Wichita product arthur brown, the judge, gets his leg 

twisted under a tackle...turns out to be an ankle injury...it looked pretty bad as he tried to walk off on his 

own..  He would re enter the game a bit later, however.. North texas scored first...but on their ensuing 

kickoff...tyler lockett was ready... Excellent blocking, amazing speed from locket...he took it 96 yards to 



 

 

the house...tied the game at 7 the cats had a 14-7 lead at the break but have really come on in the fourth 

quarter... Final score is a lot closer than the second half actually was...35-21 the final cats move to 3-0.  

 

9/16/12  7am 

Wichita state athletes put practice on hold -  to play with area kids Saturday. The university hosted its 

annual shocks cops and kids event. Kids participated in different sports and nutritional workshops, plus 

they got lessons on internet safety by Wichita police. They say this is a good opportunity to connect with 

kids. this give children an opportunity to see us just like what we are. Just like they are. We can have 

wonderful discussion with them and they see us in a better light. Officers hope building good relationships 

now, will carry over when the kids are adults. 

 

9/17/12  8am 

Parts of southbound eye-235 will be cut down to one lane... Again... Starting today. Bridge repairs will 

begin on the other lanes of the 235/k-96 bridge... Over the little arkansas (r-kansas) river. This impacts the 

area between meridian and Broadway. The Kansas department of transportation says... Drivers should 

expect delays. 

 

9/18/12  4pm 

a new feature on the web site "vote smart" lets Kansas voters compare their views on political issues with 

presidential and congressional candidates. The tool is called "vote easy"-- voters answer a series of 

questions and weigh how important each issue is to them. The web site lets the user know how closely their 

answers match candidates for various offices. To try it for yourself-- look for the link to the vote smart web 

site... You can find it on our web site... Kwch dot com. 

 

9/19/12  9pm 

Governor Sam Brownback and the Kansas department of transportation... Are trying to make more drivers 

aware of the state's ban on texting while driving. The governor signed a proclamation designating today as 

"no text on board pledge day." electronic message signs along state highways are flashing reminders to 

drivers not to text behind the wheel. Under a 20-11 law-- drivers can be find 60 dollars for texting while 

driving in Kansas-- police say they've been enforcing the law by citing inattentive drivers. The governor's 

office says a recent study found people who text and drive are 23 times more likely to be involved in a 

crash. 

 

9/20/12  7am 

Wichita wants its cab drivers to make a good first impression. All cab drivers now have to take a customer 

service class. The class was created after the city received complaints about Wichita’s taxis and their 

drivers earlier this year. Cab drivers we spoke with say the job is more than just driving people around. "a 

lot of cab drivers don't understand that if you don't provide good service, they're not going to come back." 

organizers believe all the training will improve Wichita passengers cab rides. The city plans to train all cab 

drivers by year's end. 

 

9/22/12  9pm 

K-state has a golden opportunity in front of them in norman tonight against oklahoma... The wildcats have 

seven native Oklahomans on their roster... An they would like nothing more than to stick one to the school 

that passed them... K-state caused two big fumbles in the first half... And lead 10-6 at the break...  Before a 

controversial call gave the sooners new life in the third quarter and blake bell scored on a short touchdown 

run to give the sooners a 13--10 lead at the end of the thrid... 

 

9/23/12  7am 

A reno county man drives his s-u-v into a home. It happened Saturday morning about three miles east of 

buhler. Police say the seventy one year old driver became ill and tried to pull over. Instead, he drove into a 

ditch, and then crashed into a home. He was air-lifted from the scene in serious condition. 

 

9/24/12  8am 

A Wichita great dane has big challenges in life... He's blind and deaf. He was nearly euthanized two years 

ago because of his disabilities. But one couple has improved gumby's world... All through touch. 



 

 

 

9/25/12  4pm 

A college community comes together to say goodbye to one of their own. A memorial service was held this 

morning near tabor college for football player Brandon brown. His teammates filled the front rows at the 

first mennonite brethren church in hillsboro. There were joined by several hundred other people from the 

campus and community. Brown died Saturday, one week after he was beaten outside a home in McPherson. 

This was brown's first year attending tabor college - but those who knew him say he made a big impact on 

campus. Dr. Jules glanzer he was such a huge person but just so full of love, he always had a smile on his 

face, and he was one person that really wanted to make it, this was like a second chance for him to make it 

> 19-year old alton franklin is charged with aiding and abetting in brown's death. He is the only person who 

has been arrested in the case, but McPherson police say the investigation is on-going. 

 

9/26/12  9pm 

A clinic wants to bring abortion back to Wichita. And, it's starting with the purchase of doctor George 

tiller's clinic  abortion services haven't been provided in Wichita since 2009. That's when doctor George 

tiller was shot and killed while attending church. Today we learned the trust women foundation has bought 

tiller's clinic. The group is headed by julie burkhart. She used to work for tiller. Burkhart says the new 

clinic will provide abortions earlier in the pregnancy as part of obstetrical and family care. 

 

9/27/12  7am 

A clinic wants to bring abortion back to Wichita. And, it's starting with the purchase of Doctor George 

tiller's building. Abortion services haven't been provided in Wichita since 2009. After Dr. Tiller was shot 

and killed while attending church.  The trust women foundation bought tiller's clinic. The group is headed 

by Julie burkhart. She used to work for tiller. Burkhart says the new clinic will provide abortions earlier in 

the pregnancy as part her care. 

 

9/28/12  8am 

Neighbors in a south Wichita neighborhood say outsiders are treating their streets like a dump... They tell 

eyewitness news that illegal dumping is an ongoing problem in planeview. Residents who live in this area 

near pawnee say they see cars pull in and drop off mattresses, oxygen tanks, a cooler and toys. 

"it's very easy for anyone who wants to commit the crime of illegal dumping to back in here, dump their 

stuff, and leave undetected". The city says anyone caught dumping trash will get in trouble. The city 

encourages neighbors to call them if they see anyone dumping trash. 

 

9/29/12  9pm 

Finding a cure for breast cancer drew thousands to town east mall today for the susan g komen race for the 

cure. The weather couldn't be better, there was no rain we’re having a great time, we're going to have 

hopefully 9500 people out here today. Some ran to celebrate the survivors, others walked in memory of a 

loved one who lost their battle to breast cancer. The annual fundraiser started in 1990, and has grown since 

then this year, organizers are hoping to raise more than 500-thousand dollars to help Kansans battling the 

deadly disease. That money will go to pay for mammogram, for medically under served and uninsured men 

and women in our state who really need those mammogram, they are life saving for some people. It will 

also go to community outreach grants for education, because early detection is key and that money will go 

straight to those programs  the race for the cure will continue accepting donations until October 31st. If you 

want to see picture of the event, head over to out website k-w-c-h dot com, you find a link at the top of the 

page. 

 

9/30/12  7am 

Finding a cure for breast cancer drew thousands to town east mall today for the susan g komen race for the 

cure. The weather couldn't be better, there was no rain we’re having a great time, we're going to have 

hopefully 9500 people out here today. Some ran to celebrate the survivors, others walked in memory of a 

loved one who lost their battle to breast cancer. The annual fundraiser started in 1990, and has grown since 

then this year, organizers are hoping to raise more than 500-thousand dollars to help Kansans battling the 

deadly disease. That money will go to pay for mammogram, for medically under served and uninsured men 

and women in our state who really need those mammogram, they are life saving for some people. It will 

also go to community outreach grants for education, because early detection is key and that money will go 



 

 

straight to those programs  the race for the cure will continue accepting donations until October 31st. If you 

want to see picture of the event, head over to out website k-w-c-h dot com, you find a link at the top of the 

page. 



 

 

ECONOMY 
 

7/1/12  7am 

Two days after congress stops student loan interest rates from doubling....other changes will go into effect. 

The government will no longer cover the interest for the first six months after students graduate... That 

means you have to start paying as soon as you get your diploma.  The new rules will also require graduate 

students to pay the interest on their loans while they're still in school.  These changes will cost students 

about 20 billion dollars more over ten years and some students say....they hope they'll be able to pay. Sot 

verbatim: Brian ginyard: 9:50:05 it's not cheap but its worth it in the long run if you find a good job. 

9:52:26 the scary part is finding a job around here to fit my degrees.  The changes only affect *new* loans 

taken out after July 1st. 

 

7/3/12  4pm 

The city of Wichita rejects an appeal related to bids on the airport's new terminal. wichita -based contractor 

dondlinger-hunt had asked the city to reverse a decision excluding it from bidding on the project. 

Dondlinger -hunt claimed the city wrongly excluded it-- but city leaders say it was because the firm did not 

meet federal disadvantaged Business Enterprise participation goals. The contract was awarded to wichita-

based key construction and walbridge of detroit. 

 

7/4/12  9pm 

42 million. That's the number of people expected to hit the road this independence day. That's more than 

two million people compared to last year triple a says... The big reason for the increase traffic... Lower gas 

prices. The average price of gas here in the air capital... Is 3-dollars 30-cents. That's 7-cents lower than this 

time last year. Triple a says... 8 out of 10 Americans are traveling this holiday. "this year, we've seen the 

highest volume of vehicle travel for the fourth of july holiday period in over a decade."  the nation-wide 

average gas price... Is about 24-cents less than last year. However, it's up 60-cents from 20-10. Triple a 

says... The national average for a gallon of regular gas is 3-dollars, 34-cents. That's a penny higher than 

yesterday.for the cheapest gas where you live.... Log onto our web-site k-w-c-h dot com. Check-out the 

"gas label" under the news tab. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

Fold up paper maps are becoming a thing of the past.  About 40 million Americans hit the road for the 

holiday and research shows they're not relying on maps as much to get where they're going instead using g-

p-s devices... Several states say they are printing far fewer free maps now than they did 10 years ago. 

 

7/6/12  8am 

The labor department just released last month's jobs report. It shows employers only added 80-thousand 

jobs in june. It's the third straight month of weak hiring. Labor officials also say the unemployment rate did 

*not* change. It remains at 8-point-2 percent. A weaker job market has made consumers less confident.  

They have pulled back on spending, even though gas prices have plunged. 

 

7/9/12  8am 

They once though it would be the industry's down fall.. .but now online sales are boosting business. They're 

up 13 percent for the first half of this year. The top online seller so far for 2012 is adele's "21".....which also 

claimed the title of most sales in one week. But the overall numbers are not very positive for the music 

industry.. Total album sales are down slightly from last year." 

 

7/10/12  4pm 

President Obama is in Iowa today promoting his proposed extension of the bush-era tax cuts the president 

wants to extend those tax cuts only for taxpayers making less than 250 thousand dollars a year... But 

republicans oppose that plan-- calling for the tax cuts to be extended across the board. The president says 

he will veto an extension that includes tax cuts for wealthy americans. It would not make sense for us to 

give folks like me or mr.romney or mr. Buffet another trillion dollars in tax cuts that we don't need and then 

have it come out of the hide of middle class folks.  Republicans argue the president's plan could hurt small 



 

 

businesses and say raising any taxes will harm economic recovery. The tax cuts are set to expire at the end 

of the year if congress does not pass an extension. 

 

7/12/12  7am 

It is one of the state's biggest farm shows... And it starts today. For the first time ever, the 3-i show will be 

held in dodge city... It's a move organizers first announced last year... 900 companies from more than 30 

states and even Canada will be in southwest Kansas to take part in the show. They started setting up as 

early as Monday...  So if you want to see something from Canada, this is the place to be. If you want see 

something from around the united states, this is also the place to be. If it's an ag product or service, this is 

the place to be. The 3-i show features the latest in irrigation, implements and industrial equipment.  The 

show begins at eight at the western state bank expo center. Find a link to the schedule of events at k-w-c-h 

dot com. 

 

7/17/12  4pm 

Wichita's city council members unanimously approve 875-thousand dollars for the "fair fares" program. 

That money will go toward keeping another low cost carrier-- air tran-- in Wichita. Frontier received funds 

from the program since 2007. The funds approved today will help pay for a new contract agreement with 

airtran airlines - to continue service between wichita and atlanta. Air tran will get a total of 6 and a half 

million dollars to continue to serve mid-continent airport through june 20-13. The state will pay nearly 4-

point-8 million dollars of that amount sedgwick county will pay about about one million dollars. And the 

city of wichita is paying 875-thousand dollars approved at today's meeting. 

 

7/18/12  9pm 

A proposed budget for sedgwick county looks to cut eight-million dollars in spending.... And increase 

revenue by more than one-million dollars County commissioners reviewed the proposal this morning. Cuts 

include... 113 county jobs. 33 of those are already vacant. The proposal also looks to cut funding to senior 

centers... The zoo... Extension offices, and exploration place. The "judge riddel (rah-dell) boys ranch" will 

also close under the proposal. Increases in revenue would come from new fees on credit card transactions. 

Public hearings will be held july 25-th... August 9-th.. And august 14-th. Commissioners will vote on the 

budget august 15-th. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

It's a budget proposal that likely means layoffs for sedgwick county county manager bill buchanan 

presented the 2013 budget proposal to commissioners Wednesday. It cuts 113 jobs. 79 of which are 

currently filled. The budget also includes reductions in funding for places like senior centers, the zoo, 

exploration place and the sedgwick county extension office. The judge riddel boys ranch also closes as part 

of the budget. Three public hearings will be held beginning next week. A vote will be taken on august 15th. 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

Despite the struggling economy and slow job growth-- trucking companies say they don't have enough 

qualified applicants to fill available jobs. The bureau of labor statistics says the demand for truckers is 

increasing... There could also be 330 thousand new trucking jobs created by 20-20. And on average-- 

truckers earn about 4 thousand dollars more than the median wage. But some of the requirements may be 

off-putting to potential applicants... Including the 8 week training course and long amounts of time spent on 

the road. 

 

7/27/12  8am 

Bombardier Learjet halts production on a business jet line. Bombardier Learjet announced thursday the 

company will stop production of one of their midsize business jets later this year the company tells us that 

production can resume if orders pick up.  And work on existing orders will continue. 275 jobs at the 

company could be impacted. 

 

7/30/12  8am 

Its good for your wallet and stomach.. But it's breaking the bank in Maine... Lobsterman there say record 

low prices are killing their bott0m line. 

 



 

 

8/1/12  9pm 

A former Wichita elementary school building... Will now be the new home of a church "booth elementary 

school"... Has been used for storage since students moved out in 2003 once the school board approves the 

sale.... The building will be the new home of "hope international fellowship. The church submitted a 

winning bid of 83-thousand dollars for the building the church has about a 100 members. It had been 

renting a school gym from the district for its services. 

 

8/3/12  8am 

It's being called the best hiring since February. American employers added 163-thousand jobs in july.... A 

hopeful sign after three months of sluggish hiring. However the unemployment rate rose slightly to 8-point-

3 percent. The rate increased because the government uses two surveys that show gained business jobs.. 

And a survey of households. Economists say the business survey is more reliable. 

 

8/5/12  7am 

The drought toll continues to rise.  Now insurance money paid out on crop losses is expected to break 

records. Experts estimate losses could top 20-billion dollars. Most farmers carry crop insurance to cover 

them during disastrous seasons like the this one. Crop insurance is subsidized, with the federal government 

paying about 60 percent of premiums. That means taxpayers will be footing most of the bill. That's on top 

of the price increases they're expected to face at the grocery store. 

 

8/9/12  7am 

New this morning... The Susan g. Komen for the cure begins looking for a new ceo. Founder and ceo nancy 

brinker will shift roles... Focusing on fundraising and strategic planning. Leaving next month is  president 

liz thompson. Earlier this year.... Critics accused the komen foundation of pulling its planned parenthood 

funding because it performs abortions at some clinics.  Brinker founded the dallas-based organization in 

1982... Two years after her sister, susan g. Komen, died of breast cancer. 

 

8/10/12  8am 

The treasury department is set to release the budget report for July.  The report comes out later this 

morning. It is expected that the government has a deficit of 975-billion dollars for the first ten months of 

the fiscal year. That's lower than the one-point-one trillion dollar deficit for the same period last year. 

 

8/13/12  8am 

Not everything is going down. Home prices rose by the most in seven years last quarter.  A new survey 

finds prices nationwide rose 6 percent from April to june compared to the previous quarter.  Experts say 

fewer properties on the market is helping to drive prices high. 

 

8/14/12  4pm 

Retail sales increased for the first time in four months during July. According to a new report by the 

commerce department-- overall retail sales increased one percent. Shoppers spent more on furniture.. 

Building materials and sporting goods. Economists watch consumer spending closely-- because it makes up 

nearly two thirds of the u-s economy. 

 

8/16/12  7am 

All eyes are on Wall Street are watching Facebook this morning. This could be the day of the Facebook 

dump...the first day early investors and some top executives can sell their shares. The 90-day lock-up 

period officially ends today  if those investors decide to sell...nearly two billion more shares of the 

company could hit the market...sending Facebook’s stock price even lower.  The stock is already down 

more than 40 percent from its i-p-o in may. We're taking a look at the numbers this morning... (anchor adlib 

about numbers.) 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

A new report from the white house shows more than 300-thousand education jobs have been cut since 

2009. Budget cuts have forced school districts to scale back on teachers and staff. That has created larger 

class sizes across the country and fewer school days the report also says the potential consequences of these 

cuts could result in lower graduation rates and lower overall achievement levels. 



 

 

 

8/19/12  7am 

More than 300-thousand education jobs cut since 2009.   That's according to a new report released by the 

white house.  Since the end of the recession in 2009, budget cuts have forced districts to scale back on 

teachers and staff...  The cuts resulting in larger class sizes and fewer school days. The report says it could 

potentially mean lower graduation rates and overall achievment levels. 

 

8/20/12  8am 

College graduates are getting some good news. Nationally, employers say they will hire 10.2 percent more 

new college graduates this year than last, according to the spring survey by the national association of 

colleges and employers. That's an improvement from the 9.5 percent hiring increase employers projected 

when polled in september. It's the second year in a row in which employers adjusted their hiring 

expectations upward. 

 

8/21/12  4pm 

If voters approve fluoridation in november...it could cost about 570 thousand dollars per year. That number 

covers chemicals, personnel and other expenses. That's in addition to about 2 point 3 million dollars for 

construction and equipment. Those figures come from an estimate obtained by the city in march. The city 

will also be responsible for the costs of publicizing the issue before it appears on the ballot in november. 

 

8/22/12  9pm 

Earlier this week we showed you lamborghini's new ride  if its sticker price of more than 2-million dollars 

is a little out of your price range... Well, this one might be too  it's a 19-36 mercedes benz roadster it sold 

for nearly 12-million dollars. However, it seems the price was a bargain. The California auction house 

over-seeing the sale, hoped the car would fetch more than 16-million dollars. 

 

8/23/12  7am 

The final days of summer are still ahead of us. And that means last minute deals on travel. Here is a list of 

the best bargain destinations...in this morning's consumer watch... Number 1 - branson missouri  travel 

experts say package deals are going for half-price. For less than 400 dollars you can get a room, theater 

tickets and dining certificates. And back to school is one of disney world's slowest times.. Disney is 

slashing prices up to 25-percent if you book now other cities on the bargain list - philadelphia, niagra falls, 

san diego and turks and caicos. Travel agents say take advantage of the "off season" deals now before it's 

too late. 

 

8/24/12  8am 

Hawker Beechcraft’s union will vote today on a proposed pension program. Hawker filed for chapter 11 

bankruptcy earlier this year. Union members will vote on a plan to require the company to continue funding 

the existing pension plan, including early retirement options and scheduled benefit increases. "iam" 

represents 35-hundred hawker Beechcraft employees and is urging its members to support the plan. 

 

8/25/12  9pm 

Remember how much allowance you got when you were young? Well... Times have changed and kids 

today are raking in the dough.  On average they pull down 780-bucks a year.  That breaks down to about 

15-bucks a week.  That's more than enough for an eye-pad and lots more... If kids save up their cash.   But 

this survey from american institute of  certified financial planners says that's not happening.  It says 61-

percent of parents pay an allowance..  More than half start by the time their child is 8 years old.  Most make 

their kids work for the cash... With chores or school performance. But only one percent of parents say their 

child ever saves any of it. One reason ::: the survey says parents may be missing an important opportunity 

to talk to their kids about money.  Discussions about good manners, eating habits and grades tend to happen 

ahead of money management.  To remedy that the a-i-c-p-a suggests setting parameters.  Don't just just fork 

over money... Make sure kids understand why they're getting it and how they can lose it.  Allowance should 

be earned... Not just expected. And divide up the allowance for short-term goals like new toys or outings 

with friends... Versus long term goals like big-ticket items or even college. Finally ... And this may be 

uncomfortable for some parents... But talk to kids about your own money... So they know what you're 

saving for... And why it's important. 



 

 

 

8/26/12  7am 

The nation's drought is going to have a big impact on your grocery bill.  The u-s-d-a released a new report 

friday saying food prices could jump at least three percent next year. That could add up to you paying at 

least 250 more dollars to feed your family. 

 

8/28/12  4pm 

We're already starting to see the effects of huricane isaac at the pump.the storm in the gulf has shut down 

oil tankers that are responsible for nearly a quarter of domestic oil... In wichita-- prices were as high as 3-

75 this morning....that's about a 12 cent jump overnight. Premium is 3-99. Damage to oil and gas 

production and refinery equipment in the gulf is not expected. But the tanker shutdown could mean prices 

will stay high even after labor day. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

As we follow isaac... We're also keeping an eye on your money. Investors are paying close attention to 

stocks sensitive to the tropical storm. Insurance providers are actually looking to profit from the storm.       

It's creating a strong market for insurers and setting them up to collect higher premiums. But...the gaming 

industry is taking a major hit in the gulf. One weekend of lost business costs casinos millions. And energy 

companies are having to shut down production in the area. Insiders estimate every day is costing the 

industry between 2 and 4 million dollars. 

 

8/31/12  8am 

And if money is any indicator... The public still can't get enough of former president clinton's speeches. He 

made a record 13-point-4 million dollars in 20-11 by giving speeches and making public appearances.  Mr. 

Clinton's fees were detailed in secretary of state hillary clinton's annual financial disclosure report. Mr. 

Clinton delivered 53 paid speeches in 20-11. One speech alone is sweden paid him 750 thousand dollars. 

 

9/2/12  7am 

The city of Greensburg continues its efforts to go green. It's considering a new plan to build a facility that 

would convert red cedar trees into oil. An Oklahoma city-based company pitched the idea to city leaders 

this week. They say red cedar trees, could make a plant work in greensburg, and be potentially profitable 

for the city.. Still, company officials say they need more time to study the area before they start to build. 

  

9/3/12  8am 

How closely do you look at your restaurant receipt? You may not have noticed some "checks" show a tax 

on alcohol. One eyewitness news viewer said he expected that...but he *didn't* expect something called a 

wine tax. The viewer asked fact finder 12 investigator and our morning show anchor brian heap if he was 

getting ripped off... Stand up: eyewitness news viewer "phil" sent us a copy of his bill from red lobster.  He 

thought it was fishy the restaurant charged him a $1.73 wine tax. Phil says he'd never heard of this before 

and wanted to know..."why is red lobster the only restaurant that charges a wine tax on wine?" it's not.  We 

found out all restaurants charge the tax.   But some places calculate it differently on your receipt.state law 

calls for a 10% tax on the sale of alcohol in restaurants.  It's often referred to as the liquor by the drink tax. 

Restaurants can either itemize it on your receipt or post a sign explaining the tax is included in the price of 

the drink. I showed the viewer's receipt to the kansas alcoholic beverage control and officials tell me it's 

correct.  The customer's total for three glasses of wine was $17.25.  10-percent of that…rounded up would 

be $1.73. Track: the a-b-c says it's not necessary to differentiate between wine and liquor on the receipt. 

Red lobster says it believes showing each tax separately on the check is more transparent for guests…and 

it's standard practice at all restaurants owned by the parent company, darden. Stand up: so next time you 

order up a glass of wine. You'll be payng an extra 10-percent to the state…whether you see it on the bill, or 

not.   Brian heap, factfinder 12 investigators. 

 

9/4/12  4pm 

Some of the oil production in the gulf is back on-line after hurricane Isaac. But not enough to make a dent 

in gas prices. About 12-percent of the 596 oil rigs and production platforms are still off-line. And.... Daily 

oil production from the region.... Is still down about 58-percent. 

 



 

 

9/7/12  8am 

It's probably not the news president barack Obama wanted to hear...coming out of the democratic national 

convention. New jobs numbers were just released...they show  u-s employers added 96-thousand jobs last 

month. Those details are new this morning... The 9-6 thousand figure...is about 40-thousand fewer than 

economic analysts had expected. The unemployment rate fell to 8-point-1 percent from 8-point-3 in july. 

But experts say that's only because more people gave up looking for work.  The government survey only 

counts people as unemployed...if they are actively searching.  For the year...the economy has added 139-

thousand jobs a month. That's below last year's average of 153-thousand. 

 

9/11/12  4pm 

Wichita's city council agrees to move forward with a proposal to explore privitizing the management of city 

golf courses. City leaders heard from the golf advisory committee this morning. Committee-members asked 

the city to allow them to move forward in studying the city's options. After today's approval... Members of 

the advisory group will be able to ask for proposals from private companies interested in taking over 

management of city courses.... Then the committee and city council can decide if privitizing management is 

the right choice.is it better than what we're doing as a city staff or is it worse? Is there even anybody who 

wants to take it on?  The advisory committee will make a recommendation to the city council after it has 

looked at proposals from private companies. 

 

9/13/12  7am 

As businesses cut back across the country... A Kansas company continues to grow. Koch industries doubled 

its revenue and increased its workforce by 500 percent between 2000 and 20-12. The Wichita based 

company is considering expanding its buildings near 37th street north and Oliver to accommodate the 

growth. In recent years koch as added 500 jobs in Wichita alone. 

 

9/18/12  4pm 

Siemens announces it will lay off half of its workers at its plant in Hutchinson. The announcement was 

made to employees this morning. Nationwide-- 615 siemens workers will be laid off... That includes the 

146 jobs being cut from the Hutchinson facility. A spokeswoman for the company says employees will be 

offered a severance package including 60 days pay regardless of how much they work. These decisions are 

never easy for us and our hearts go out to those that are impacted in the community and we remain very 

committed to Hutchinson and appreciate all the support that we've gotten there. In a statement-- siemens 

blames the layoffs on decreasing orders and the uncertain future of wind production tax credits. Siemens 

opened in Hutchinson in 2010. After the layoffs-- the company will still employ 152 people in hutchinson. 

 

9/20/12  7am 

Siemens announced earlier this week... It was laying-off half of its Hutchinson workforce. Now another 

wind energy company in Kansas says its also worried about the future. New millenium wind energy 

announced they would create up to 300 jobs in newton last year. Instead the company has yet to break 

ground. The rug has just been jerked out from the industry.  And it's a fairly significant industry at this 

point.  And the rug that pulled out was the production tax credits. New millenium and siemens say the both 

depend on the federal tax credit to stay afloat. With the credit coming to an end in December...they want 

congress to renew it. 

 

9/21/12  8am 

A new campaign is geared at bringing more jobs to wichita. It's called "full throttle." it's designed to help 

sell wichita to companies looking to expand and re-locate. Nine million dollars from public and private 

organizations will fund the five year effort. 

 

9/22/12  9pm 

It's been another week of mixed jobs news in Kansas.. The statewide unemployment rate dropped slightly... 

But there layoff notices handed out for workers at siemens and hawker beechcraft. But as eyewitness news 

reporter jim grawe shows us...there's no statistic that can measure the frustration and uncertainty felt by 

those looking for work. 

 

 



 

 

9/23/12  7am 

It's been another week of mixed jobs news in Kansas... The statewide unemployment rate dropped 

slightly... But there layoff notices handed out for workers at siemens and hawker beechcraft. But as 

eyewitness news reporter jim grawe shows us...there's no statistic that can measure the frustration and 

uncertainty felt by those looking for work. 

 

9/29/12  9pm 

More animals were sent to slaughter last month... That means the price of meat may go up next year, the 

worst drought in decades has caused animal feed costs to go up, which is hurting rancher's profits.  Farms 

like this one in maryland have already had to raise prices to keep up. Stinar: it was $14.77 on July 2nd. 

Now it's $16.79 so it's gone up by two dollars in two months. Athena: that's fair-- a significant amount. 

Stinar: and so then here we have the pig pellet was 12.22 and now the pig pellet is 15.06. Athena: so it's 

gonna get worse? Stinar: oh it'll get a lot worse. A butcher says... The last time prices increased... People 

stopped buying prime cuts of meat... And switched over to the cheaper cuts. 

 



 

 

EDUCATION 
 

7/1/12  7am 

Good evening. It would have been a twenty billion dollar increase for students borrowing money for 

college. Now the day after congress stops student loan interest rates from doubling....students still have 

plenty to worry about. Eyewitness news reporter jim grawe explains that student loan costs are still going 

up in other ways...putting an even tighter squeeze on those dreams of a higher education. 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

Wichita teachers go four years without raises... Today the board announces they'll get one. Under the 

tentative agreement... Teachers would get a one percent increase to their salary schedule. -they could get 

one step on the salary schedule which is given based on years of experience. Teachers are also eligible for a 

"track" raise-- basically a raise for teachers with additional education like a masters degree. The school 

board did not grant any back pay to teachers.  The union originally asked for a three percent salary increase, 

step increases and back pay. They will never make up what they have lost out and we can't put the blame 

solely on the board of education. The real blame is the state legislature and the governor.  They also agreed 

to a professional dress code for teachers. It's up to teachers now to vote on the tentative agreement...the 

union says that vote is set for the week of august seventh. 

 

7/30/12  8am 

Enrollment begins today for students in the Wichita public school district. For the first time, enrollment 

hours will be the same at all schools.. From nine a-m to three p-m monday and tuesday, and noon to seven 

p-m wednesday and thursday... Parents can go to the district's website to to print off enrollment forms 

ahead of time... And returning students can also enroll on-line... For all the details, find a link to the 

district's website at ours, k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

8/4/12  9pm 

While we're cheering on out Olympic atheletes... Many say we need to start rooting for education...  That's 

because when it comes to quality of k through 12 education... The united states is ranked 31st in the 

world...  Behind several countries... Like ireland, saudi arabia, and uzbekistan. One report shows more than 

60-percent of 8th graders are not proficient in math. That number is as high at 83-percent in washington 

d.c. If there is going to be one issue that folks can unite behind i can't think of a better one than around 

education and educating our way to a better economy."  > nevada is ranked last by the report... Saying the 

situation is so grim... Families have actually left the state for better education 

 

8/5/12  7am 

While we're cheering on out olympic atheletes... Many say we need to start rooting for education...  That's 

because when it comes to quality of k through 12 education... The united states is ranked 31st in the 

world...  Behind several countries... Like ireland, saudi arabia, and uzbekistan. One report shows more than 

60-percent of 8th graders are not proficient in math.  That number is as high at 83-percent in washington 

d.c. If there is going to be one issue that folks can unite behind i can't think of a better one than around 

education and educating our way to a better economy."  nevada is ranked last by the report... Saying the 

situation is so grim... Families have actually left the state for better education.  

 

8/13/12  8am 

Parents and teachers call it the "summer slump." while kids have enjoyed summer fun educators say they 

lose the lessons learned the year before.  But a new summer school program says they're using the digital 

world to keep kids ahead of the curve as they head back to school. We've heard about how technology can 

help kids develop key skills. But what about kids without access to computers, tablets, and smartphones 

year-round? In this week's clicked in, karin caifa (prono: kay-fuh) looks at one summer program where 

reading, writing, and tech, are the new basics. Let's do it. Go for it.  It looks like fun and games but this is 

summer learning. At the saint francis neighborhood center in baltimore, this group has spent the last weeks, 

fighting the so-called "summer slump." a lot of times kids don't engage in any academic activities through 

out the whole summer so when they get back to school, teachers have to spend like four weeks to reteach 

them material. And in the digital age, there are more skills to keep up over summer break.  So this program,  



 

 

a project of p-b-s kids funded by a department of education grant, mimics a child's new multimedia world.  

In addition to reading, spelling and math, a heavy dose of tech. You want an ipod? Here you go. Kids take 

turns with laptops, tablets and smartphones, things everel watson is happy to see her youngsters grasp. It's 

very important because it's everywhere now. They're also items not every student can access when school is 

out, missing the opportunity to integrate them into their daily lives. Educators say that consistent access is 

important for this young generation. For them, i don't think it's as much about learning to use the 

technology as it is about learning to use the technology to teach them the skills that they're gonna need to 

be successful in school and in life.  Reading, spelling, math and now tech, things they'll use, during the 

school year, and beyond. I'm karin caifa, and you're now, clicked in.   

 

8/15/12  9pm 

It's back to school for Wichita students. And... Some are starting the new year... In a new school "isley 

elementary"... Is one of those schools. The principal says... Everything ran smoothly. It went very very well 

this morning without hitch. Kids came in, they knew where to go. We had openhouse last night, so they 

were able to know where their classes were. Five new public schools opened in wichita this year... As part 

of a 2008 bond issue. That prompted recent boundary changes. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

It's that time again. Everyone is heading back to school and there is much to be done. Even college bound 

students have more than packing on their agenda. They need to be up to date on their vaccines. Here's john 

lisk with today's health minute. 

 

8/21/12  4pm 

West Virginia University tops a list of the nation's top party-schools. The princeton review publishes the 

list. Its based on student surveys. Factors like the amount of time spent studying and drug and alcohol use-- 

as well as the popularity of fraternities and sororities all influence the rankings. Other schools making the 

top 5 include the university of iowa, ohio university... The  university of illinois at urbana-champaign and 

university of georgia in athens. Brigham young university topped the "most sober schools" list... With the 

u-s naval academy, air force academy and westpoint all making that list. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

It could be months before a school funding lawsuit is resolved. A three-judge panel heard final arguments 

Wednesday. Shool districts across Kansas, including Wichita, say the state has failed to live up to its 

promises to increase k-through-12 funding...as ordered by the Kansas supreme court six years ago. The 

districts say schools have had to make cuts that hurt student achievement. Lawyers for the state say the 

legislature did its best given the economy. 

 

9/5/12  9pm 

A simple joke about football raised a question that never quite goes away for Wichita state fans... Should 

the school bring back its football program? Eyewitness news reporter pilar pedraza spoke with the 

university''s new president... And the short answer is... Maybe. Wichita state hasn't had a football team 

since 19-86...Yet with the beginning of every football season... It's a topic of conversation among shockers 

fans. Let's just be honest, there is that attraction, there is that draw that your kstates and ku's have with their 

football programs. And that is something that we don't offer at wsu anymore. So it was no surprise when 

the idea of bringing football back came up at a strategic meeting at w-s-u on Wednesday. The meeting was 

meant to discuss the direction Wichita state should take over the next few years... Academically... But 

football came up so often... W-s-u's new president john bardo jokingly began to keep count... And the 

concept became on online rumor... Well, I don't actually think that i mentioned that we were going to return 

football, but... People interpret things as they will. There's just kind of been a shift at the university where 

more people are talking about it. And I don't know if it's the change to a new president and it's like, well, 

let's see if we can bring this up again and get it on the table. So what does bardo think about bringing 

football back? I’ve never said no about it. In fact... Bardo says he's a huge football fan... Especially shocker 

football. I was here when football was around and had season tickets. I understand what shocker football 

was about and why but that's not where we are right now. And he's thought about bringing the sport back... 

But not right now. We'll look at football 3 or 4 years from now. The costs are such that people are really 

going to have to understand that before we can have a serious conversation about it. That means bringing in 



 

 

a consultant to actually look at it seriously.  So the question remains not when.. But if football will ever 

return to cessna stadium.  At wichita state, pilar pedraza, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

9/17/12  8am 

Pittsburg state university is getting high praise... The u-s news and world report listed the Kansas school as 

a "top tier regional university." the magazine also ranked Pittsburg state as highest among the state's three 

regional universities. The mid-west region include 12 states. It's the second year in a row that the university 

has been named a top-tier university by u.s. News and world report. 

 

9/21/12  8am 

Valley center students get an unexpected 3 day weekend... But staff won't get the extra day. They are 

expected to report to school today. It comes after the district canceled classes because of a water main 

break. The extent of damage is still being determined. 



 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

7/1/12  7am 

Covering the nation tonight. The most destructive wildfire in the state's history continues to burn in the 

colorado springs.some of the evacuees are starting to go home. Still thousands of others can't return 

because they live too close to where the fire is burning. Because homes are in mountainous areas 

firefighters are finding it hard to contain the fire. Sot verbatim: (sot: greg heule/retired colorado springs 

firefighter) when you have homes all intermixed in there, concentfate on homes takes a lot more 

resources…and then the wildland fire continues while you concentrating on the homes that are in the 

wildland area.. The residents who were allowed to return today were warned to be ready for evacuation on 

10 minute's notice. 

 

7/2/12  8am 

Mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies will prevail over Kansas on this Monday with high temperatures in the 

middle to upper 90s to near the 100 degree mark. If there are any thunderstorms late today and tonight, if 

would be confined to far southeast Kansas and also in the far northwest.  Lows will be mostly in the 70s. 

The heat will gradually build this week, with highs warming into the triple digits once again. 

 

7/3/12  4pm 

Scientists may be on the verge of one of the most important discoveries ever researchers in the us 

department of energy fermilab (fer-me-lab) say they are closer to proving the existance of the so-called 

"god particle" the announcement comes ahead of a seminar in switzerland where new findings from 

research there will be announced. If physicists are able to find the particle... It could explain the origin of 

mass... And increase understanding of how the universe works. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

Parts of Colorado are expecting more rain and cooler temperatures this weekend. That's good news for 

firefighters...who say the huge wildfire there should be fully contained by sunday. It has left two people 

dead and destroyed nearly 350 homes.  A homeowner in Colorado Springs posted a warning sign over the 

4th of July saying anyone who shoots off fireworks in the area will be dealt with harshly. 

 

7/6/12  8am 

Crews cleaning up in Tennessee’s Great Smoky Mountains national park...after storms killed at least two 

people there yesterday.  A park spokesperson say a falling tree killed a woman at a campground. A man 

also died in a motorcycle crash.  Several other people were also hurt and it took hours for rangers to get to 

some of them, who were trapped. 

 

7/7/12  9pm 

The heat is on.  Much of the country is broiling under 100-plus degree heat.  From the Midwest to the east 

coast...  We all sweated through another hot day.  The heat wave has new york health officials concerned...  

They're urging residents to avoid going outside for too long... And asked them to check on their neighbors... 

Especially the elderly. 

 

7/8/12  7am 

The heat is on. Much of the country is broiling under 100-plus degree heat.  From the Midwest to the east 

coast...  We all sweated through another hot day.  The heat wave has new york health officials concerned...  

They're urging residents to avoid going outside for too long... And asked them to check on their neighbors... 

Especially the elderly. 

 

7/10/12  4pm 

Any clouds that have been over the state this afternoon will be fading away overnight. Temperatures will 

drop into the 60s. Wednesday looks sunny to mostly sunny with readings back up into the 90s statewide. 

The only significant chance for rain will be late Thursday night and Friday, but it will be limited to the 

eastern one-quarter of the state. At the same time temperatures will be slowly rising from day to day with 

some triple digits returning early next week. 



 

 

 

7/11/12  9pm 

A few evening clouds and even a stray shower to the east of Wichita will fade away as we lose today's 

heating.  Clear skies are forecast overnight with lows in the 60s in most areas. Sunny to mostly sunny skies 

will be the rule on Thursday, with light south to southeast winds.  Forecast highs should reach the middle to 

upper 90s.  Other than an isolated storm chance in the northwest Thursday night, the next 7 days look pretty 

dry as a big area of upper level high pressure noses in toward the mid-section of the country.  Temperatures 

will also heat up, with highs in the upper 90s to around the 100 degree mark. 

 

7/14/12  9pm 

Skies will turn mostly clear overnight with lows in the 60s west and 70s east. Another roast-fest is on the 

way for Sunday with most spots in Kansas touching the century mark.  Plenty of sunshine is forecast, along 

with gusty winds in the west.  That'll lead to a higher fire danger during the afternoon. A weak weather 

system will move across Texas through Monday, which should bring just a few more clouds into the 

picture.  It may also take temperatures down a degree or two Monday afternoon.  Even so, we'll be very 

close to triples again in Wichita.  After that, a big area of upper level high pressure camp out over the 

Plains for the rest of the work week. That means plenty of sunshine and heat as temperatures reside near or 

slightly above the century mark. 

 

7/17/12  4pm 

Governor Sam Brownback is touring parts of the state hard-hit by drought. Today, the governor is in saline 

county.. Tomorrow he will visit neosho and Labette counties. The governor will visit parts of northwest 

kansas next week. 82 kansas counties are part of a federal disaster area declared by the u-s department of 

agriculture due to drought. 

 

7/18/12  9pm 

The summer heat is keeping public works crews busy they are out fixing water main breaks. About 8 

breaks were reported today. Crews say increased water consumption and shifting & baking soil are putting 

pressure on the pipes to burst. During those high water usage times, maximum stress on the system.  Soil 

has moved enough, it's created a point of failure..  We then go in and patch the pipe that's broken. Last year 

from June through July 18th... The city says there were 107 breaks... This year there have been 83. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

The city of Wichita is asking residents in north east Wichita and Andover to *not* water their lawns this 

morning.  This after a failure at a water pump station - which means your water pressure will be low.  

Officials say westar workers on trying to fix the problem right now.  We'll bring you updates as soon as we 

get them. 

 

7/21/12  9pm 

There's no big change in our weather expected over the next several days.  Overnight lows will be in the 

70s for the most part across Kansas and afternoon highs well up over 100 degrees.  A big area of upper 

level high pressure will keep us hot and dry Sunday and Monday.  Heat advisories and Excessive Heat 

warnings are out for portions of the state. As the upper high slips farther southeast and away from Kansas, 

the heat will simmer down...but just a bit.  A slight chance of showers and storms will enter the picture by 

late Wednesday and Thursday. 

 

7/22/12  7am 

Blazing, baking, blistering, scorching, sizzling, searing, sweltering, over heated, piping, parched, roasting 

all describe our current weather - "HOT". No big change are expected in the weather pattern over the next 

several days.  An area of high pressure in the upper levels of the atmosphere will keep us hot and dry 

through Tuesday.  Heat Advisories and Excessive Heat Warnings are out for portions of the state until 

Tuesday evening, for heat indices between 105-107 degrees each afternoon.  Overnight and early morning 

temperatures will drop into the 60s to middle 70s. There are signs that the upper level high will temporarily 

break down later in the week and bringing the boil down to a simmer...but don't get to excited as the heat 

looks to return by the weekend.  The weakening of this system will allow for a slight chance of showers 

and storms by late Wednesday and Thursday. 



 

 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

Clear skies and warm temperatures are on tap for tonight across Kansas. Lows will range from the upper 

60s to the upper 70s. A cold front will move into northwest Kansas early on Wednesday and move slowly 

to the southeast through the day and into the night. That front will usher in some slightly cooler reading for 

Thursday and Friday along with scattered thunderstorms Wednesday evening through Thursday afternoon. 

Temperatures will bounce back into the triple digits over the weekend. 

 

7/25/12  9pm 

The Kansas drought continues. Today governor sam brownback signed an emergency drought declaration 

for all 105 counties. During a drought conference today, the governor asked senator Pat Roberts to help get 

the Army Corps of Engineers to stop releases of water from three small reservoirs. Those include Milford... 

Perry and Tuttle Creek. The governor also asked for support in expanding the Kanopolis reservoir to hold 2 

more feet. 

 

7/26/12  7am 

The hot, dry weather is causing Kansas rivers to dry up. Many, like the Arkansas near derby, are running at 

a fraction of what they normally do. Others around the state are completely dry. A hydrologist at the 

national weather service say--it's will likely get worse.       We're looking at conditions to stay the same of 

even intensify. And she says even if we get rain, it could take months to re-charge the rivers to normal 

levels. 

 

7/27/12  8am 

Plenty of sunshine will be found across Kansas today as temperatures heat up a little more.  Upper 90s to 

near 100 degrees is forecast this afternoon. It's not the news you want to hear but more triple digits will be 

around this weekend.  In fact, the numbers will get a little higher each day.  Any isolated storm chances 

will confined to the northwest for Saturday and parts of northern Kansas Sunday. 

 

A big area of high pressure will be nearby during the next 7 days, so expect triple digits over much of 

Kansas for that time period. 

 

7/28/12  9pm 

Wichita has gone over the ozone limit again...  The City's environmental initiatives manager says Wichita 

will almost certainly fail to meet the ozone standards for the year. That could lead to costly federal 

regulations, that's why city leaders are asking for your help to cut down on pollution... if you want to know 

how you can help clean up the air... Head over to our website. K-w-c-h dot com.      

 

7/29/12  7am 

Wichita has exceeded ozone limits at least 7 times so far this year... So city officials are asking residents to 

help cut pollution. The city's environmental initiatives manager says wichita will likely fail to meet the 

ozone standard for the year. That could lead to costly pollution control standards, like those adopted in 

other big cities. Ozone pollutants are caused by components of gasoline and industrial emissions mixing in 

the atmosphere, and then baking in the strong sunlight. Ozone can cause sore throats, coughing and a 

shortness of breath, especially for children and the elderly. 

 

7/30/12  8am 

Our relentless heat wave will not let up this week but there are signs of moisture the area. Early Monday a 

few showers and storms rolled eastward along the Kansas-Nebraska border but did not bring much 

measurable rainfall. Temperatures will soar back to around 105 again for most of Kansas Monday 

afternoon. A heat advisory remains in effect for central and eastern Kansas through Monday evening where 

heat index values will reach the 104-110 range through early evening. A few stray storms will develop late 

Monday too but they'll remain spotty. Look for a little better chance for storms Monday night across 

Kansas, including Hutch and Wichita. Storms should fire-up over western Kansas then push southeastward 

through early Tuesday morning. Unfortunately the rain will be widely scattered not widespread so everyone 

will not get wet. 

 



 

 

7/31/12  4pm 

There will be some hit and miss thunderstorms tonight around Kansas. Severe weather is not expected. 

High temperatures on Wednesday will be back into the triple digits over most of the state. Isolated storms 

will be possible tomorrow night, mainly over northern Kansas. After that dry and hot conditions will be 

with us through Friday. We are looking for another chance for storms Saturday afternoon and night as a 

cold front moves into the area. 

 

8/1/12  9pm 

The drought is taking a toll on a large part of the country. Now... More than half of u-s counties... Have 

been designated "disaster zones." more than 200 counties were added to the list today... Because of the 

extensive heat and lack of rain. Officials with the ag department say... This is the most severe and 

expensive drought in 25 years. The agency says... More than half the nation's corn is in poor condition. 

And, that could cause food prices to soar next year. 

 

8/2/12  7am 

Here in Kansas an Augusta woman... decided to have a little fun with the triple digit temperatures. phyllis 

stanley.... is poking fun at the situation with this display. She decided to put a "Christmas cactus" in her 

front yard and make it into a Christmas cactus. And that was just the beginning. The weather is driving me 

nuts, and I just wanted to do something to keep from getting depressed about it."   > She still hopes as much 

as anyone... that there will be some rainy days in the near future to give the city of augusta some relief. 

 

8/3/12  8am 

A few showers and storms are roaming the range this Friday morning.  Outside of the rain, mostly cloudy 

skies will give way to partly cloudy skies later today.  Highs will continue to be toasty with readings in the 

upper 90s to lower 100s. A few more showers and storms are possible in the late afternoon out in the west, 

with some of this activity working eastward late Friday night.  This will all be out ahead of a cold front that 

will bring big weekend changes. Saturday morning, the front will be into northwest Kansas.  It'll be into the 

Wichita area by the mid-late afternoon.  This front will bring another chance of showers and storms and 

much cooler weather for some.  Highs in the west will be in the middle to upper 80s to near 90 degrees. 

Ahead of the front though, another day in the triples digits is forecast. Sunday's highs will be in the 90s 

statewide but more triple digits will make their way back into Wichita next week. 

 

8/4/12  9pm 

And the Wichita fire department put out a fire at joyland this evening.   The fire started around 6:30 

tonight.  Firefighters were able to keep the fire inside of a metal shed at the park.   There is no word on 

what may have cause it. This isn't the first time joyland has caught fire...  Back in march of 2011someone 

started a fire at the park... And the flames came dangerously close to neighborhood homes. 

 

8/5/12  7am 

Good morning and thanks for joining us this morning on the c-w. I'm susan gager. Authorities believe a 

fast-moving wildfire that destroyed more than 60 homes near oklahoma city was deliberately set. The blaze 

began friday afternoon and was finally contained saturday.  It's one of many wildfires spread across 

oklahoma. Drew levinson reports. 

 

8/7/12  4pm 

Few problems have been reported at polling places in sedgwick county so far-- but some voters were in the 

dark this morning after the power went out at their polling place near 21st and ar-kansas the sedgwick 

county elections office sent additional paper ballots and flashlights so the polling place could continue to 

opporate while the power was off. A spokesman for westar says a lightning strike caused the outage. The 

power was back on after 1 p-m... And voting continued without any other problems. 

 

8/8/12  9pm 

The summer heat... Continues to roll into august... We saw another triple digit day today... And the warm 

weather is starting to make an impact on some local business that you may not expect.  Eyewitness news 

reporter karl man shows us that keeping your clothes clean and pressed is one hot job. "in here it gets to be 

120-125 degrees at least" you might not expect it...but when you go inside a dry cleaners like this one in 



 

 

west wichita...the temperatures are even worse than what's going on outside. The hours workers spending 

hanging and folding at "usave dry cleaners" have been flipped this summer...it's just too hot during the day 

to operate. "we have to change up our shifts and come in very early in the morning" "we come back at night 

time when it cools down" "this summer has been the worse heat wise". The scorching temperatures also 

mean no more same day service for costumers...the machines they use to do the in by 9 out by 5 service 

can't take it. "it does not take long for one of these dry cleaning machines to overheat...take a look" "this 

machine holds about 60 pounds of laundry and it takes an hour to cycle through all of those clothes. But on 

a hot summer day like today this machine is already overheated." "our machines just cant handle the heat". 

Same day service will be back in just a bit...."right around October probably once it cools down" but for 

now this will be one sweaty service the rest of summer. In wichita karl man kwch 12 eyewitness news.   

 

8/10/12  8am 

It's noisy.... Dirty work... And it's only possible because of the drought. For only the third time in the 

history of the bartlett arboretum in belle plaine... They're dredging the creek...  It's something the owner 

says she never could have done on her own. Eyewitness news reporter pilar pedraza explains why it's 

necessary...and how the hot summer is actually. The bartlett arboretum is on the national registry of historic 

places... But you could never tell that by the way it looks right now.i would say this is a once in a lifetime 

dream come true. Yet the owner is excited to see this mess.... Because in the long run it will mean less mess 

for her to deal with. Over the years it's really silted in. We have a lot of flooding problems when we have 

gullywashers. So any measurable amount of rainfall would readily flood the place. The dream started when 

the arboretum won a 25-thousand dollar grant through a social media contest held by markham vineyards in 

2008. But wet summers the next couple of years made dredging still too expensive.  Even after two years of 

drought... It isn't easy. We've just been fighting to get, you know, trying to get the mud out. You know, 

everybody thought it was dry and when we came in. But the drought is what finally made the project 

possible... Along with the donated excavating skills of beran concrete. Not only will digging out decades 

worth of fish bones, rotting vegetation and other debris help keep the creek from flooding.... It's also going 

to create a better ecosystem for fish, eliminate blue green algae. They plan to dredge six to ten feet deep 

from the dam all the way to the mouth of the euphrates creek. In belle plaine, pilar pedraza, kwch 12, 

eyewitness news.  

 

8/11/12  9pm 

Governor Brownback is warning kansans to not light outdoors fires... Because of the state's severe drought. 

but brownback says he's not ready to issue a statewide burn ban. All 105-kansas counties are covered by a 

drought disaster declaration... And more than half of those counties have declared their own burn bans. 

 

8/12/12  7am 

Governor Brownback is warning kansans to not light outdoors fires... Because of the state's severe drought 

but brownback says he's not ready to issue a statewide burn ban.  All 105-kansas counties are covered by a 

drought disaster declaration... And more than half of those counties have declared their own burn bans. 

 

8/15/12  9pm 

Summer-time weather returned today as highs reached the 90s in most areas, with a couple of triple digits 

out there too.  Thankfully, the heat will not last long as a cold front drifts southeast across western and 

central Kansas in the overnight.  Near that front is where a few showers and storms are expected to form, 

along with gusty north winds.  Lows are expected to dip down into the 50s and lower to middle 60s behind 

the front.  Ahead of it, upper 60s to lower 70s will prevail. The front will continue to track southeastward 

and out of Kansas tomorrow with breezy north to northeast winds.  Some widely scattered showers and a 

few storms will be possible over the southcentral and southeast.  Out to the west, skies will turn partly 

cloudy.  Highs tomorrow will reach the upper 70s in the northwest to the lower to middle 80s in the 

southcentral.  A fair amount of clouds will be around the state Friday with any sprinkles or showers limited 

in nature.  Highs will stay in the lower 80s. Hit and miss showers and storms will probably be confined to 

western Kansas this weekend as highs stay in the 80s statewide. 

 

8/16/12  7am 

High temperature and lack of rain continue to fuel dozens of wildfires across the western u-s. Often 

residents only have moments to collect what matters most to them and escape... Ed payne spoke with one 



 

 

washington woman about her quick escape. More than 900 firefighters are trying to contain the fire near cle 

elum (clee elum), Washington. At least 60 homes are lost, 22-thousand acres scorched and about 900 

people evacuated. A resident who lost her home described her narrow escape with her four horses. We were 

petrified, you could hear it, you could hear the swoosh of it and you could hear the crackling of it and you 

could hear the trees exploding and it was coming right down the ridge a couple hundred yards from us as 

we ran as fast as we could possibly run. And the horses, i had to run about 200 yards up into the pasture to 

get them because they were freaked out. (oh my gosh) and then we came back down and got them into 

trailers. And i had help down there and we got them out of there. The incident commander for the fire was 

cautiously optimistic it would be 25 percent contained by nightfall wednesday, but said they're not out of 

the danger zone quite yet. A word of caution: we have much hotter, dryer temperatures along with 

instability Thursday as we go into Friday, and then also a very big concern to us firefighters is lightning in 

the forecast for saturday. I'm ed payne reporting. 

 

8/17/12  8am 

The drought in the united states continues to intensify. The latest drought monitor says 61 percent of the u-s 

faces moderate or worse drought conditions.  And nearly 30 percent is experiencing extreme to exceptional 

drought. More than 221 thousand square miles of the u-s is already in the exceptional drought category. 

That's an amount of land larger than the state of california. 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

Military technology may help firefighters battling wildfires in southern California. A new camera system 

should help crews get a jump on putting out the flames. Bob Lawrence reports. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

North Texas experienced a significant flash flood last night.  The rain came down fast and furious, flooding 

areas that don't typically flood. It was too much for the urban intertribal center of texas--the roof collapsed, 

blowing out the front windows. Sot mos man (covered at first with video: "just from the weight of the 

rain…i guess…poor drainage. Right now, we are trying to get the gas turned off…and the electricity turned 

off…and i think the city's got someone…structural engineers…see if it's safe enough to walk in." during 

the storm, dallas fire rescue engine 17 needed to be rescued  the high water stalled it out near baylor 

hospital. Meanwhile, the high water swamped a number of vehicles inside the baylor hospital parking 

garage. 

 

8/22/12  9pm 

Wildfires continue to torch western states However... some good news from california tonight. Firefighters 

say... they have a massive wildfire there about 50-percent contained. That fire has burned more than 24-

thousand acres, destroyed more than 50-buildings, including some homes, and forced thousands to 

evacuate. A state of emergency has been declared for three counties in the northern part of the state. They 

can now receive more "state aid" and resources to fight the fires. 

 

8/23/12  7am 

Thursday's weather will bring thick clouds and widely scattered showers or isolated storms to our area by 

afternoon. Highs will top out in the upper 80s to lower 90s with gusty southerly winds once again. Friday 

and Saturday, widespread rain and storm chances will improve statewide as an upper level storm system 

slowly works its way toward Kansas from the Rockies. A few spots could see some significant rainfall and 

some of the rain could be locally heavy at times. Severe weather is not expected but a few stronger storms 

may produce some small hail or brief wind gust of 40 or 50 mph. The cloudy skies and rain will mean 

cooler days Friday and Saturday with afternoon highs in the low to mid-80s for most of Kansas, about 10 

degrees below average for late August. 

 

8/24/12  8am 

Early Friday areas of rain and embedded thunderstorms were spinning their east-northeastward through 

Kansas. Dangerous lightning and brief heavy rains but no severe weather have been the rule with this 

activity. Friday afternoon and Saturday, more widespread rain and scattered storms will parade through our 

region as an upper-level storm slowly pinwheels its way across Kansas from the Colorado. A few folks 

could see some significant rainfall where the rain becomes locally heavy at times but widespread severe 



 

 

weather is not expected. A few stronger storms could produce some small hail or brief wind gusts to nearly 

60 mph. The cloudy skies and rain will also lead to cooler days Friday and Saturday with afternoon highs in 

the low to mid-80s for most of Kansas which are about 10 degrees below average for late August. The slow 

moving storm system and its wet weather will move out of eastern Kansas late Sunday followed by fair 

skies and warming temperatures through most of next week. 

 

8/25/12  9pm 

And here are some of the storm shots you've sent us so far.  Paula burke sent us this one...  Looks like 

they're finally able to use that storm team 12 weather umbrella.  Linda urbanek sent us this one from reno 

county...  She says this is what their rain gauge caught as of 6 this evening.  And this is not a river... It's a 

street in a neighborhood at 21st and tyler.  Keep those photos coming! You can send them to us 3 different 

ways. Upload them to our facebook page...  Or through our storm team 12 mobile app for android and apple 

devices. Or send them to our e-mail at stormshots -at- k-w-c-h dot com.  

 

8/26/12  7am 

Thanks for joining us on the c-w this morning. I'm susan gager. Isaac is headed for florida and it could be a 

hurricane when it hits the keys tonight. The storm is forcing organizers of the republican national 

convention to make some major scheduling changes.  Susan mcginnis reports from tampa. Issac slammed 

into cuba - (ap photo) demolishing this small home and creating heavy flooding. The storm's outer bands 

are now over south florida and picking up strength. Isaac could be a hurricane when it passes over the 

florida keys tonight and then heads north. It is not expected to hit tampa directly - but organizers of the 

republican national convention aren't taking any chances.they cancelled almost all of monday's opening day 

events, postponed speeches... And the party won't officially nominate mitt romney until tuesday. 

"republican national committee has been tracking the weather literally by the hour we've been updated and 

had meetings to discuss contingency plans." :10. (bridge: susan mcginnis/cbs news/tampa, fl) a state of 

emergency has been declared in florida. Flooding is likely in many coastal communities. Meterologists say 

isaac's outer bands will cause heavy rain and wind here in tampa. But the florida keys are expected to get 

hit hard. Yesterday the only road out of town was jammed with traffic as residents tried to leave.  "the size 

of the storm and all the sudden its approaching and reality is setting in." after it passes over the keys the 

storm is expected to gain strength in the gulf and could become a category two hurricane when it reaches 

the florida panhandle.isaac hit haiti early saturday as a tropical storm causing massive flooding. Several 

people are dead and hundreds are homeless. High winds ripped apart tents and shacks people have been 

living in since the 2010 earthquake.susan mcginnis, cbs news, tampa, florida. 

 

8/27/12  8am 

Patchy early morning fog Monday will give way to sunny skies with light southerly winds across Kansas. 

Most of our state will see afternoon highs in the upper-80s to near 90 but it may feel a bit uncomfortable 

because the humidity will be high make it feel pretty 'sticky' by afternoon. More sunny, hot, dry weather is 

on tap for Tuesday with southeast winds and highs once again around 90 degrees. The rest of our week also 

looks warm and dry with afternoon highs in the low to mid-90s under mostly sunny skies. 

 

8/28/12  4pm 

Tropical storm isaac strengthened to a hurricane this morning... The storm is moving over the gulf of 

mexico -- and could make landfall later today. It's expected to be a category one hurricane when it comes 

ashore-- with sustained winds up to 80 miles per hour. But isaac is not expected to be as severe as katrina in 

2005... President obama says he's concerned about the storm-- and is asking residents to take warnings 

seriously. I want to encourage all residents of the gulf coast to listen to your local officials and follow their 

directions, including if they tell you to evacuate. But some new orleans residents don't plan to evacuate one 

art gallery owner says he's preparing for the storm... He boarded up his business this morning... But says he 

has too many valuable items inside to leave....ahhh...i guess because i believe in god and i really don't feel 

its going to be that severe. Before katrina i felt it. It's gonna be severe> other residents have heeded the 

warning and left town. Parts of mississippi are being evacuated as well. The storm already hit haiti-- killing 

at least 19 people.... And causing downpours in southern florida and cuba. 

 

 

 



 

 

8/29/12  9pm 

Rescue efforts are under way after Isaac sweeps across the gulf Rescue crews pulled a 70-year old man and 

his 4 dogs from a flooded home Dozens of others were helped the same way  More than 750-thousand 

people are without power throughout Louisiana... Mississippi... Texas... Alabama... And Arkansas because 

of Isaac.. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

Isaac is no longer a hurricane, but it's still dropping heavy rain on top of the south. Bigad shaban (bee-gad 

shuh-ban) joins us live from new orleans this morning... 

  

8/31/12  8am 

Breaking news out of the philipines. The u-s geological survey is issuing a tsunami alert. This after a  7-

point-9 magnitude quake occurred under the sea off the phillapeano coast. Mark tells me it is very rare to 

get a quake above 6-point-5 magnitude. We are still waiting on damage and injury reports. Several coastal 

areas in the region are under a tsunami alert. 

 

9/3/12  8am 

There's plenty of heat forecast again across the Kansas region today under a sunny to mostly sunny sky.  

High temperatures this afternoon will be at or exceed 100 degrees for a number of places.  Any isolated 

storm chances will be most common for the overnight in northern Kansas.  Expect lows in the 60s and 70s. 

More heat is slated for Tuesday, with highs in the 90s to around 100 degrees.  Partly cloudy skies are 

forecast with some isolated storm chances late in the day. More storm chances are forecast for late 

Wednesday into Friday.  High temperatures will gradually back down into the 80s then 70s. 

 

9/5/12  9pm 

Thunderstorms will move eastward across extreme southern Kansas overnight. A few of the storms could 

produce wind gusts to 45 mph and up to dime size hail. Thursday will bring a mix of clouds and sunshine 

with temperatures in the 90s over most of the state. Clouds will increase Thursday night with more 

thunderstorms as a cold front moves from northwest to southeast. Showers and thunderstorms will continue 

into Friday with temperatures topping out in the 70s statewide. The weekend looks mostly sunny with cool 

nights and mild days. 

 

9/6/12  7am 

Blue skies will give way to gray as clouds start creeping back into our area Thursday afternoon but other 

than a few showers or storms in the southwest, most of Kansas will be dry. Look for afternoon Highs in the 

low to mid-90s with southerly winds. A strong cold front is on the way to Kansas and will move in early 

Friday with more chances for showers and storms. The best bet to get wet will be found over central and 

eastern Kansas but everyone will see gusty northerly winds and much cooler temperatures. Friday's highs 

will range from the lower-70s northwest to around 80 for Wichita. Plenty of sunshine is expected this 

weekend but the cooler, actually very comfortable, highs in the mid-70s to around 80 degrees will stick 

around. 

 

9/8/12  9pm 

Another cool night will be in the works thanks to clear skies, light winds and dry air.  Lows will drop back 

to the 40s and 50s across the viewing area. Plenty of sunshine will be found Sunday and temperatures 

should be a little warmer by the afternoon.  You can expect highs in the 80s, with the warmest temperatures 

in southwest Kansas. More warmth and wind are on tap for early next week.  Any chance of rain will wait 

until midweek, followed by cooler temperatures again. 

 

9/13/12  7am 

Big weather changes plowed through Kansas early Thursday morning as a strong cold front moved through 

our state bringing areas of rain and ushering in much cooler temperatures along with gusty northerly winds. 

Scattered rain showers are likely for central and eastern Kansas Thursday while the west dries out by 

afternoon. Strong northerly winds will be gust over 30 mph at times making afternoon highs in the 60s feel 

even cooler. Clouds will linger over the east while the west sees mostly sunny skies but we'll all be dry 



 

 

Friday and the cooler temps will stick around with highs ranging from the upper 60s to mid-70s. Our 

weekend will be dry with afternoon highs climbing back into the mid-80s by Sunday. 

 

9/15/12  9pm 

While the west will see mostly clear skies tonight, parts of central and eastern Kansas will have to contend 

with clouds, some patchy drizzle and areas of patchy fog forming.  Lows will fall to the mid 40s to lower 

50s in the west while middle to upper 50s to near 60 degrees will be common over the east. Morning clouds 

and fog will eventually give way to partly cloudy skies east.  Expect mostly sunny skies west as highs soar 

to the upper 80s to near 90 degrees.  Wichita won't be as warm however as the clouds keep readings near 

80 degrees. A potent cold front will drop southeastward Sunday night and Monday.  This front will usher in 

cooler temperatures on the heels of gusty north winds.  Expect highs in the upper 60s to lower 70s for most 

areas.  You may even see a shower or two as well. Temperatures will rebound slightly by Wednesday with 

yet another frontal system for the tail end of the work week. 

 

9/16/12  7am 

A Dense Fog Advisory is in place across sections of central and western Kansas through 10 A.M. for 

visibilities lowering to less than 1/4 of a mile.  Morning clouds and fog will eventually give way to partly 

cloudy skies east and ample sunshine in the west.  Highs will soar to the 80s to near 90 degrees in western 

Kansas.  Wichita won't be as warm however as the clouds keep readings in the upper 70s.  A potent cold 

front will drop southeastward Sunday night and Monday.  This front will usher in cooler temperatures on 

the heels of gusty north winds.  Expect highs in the upper 60s to lower 70s for most areas.  The cold front 

should pass through Wichita during the mid-morning hours with steady or falling temperatures during the 

afternoon.  A few showers and even a rumble of thunder are possible across central and eastern Kansas 

Monday, but it doesn't look like a "washout" type of day. Temperatures will rebound slightly by 

Wednesday with yet another frontal system for the tail end of the work week. 

 

9/18/12  4pm 

We'll see clear skies overnight across the area.  Lows won't be as chilly as this morning as readings dip 

down into the upper 40s and lower 50s.  Winds should stay rather light, generally under 10 or 15 mph in 

most areas. A warmer Wednesday will shape up, thanks to sunny to mostly sunny skies.  Afternoon highs 

will be in the middle to upper 80s for most areas, while lower 90s are forecast in far southern and southwest 

Kansas.  These warmer temperatures will reside out ahead of a cold front that will pass through Kansas 

tomorrow.  This front won't have any moisture to work with so no rain is forecast and the temperature drop 

won't be huge: only 3-5 degrees cooler. 

 

9/19/12  9pm 

A cold front will continue to move southeastward across the state overnight. It will bring a few more clouds 

to Kansas but no much needed rainfall. Even temperatures behind the front will not be that much cooler. 

We will see mostly sunny skies on Thursday with that slight temperature dip and then an increase in clouds 

Thursday night. There could be some overnight showers and storms in the southeast part of the state late 

thursday/early friday. A stronger cold front will move through on friday night knocking down high 

temperatures for the weekend into the 70s. We will jump back into the 80s for the beginning of next week. 

 

9/20/12  7am 

Sunshine will mix with a few high clouds today across the state.  Temperatures won't be as hot as 

Wednesday as readings will average 5-10, and in some cases around 15 degrees cooler.  Highs in the lower 

to middle 80s are expected. Skies will turn partly cloudy tonight over the east, with an isolated storm or two 

in southeast Kansas.  Lows will drop to the 40s and 50s for most spots. Another front will work into the 

state on Friday, bringing breezy north to northwest winds and highs in the 70s and 80s. A more potent push 

of cool air will settle into Kansas this weekend with highs only expected in the 70s!  Temperatures will 

warm slightly next week. 

 

9/21/12  8am 

An invasive species is popping up in central Kansas... Wildlife officials say zebra mussels are at chase state 

lake in chase county. Officials say fisherman and boaters need to be aware of new bait regulations and the 

dangers of moving live baitfish and water between lakes. This is what a zebra mussel looks like. They are 



 

 

native to the black and caspian seas of western asia and eastern Europe. They've spread across the world 

and first appeared in Kansas in 2003 at el dorado reservoir. 

 

9/22/12  9pm 

Clouds will increase overnight over southern Kansas, where a few isolated light showers or sprinkles will 

be possible.  Any accumulation of rain will be very light and most likely under a tenth of an inch.  

Overnight lows will be mostly in the 40s across Kansas but some upper 30s are forecast over far northern 

Kansas. Morning clouds and sprinkles will give way to mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies.  Highs Sunday 

will reach the lower to middle 70s.Temperatures will be on the rise for early next week, with showers and 

storms becoming more likely by mid-week.  These chances look to hang around until late in the work 

week, even possibly the early stages of next weekend. 

 

9/23/12  7am 

Yes, that was thunder you heard this morning.  An upper level disturbance passing through Kansas are 

producing showers and rumbles of thunder across central and western Kansas.  Rainfall amounts will 

generally be light.  Once the showers move out clouds will decrease and sunshine will return by afternoon.  

Temperatures will reach the 70s with lower 80s possible in extreme southwest Kansas. Tonight skies will 

generally remain partly cloudy and temperatures will once again drop into the 40s and lower 50s. The heat 

returns as we start the work week.  For now Monday and most of Tuesday look dry, with showers and 

storms becoming more likely Tuesday evening through Saturday.  These best chances of rain- Wednesday 

and Thursday, however isolated showers and storms are possible the entire week. 

 

9/25/12  4pm 

Rain and thunderstorms are expected over south central Kansas overnight. Storms are not expected to be 

severe, but some heavy rainfall is possible, especially southeast of the Kansas Turnpike. Scattered showers 

and storms will be possible throughout the day on Wednesday with highs near 80. 

 

9/26/12  9pm 

Scattered showers and storms are possible over the area tonight, with the best chance in southern Kansas. A 

Severe T-Storm Watch is out for southwest Kansas until 11 p.m.  Large hail and high winds have been 

reported in this area. In south central Kansas, severe weather does not look likely at this point but  some of 

the storms may contain small hail and heavy downpours after Midnight. Lows will be in the 50s for much 

of the state. Off and on showers and storms are expected for Thursday with highs in the 70s around Kansas. 

Some pockets of heavy rain will be possible, but the chance for severe weather will be low. Winds are 

expected to be out of the east for much of Kansas. There will be a chance for rain again Friday before 

drying out heading into the weeken  

 

9/27/12  7am 

The stalled front that's been hanging our region around most of this week will slowly sink into Oklahoma 

Friday but not before we see another round of rain and storms. Look for occasional rain and isolated storms 

Thursday with highs in the low to mid-70s for most of Kansas and easterly winds just about statewide.  

There will be some pockets of heavy rain but chances of severe weather will be low. The best chances for 

heavy rainfall will be along the Oklahoma border where a few storms may produce some small hail along 

with heavy downpours at times. Showers and storms should be more widely scattered than widespread 

Friday followed by drier weather this weekend and afternoon highs low to mid and upper-70s. 

 

9/28/12  8am 

Kansas farmers finally get some rain relief this week. It's too late to save the corn crop... But it could be just 

what's needed for the next round of planting. Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson tells us why. 

"this has been an extremely trying year for everyone..." tobey watt has farmed with his father roger for 

more than  20 years...this past summer has been a tough one.  Watt's lost half of his milo corn crop due to 

the lack of rain and high temperatures. "tobey watt it's very frustrating.. It's just like when you study for a 

final exam in a college course and for some reason there's some questions that you didn't study for and you 

don't answer those questions right. It doesn't matter how hard you work" farmers in the area are feeling it as 

well... "carl garten: the big impact on the economy is when there is no production at all when you could be 

making seven or eight dollars a bushel you or more there's no income there at all so theres 4 or 500 dollars 



 

 

per acre" "std up.. the recent rain has given watt and other farmers in the area hope for their newly planted 

fall wheat" "the moisture that we've received so far is beneficial to our wheat... Rain makes grain" farmers 

are preparing for the wheat season.. .planting is starting now and will continue into October...but once the 

seeds are sown much of the crops future is out of the farmers' hands... "it's extremely dependent on the 

weather...for the most part weather is our cash register weather delegates to us what type of year we are 

going to have.. Farmers and ranchers in the area won't know for sure until it comes time to harvest next 

june or july... Samantha anderson kwch 12 eyewitness news... 

 

9/30/12  7am 

Dense fog covers much of western Kansas this morning.  Fog should lift or dissipate by midday.  Expect 

high clouds and filtered sunshine for the rest of the state.  A weak weather system moves into western 

Kansas, might bring a few showers and thunderstorms to western Kansas this afternoon.  No severe 

weather is expected.  Highs will reach the upper 70s to lower 80s. Tonight a few lingering showers in 

western Kansas, otherwise mostly clear to partly cloudy skies will be the general rule through early 

morning.  A cold front will move through the state on Monday with the only real notable weather change 

being - gusty north winds. Overall October will get off to a warm start, with upper 70s and 80 degree 

weather during the first half of the work week. Towards the end of the week, a Canadian cold front will 

invade Kansas, with highs only in the 50s and 60s through next weekend! 



 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

7/1/12  7am 

Changes to the Kansas d-u-i law also go into effect tomorrow. The law will require jail time for repeat 

offenders who refuse breath and blood tests. First time offenders are exempted from the law. Under the 

current Kansas law, refusing a test generally leads to a driver's license being suspended. 

 

7/2/12  8am 

Witnesses watched as a 38-year-old man went into dangerous waters near a hydro-electric dam in 

Oklahoma to save the lives of two young swimmers in trouble. But as Morgan downing reports...he came 

out a hero, but he didn't come out alive.  Bill smith says around 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon, the denison 

dam's siren went off warning people to get out of the water because the hydro-power gates were about to be 

opened. "they went off about 15 minutes before the water turned on. And then when it turned on that's 

when the two went out to play in the current." "Before that the siren went off, to me that lets people, 

cautions them to get out of the water for that reason." Bryan county undersheriff ken golden says two 

young boys went out into the water to swim and got stuck in the current. Authorities say the two boys were 

struggling when a white male in his 30's jumped in to save them. Officials say the two children were 

rescued, but the man didn't make it out.  "he'd been under probably about 15 minutes when they got here." 

b.j. Parkey, with the army corps of engineers, says a diving team found the man's body a little after five p-

m. Parkey says life jackets were not in use. Smith says he's been fishing around the dam for nearly 50 years 

and drownings or near-drownings keep happening. "tell them to put some signs down here that say no 

swimming. I don't know how many have drown down here and several others that we had to save that didn't 

drown."  

 

7/3/12  4pm 

Reno county sheriff's deputies are looking for the owner of a dog that attacked a 4 year old girl. Sheriff 

randy henderson tells us a reno county man heard his niece screaming... And discovered she was pinned to 

the ground by a large dog. The dog had the child by the the neck... The man got the dog off of her..  And 

sheriff's deputies later found the dog and took it to a vet for observation. The girl was treated for a bite to 

the front of her neck and teeth-wounds on the back of her neck... She is now back home in sterling 

recovering. The dog has no collar or identifying information... Anyone with information about the dog or 

its owner is asked to contact reno county authorities. 

 

7/4/12  9pm 

And the dry condition in Colorado are forcing officials to crack down on the use of fireworks police are 

doing more patrols in communities looking for people violating fireworks bans. Police want people to 

know they are taking the ban seriously.  They say more people are being cautions this year, and they have 

written fewer citations.not only of the fire danger, but they're more likely to get complained against -- that 

our officers are more likely to take a harder stance on the fireworks issue this year.  Despite fire dangers... 

About 20 communities are still planning fireworks displays. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

We'll finally know what caused a deadly plane crash from three years ago. It's new as we cover the world 

this morning...  228 people died when an air france flight plunged into the atlantic ocean. Flight 447 was 

heading to paris from rio de janeiro in june 2009 when it went down.   Authorities found the plane's voice 

and data's recorders were found last year. 

 

7/6/12  8am 

A grass fire between derby and rose hill is out this morning.. Fire crews worked through the early hours to 

knock down hot spots...  Officials say several homes near rose hill were threatened by the flames officials 

also say many of the recent fires have been caused by fireworks. 

 

7/7/12  9pm 

We're following a developing story out of lake Afton tonight...  A man has been reported missing... And 

fishermen say they think they saw his body floating in the water. Thanks for joining us tonight - I’m karl 



 

 

man.  Search and rescue crews have been using sonar to try and find the missing man. Eyewitness news 

reporter jim grawe has the latest from the lake.  

 

7/8/12  7am 

A Wichita man risks his life to rescue his young son.  Tonight we wait for an update on the conditions of 

the 29 year old father and his 16 month boy. Both were taken to the St. Francis burn unit in critical 

condition after their house caught fire this morning.  It happened in the 47 hundred block of south main just 

before 4 am.  Investigators say a box fan in a hallway used to cool the toddler's room caught fire. The 

child's mother smelled smoke...and woke her boyfriend. He ran through flames into the boy's bedroom to 

get the child out...as the mother and her 7-year old daughter ran to safety. I think it's heroic really.  A lot of 

people wouldn't do that, would just wait for the police or fire department or whoever is responding to come, 

but he didn't and i think that's pretty stand up. Continue to stay with us on-air and online for the latest 

information in this story. 

 

7/9/12  8am 

Also new this morning... Four children are seriously hurt in an early morning joyride. It ended in the 11-

hundred block of west sterling. Police tell us the kids ages 10 to 13... Wanted to go for a ride while their 

parents are away. The car struck a hydrant before hitting a garage. All were taken to a Wichita hospital for 

treatment. 

 

7/10/12  4pm 

A 10 year old boy is taken to an area hospital in critical condition after he's hit by a van. Police say the boy 

was riding a bike near central and ridge at around 1 oclock. A van was pulling out of a parking lot-- 

attempting to make a right turn police say the driver was looking to the left...and when she turned, she did 

not see the boy. The 10 year old was pinned under the van until emergency crews arrived... They say he 

was alert and talking when he was transported. The boy was not wearing a helmet, but did not appear to 

have a head injury. 

 

7/11/12  9pm 

"It hurt so bad I just, I couldn't stand it." A new warning from the Centers for Disease Control... When it 

comes to grilling-out this summer. 

 

7/13/12  8am 

A Wichita family defies the odds to be at the sedgwick county fair this year... Tyler zachare (zachary) 

placed third showing his goat... "quarter".. It's the best thing that's happened to him in months. His family 

has suffered several deaths... Followed by a tornado severely damaging their home in the pinaire mobile 

home park in oaklawn this last april. They're living in a hotel while the house is being repaired. Zachare's 

(zachary's) dad says he's proud of his son for competing at the fair... Despite it all. Yeah, i think a lot of 

kids would've thrown in the towelhe's kinda wanted to, but you could tell that he doesn't. He's really 

attached to his animals. i couldn't be really prouder of him. 57;08 he's done really, really awesome. this is 

the first year tyler's shown goats. He's best known for showing his rabbits... But decided not to this year... 

After they barely survived the tornado. 

 

7/14/12  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight... A Florida teen lost his arm in an alligator attack is speaking out.  He says he 

and his friends were swimming in a river monday last week... When a gator bit his arm off just below the 

elbow.  He said when the gator was just a foot away, he grabbed it's lower jaw... But it didn't work.  The 

two wrestled for a while, and when the teen tried to swim to shore... The gator sunk its teeth into the teen's 

arm. And he drug me back down. He done a death roll and broke all the bones in my arm. So then i took 

my feet. And put it on his mouth to try and break my arm off. Because I knew it's either going to be the arm 

or my life. So i was like, eh, forget the arm. The teen is now recovering from surgery... His family started a 

fundraising campaign to pay for a prosthetic arm. 

 

7/15/12  7am 

A Florida teen lost his arm in an alligator attack is speaking out.  He says he and his friends were 

swimming in a river monday last week... When a gator bit his arm off just below the elbow.  He said when 



 

 

the gator was just a foot away, he grabbed it's lower jaw... But it didn't work.  The two wrestled for a while, 

and when the teen tried to swim to shore... The gator sunk its teeth into the teen's arm. And he drug me 

back down. He done a death roll and broke all the bones in my arm. So then i took my feet. And put it on 

his mouth to try and break my arm off. Because I knew it's either going to be the arm or my life. So i was 

like, eh, forget the arm. The teen is now recovering from surgery... His family started a fundraising 

campaign to pay for a prosthetic arm. 

 

7/16/12  8am 

Wichita firefighters clean up two early morning house fires. One fire is in south wichita and one in far east 

Wichita. The first fire broke out around 4-45 this morning in the 3-thousand block of s. Clifton. That's in 

the planeview area.we're told the fire is so intense crews are fighting it from the outside. The second fire 

broke out just minutes later... In the 14-thousand block of east twinlake. So far no one is hurt in either fires. 

It's not clear where both fire starts.     

 

7/17/12  4pm 

Emergency crews are responding to a four vehicle crash on southbound 235.The accident is north of 

macarthur One of the vehicles involved is a motorcycle. 9-1-1 dispatchers tell us the motorcycle rider is 

being transported to a hospital in critical condition. 

 

7/18/12  9pm 

Picking blueberry’s nearly cost a Georgia man his life. That's because he was bitten by a rattlesnake."I said, 

'oh, no buddy,' and i put the gun right down on top of his head and fired straight through his brain." it was 

that shot that kept the snake from biting him again. The 66-year old says he took his pocket knife and 

stabbed his leg to release the venom. He then crawled to his truck. But when he tried unlocking the door, he 

jammed the key in the lock. So he crawled to the middle of the road looking for help. "where somebody 

would either have to stop and help me or run over me one and at that point it just didn't matter i was to the 

point i was ready to go." 15 minutes later, and brother and sister found the man. He was air lifted to the 

hospital.  Doctors say they had to bring him back to life three times. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

Another lesson we can take from London... The benefits of exercise. In the health watch this morning.. 

According to a new report one in 10 deaths worldwide can be blamed on illnesses caused by lack of  

exercise.   This is about the same as the number of deaths from smoking.        Experts call the problem a 

pandemic. When people don't exercise they are more likely to die from heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and 

breast and colon cancer. 

 

7/20/12  8am 

We want to also bring you up to date on some other news overnight here in kansas... In Wichita... A man is 

in critical condition after his car hits a utilty pole in southeast part of town. It happened near the 

intersection of Pawnee and Webb around 12-30 police say the vehicle left the road for unknown reasons. 

The 25-year-old man was taken to wesley hospital. Police are still investigating...but they tell us speed does 

not appear to be a factor in the wreck. 

 

7/21/12  9pm 

And this happened just before noon today...  A plane ran off the runway at the Augusta Muncipal airport...  

Investigators say the plane had some trouble with its brakes.  And when it landed it couldn't stop in time. 

The plane ran off the strip... Into a ditch... And came to a crashing stop at a culvert.  The pilot was taken to 

a hospital with minor injuries and the passenger is fine. 

 

7/22/12  7am 

And this happened just before noon Saturday...  A plane ran off the runway at the Augusta Muncipal 

airport... Investigators say the plane had some trouble with its brakes.  And when it landed it couldn't stop 

in time. The plane ran off the strip... Into a ditch... And came to a crashing stop at a culvert. The pilot was 

taken to a hospital with minor injuries and the passenger is fine. 

 

 



 

 

7/23/12  8am 

A fire at an alcohol and drug treatment facility in south Wichita forces people out. The Red Cross is 

helping them with temporary housing. The red cross says... This has been an unusually busy july for house 

fires... With disaster relief teams responding to at least 20 of them so far this month. Investigators say an 

electrical problem caused the rehab facility fire. Damage is about 25-thousand dollars. 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

The public is getting a chance to weigh in on a proposed ban on large soft drinks in New York City. Health 

officials are holding the first public hearings on the proposal today. Mayor Michael Bloomberg and the 

city's board of health back the plan as a way to combat obesity. They say obesity-related health expenses 

cost tax payers four billion dollars a year. The plan would prevent sales of sugary drinks-- like soda-- in 

sizes bigger than 16 ounces.sot-farley "people given larger portion sizes consume more without recognizing 

it and because portion sizes of sugary drinks have increased dramatically in parallel to the obesity epidemic 

since the 1960's." The proposed ban would only apply to restaurants...food carts and entertainment venues. 

It would not include fountain drinks and bottled sodas sold at convenience stores. A final vote is planned 

for September. 

 

7/25/12  9pm 

There's a renewed focus on pool safety... After the drowning of a Wichita toddler. One-year-old marcino 

(mar-seen-o) hall... Died yesterday, after he was pulled-out of a back-yard pool... In northeast wichita. 

Investigators believe... He may have fallen in while relatives were distracted... Or asleep. The red cross 

says... It has seen an increase in drowning cases in the u-s since memorial day weekend. Experts say... 

Pools can look inviting to children.  But there are products like... Alarms, fences, and locks to keep them 

out of what can be a dangerous place."they will wander off and try to see what things are and they've 

probably been in the pool before so they think they can do it again and don't think anything of it, especially 

if they're not afraid of the water."> to stay safe... The red cross recommends swimming lessons. Never 

leave children unattended near water. Always wear a life jacket. And keep toys away from pools when not 

in use. Find more safety tips at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

7/26/12  7am 

A Wichita toddler's death renews the community's focus on public safety. One year old marcino hall died 

tuesday, after he was pulled from a backyard pool in northeast wichita... Investigators believe he may have 

fallen in while relatives were distracted or asleep. The red cross says it's seen an increase in drowning cases 

in the u-s since memorial day weekend... Experts say pools can look inviting to children... But there are 

products like alarms, fences and locks to keep them out of what can be a dangerous place. "they will 

wander off and try to see what things are and they've probably been in the pool before so they think they 

can do it again and don't think anything of it, especially if they're not afraid of the water." to stay safe the 

red cross recommends swimming lessons.. And never leave young children unattended near water… 

Always wear a life jacket... And keep toys away from pools when not in use... Find more safety tips at k-w-

c-h dot com... 

 

7/27/12  8am 

A drug task forces seizes herbal potpourri from three salina businesses. Our news partners at the salina 

journal shared this photo with us. Police say the drugs were seized Wednesday. The chemical was declared 

illegal on monday. It's similar to other synthetic marijuana products. Police are not pursuing charges against 

the businesses. 

 

7/28/12  9pm 

Fact finder 12 looks into the dangers of leaving a pet in a hot car. It only takes minutes before a 90 degree 

day outside... Can turn a car into a deadly 120 degree sauna.  Take a look at this video.  A veterinarian 

made this video to show what it is like to be trapped inside of a parked car for 30 minutes. You can see 

within 5 minutes the temperature inside the car is almost to 100 degrees.  I am fully drenched now. I have 

sweat streaming down me. And i can do that. And a dog cant. A dog can't perspire. The whole point of this 

exercise is to see what it feels like to be a dog stuck in a car. The american animal hospital association says 

don't take your pet anywhere if you can't take them outside with you, and never leave your pet in the car. 



 

 

Even with the windows cracked .. The temperature inside a car can still reach a scorching 120 degrees. And 

leaving the air-conditioner running may not be enough.  

 there have been several cases where a car's compressor stoped working because the car got too hot 

..sometimes your air-conditioner can also start blowing out hot air. If your pet can't go where you're going... 

It's best to leave them at home. 

 

7/29/12  7am 

More Kansas kids now have their fingerprints on file, thanks to a free event in hutchinson saturday. 

Operation kidsafe helped families take photographs and get digital copies of their children's fingerprints, to 

keep on file in case of an emergency. Brian barth took all three of his kids, and encourages other parents to 

do the same. I think it was very important, if there was ever an issue of the kids being lost or god forbid 

kidnapped, to have fingerprints on file if they were ever recovered, its just a good easy thing to do.  About 

50 families took advantage of the free fingerprinting. 

 

7/31/12  4pm 

One of the most controversial provisions in the health care law... takes effect tomorrow. It will expand 

coverage of contraceptives-- making it free for 47-million women. The provision requires insurance 

companies to provide f-d-a approved birth control... at no cost to women. Under previous rules-- some 

women were charged a co-pay or deductible for contraceptives. Health and human services secretary 

kathleen sebelius praised the change-- while republicans are still vowing to repeal the law. 

 

8/1/12  9pm 

A propane truck catches fire... North-east of Wichita. Crews were called to an area near 37-th street north... 

And 127-th street east... A little after four this afternoon  investigators say... The property owners were 

working on a fence when propane on a welding truck caught fire. No one was hurt. 

 

8/2/12  7am 

Sometimes you have to learn the hard way. And that can be especially true for young people. Today one 

Texas man's family says heed their warning and don't text and drive... It could save your life."i said call the 

funeral home. He'll never make it." Luckily Chance bother's father was wrong.  But father and son say... He 

is lucky to be alive.  Chance was texting while driving just moments before losing control and sailing off a 

bridge and into a ravine. He suffered a broken neck, a crushed face, a fractured skull and traumatic brain 

injuries. The 21-year-old college student wants his close call to be a lesson. They just need to understand 

don't do it. Don't do it. It's not worth losing your life. I went to my grandmother's funeral not long ago. And 

i kept thinking, it kept jumping into my head, i'm surprised that's not me up in that casket. I came very close 

to that to being gone forever. What was the message that chance had to send risking his life. "i need to quit 

texting because i could die in a car accident." chance says he will never make that mistake again.  

 

8/3/12  8am 

The downtown public library is closed after officials report and infestation. Exterminators say bed bugs 

have infested the public building.  And they say books are perfect habitat for the pests. All other library 

locations are open. And the building will re-open once the bugs are completely eradicated. 

 

8/4/12  9pm 

America's battle against obesity has reached the front lines. That's according to a new report that says 25-

percent of young americans- potential recruits for the military-- are simply too fat to fight. 

 

8/5/12  7am 

A wildfire swept through Luther, Oklahoma Saturday.... Destroying more than two dozen homes.   And 

today... Residents have seen what was left.you can't get everything 30 or 45 minutes. You practice fire 

drills at school. You don't practice them at home very often. So you don't know what to get or when to get 

it. Casey strahan also lost his home. He says despite the devastation, he takes comfort that everyone in the 

neighborhood is alive. 

 

 

 



 

 

8/6/12  8am 

The lobby at the downtown library is open today -- but the rest of the building remains closed. It comes 

after bedbugs were found in the chairs last week. The front lobby at the downtown library is still open for 

returns and pick up of reserved items. Other branches of the library are still open.     

 

8/7/12  4pm 

Wichita's central library re-opened today-- after a bed bug infestation forced a closure last week. The 

central branch on south main resumed normal hours and services today meeting room rentals are still 

suspended.. And some events scheduled at the library have been moved. Events and room rentals will 

resume saturday. The library was closed Thursday after a pest was discovered-- it was later confirmed to be 

bed bugs. Now-- affected furniture has been removed and the facility has been treated to get rid of the bugs. 

 

8/8/12  9pm 

A two year old boy is in critical condition tonight after he nearly drowns. It happened before 6 at a mobile 

home park near 47th street south and hydraulic. Police say the boy was visiting with his parents at the time 

at one point the boy wandered off toward the pool someone living in the area saw the child in the water and 

pulled him out. They performed c-p-r until paramedics arrived. The boy was transported to Wesley medical 

center. 

 

8/9/12  7am 

Hutchinson plans a new ordinance banning fireworks. The decision comes after fireworks ignited several 

grass fires... And a fire that destroyed a home over the July fourth weekend. The new ordinance would ban 

aerial fireworks... And fireworks that shoot sparks more than six feet in any direction. The city plans to 

contact reno county and south hutchinson leaders to discuss having identical ordinances. 

 

8/10/12  8am 

In the healthwatch this morning... A new strain of swine flu is on the rise.  The centers for disease control 

reports more than 145 new cases this week nationwide. That's up from just 29 last week.  Most illnesses are 

in children and they are mild.  The cdc says the flu is spreading from infected pigs...and that so far people 

are not spreading it to each other. Health experts say anyone attending state or county fairs should wash 

their hands if they're around pigs. 

 

8/11/12  9pm 

Watching the olympics can be breathtaking, but many Americans get shortness of breath because of a lung 

condition called c-o-p-d..or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Now new research shows a type of 

exercise can help some breathe a little easier. Australian researchers found patients who did tai chi were 

able to breathe better and developed more stamina. C-o-p-d is connected to a number of lung diseases 

including emphysema. 

 

8/12/12  7am 

In less than a week, more than one hundred cases of a mutated strain of h-1n-1 have been reported across 

the nation. Now the centers for disease control is warning people to be careful when they are around pigs at 

county and state fairs. With the kansas state fair coming up next month, eyewitness news reporter karl man 

looks at what officials there are doing to keep fair-goers safe. "it's exciting there is some activity on the 

fairgrounds already" in one month the state fair will be in full swing ushering in hundreds of thousands of 

people from all over kansas. Before all the finishing touches are made...organizers are having to deal with 

the growing concern over swine flu. It's on the rise nationally and you can get very sick from it. "go visit 

the animals but wash your hands after you have done so."you may see extra stations to wash your hands set 

up this year at the fairgrounds as a precaution.  Officials say touching any pigs at the fair is something fair-

goers need to really think about before they do it. "we've been showing at the state fair for over 25 years". 

Greg thompson is a hutchinson area swine producer...he says each time he comes to the fair it's all about 

common sense. "you need to have good hygiene when your around the pigs". He adds all pigs that are 

shown at the state fair are vaccinated...sometimes twice...for swine flu. The area where the pigs are shown 

is well ventilated to stop the spread of the disease. "we should be in tremendous shape here at the kansas 

state fair". When i spoke to state fair reprensenatives they said the one thing they have going for them is 



 

 

time.they have a month to work with local medical officials to make sure that everyone that walks into the 

fair healthy leaves the same way. In hutchinson karl man kwch 12 eyeywitness news. 

 

8/13/12  8am 

A decades-old pipe... Is now the focus of the investigation into a "chevron refinery fire"... In California. 

Federal officials say last Monday’s fire near san Francisco was among the most serious incidents at a u-s 

refinery in recent years. Chevron says the pipe passed an inspection last november...and there were no 

problems with it. But now local and federal inspectors are conducting their own investigation. "i know 

accidents will happen even in a well run facility. I'm okay with that. But i have zero tolerance policy if 

there is any cutting corners, my slip shot work." the pipes in that refinery are inspected every five years. 

 

8/14/12  4pm 

A new kind of crash test is aiming to curb injuries and deaths. The insurance institute for highway safety is 

adding tests for a common kind of crash. The frontal overlap crash-- when the front corner of the car hits 

another car or an object-- like a tree.and we looked at the real world data and this is a very important issue 

for frontal crash safety.  According to the institute, about a quarter of serious injury and fatality accidents 

involve this kind of front corner impact. Of the eleven midsize luxury models tested-- only three earned 

good or acceptable ratings in these crashes. 

 

8/15/12  9pm 

Recently... G-e recalled a number of dish-washers.... Due to a fire danger. Most of us... Might not think of 

our home appliances as threats. But defective or broken items... Can put your family at risk factfinder 12 

has some tips to keep your family safe. First... Keep tabs on product recalls... By registering new appliances 

that way... If a recall is issued, you will be notified. Look for changes in your appliance. Even small 

annoyances... Like a light that has gone out... Can be signs of a bigger problem other ways to keep your 

home safe. Inspect power cords often. Check your home's wiring. Make sure older homes can handle the 

demands of modern appliances.  Clear range hoods. And... Keep dryer vents clear.   

 

8/17/12  8am 

A harvard cancer researcher says he may have stumbled upon a discovery that could lead to the world's first 

effective male birth control pill. A study in the medical journal "cell," reports... The scientist was testing a 

molecule for potential new cancer treatments when he learned it could also be used to block sperm 

production. The researcher says this may be the "holy grail" of male birth control and could lead to pills or 

injectable solutions for men. The study says testing on men could begin within a year. 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

Pilots did a second night of aerial spraying in Dallas last night to try and fight against mosquitos in that 

area.But they only got in a couple hours of flying time before bad weather forced them to lan Earlier this 

week the mayor declared a state of emergency there, over a recent outbreak of the  deadly West Nile virus. 

So far, at least 14 people in dallas have died from west nile this year, and hundreds of others have been 

infected. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

A family's sailboat is struck by lightning... Sending all of them to the hospital. The incident happened 

around 5:30 saturday evening on lake superior. A family of seven was out on the lake when lightning struck 

their sailboat.  Among the critically injured was a nine-year-old-boy. Officials had to perform c-p-r on the 

scene to restart his heart. Several local agencies, including the u.s. Coast guard, responded to the scene. "we 

always want to use the upmost water safety, especially when there's lightning. Sometimes it's difficult when 

it comes up quickly like this did but we ask people to keep an eye on the weather forecast." there's no word 

on the victims condition.   

 

8/20/12  8am 

Our exclusive fact finder 12 survey finds out if wichitans even want to add fluoride to the city water. We 

asked 700 adults if voters should decide whether fluoride is added to the city water. An overwhelming 

amount, 79-percent, say yes. Only 15-percent says no. We also asked if voters wanted fluoride in the water. 

62-percent are for adding fluoride. 31-percent against it. 



 

 

 

8/21/12  4pm 

A federal judge tosses out lance Armstrong’s lawsuit against the u-s anti-doping agency. The lawsuit was 

an attempt by Armstrong to halt the case against him. The agency has accused armstrong of using 

performance enhancing drugs and covering up violations. Armstrong's lawsuit asked the court to prevent 

the group from sanctioning him.  The seven-time tour de france winner maintains he has never failed a drug 

test... And the investigation is an attempt to justify the agency's existence. 

 

8/22/12  9pm 

Firefighters in Augusta were called to a "farm house" this afternoon. Officials say... The fire started in the 

attic they were able to put the fire out quickly no one was home at the time but two cats were inside. They 

are okay. Fire officials are looking for a cause. 

 

8/23/12  7am 

Researchers are working to learn more about a mysterious new disease that appears to mimic the symptoms 

of aids and damage the immune system. Doctors say several cases have been diagnosed in Asian countries 

and a few people have gotten sick in the u-s. Doctors say it doesn't spread the way aids does and isn't 

contagious. 

 

8/24/12  8am 

We could find out what caused a grass fire in wilson county. Several outbuildings are destroyed, as well as 

several oil well pipelines. It happened Thursday afternoon just south of fredonia (free-done-yuh). Officials 

say the fire covered more than three square miles. Two firefighters were treated for smoke inhalation. 

 

8/27/12  8am 

Cell phones and distracted driving have quickly become one of the leading causes of car accidents. And 

while many are calling for a ban on phones in cars.. Here is a list of a few apps that are actually making the 

road a safer place for young drivers. The new school year could mean some new teen drivers with new 

privileges they picked up over the summer months. According federal government statistics, younger 

drivers -- those 20 and under -- are most susceptible to distractions behind the wheel. As the nationwide 

crackdown on distracted driving continues, parents can enlist the help of some apps to make sure their teens 

are developing good driving habits, early. The drive safely app for apple, android, blackberry and windows, 

reads texts and emails out loud in real time and allows drivers to respond without touching the phone -- 

eliminating that urge to take hands off of the wheel. An entire family of four can use the app for 9-99 per 

month. The teen agree app for apple and android uses g-p-s to let parents keep tabs on where their teens are 

driving, their speed and can track multiple young drivers in a family. And the key-two-safe-driving app 

works with hardware installed in a vehicle to block text messages and phone calls entirely -- those 

incoming calls go straight to voicemail, and text messages get an auto reply. I'm karin caifa, and you're 

now... Clicked in.   

 

8/28/12  4pm 

Most teens think smoking pot is no big deal... But a new study finds regular marijuana use among teens can 

have long-term effects. The research finds marijuana use at a young age may be linked to an irreversible 

decline in intelligence in adulthood. Researchers at duke university measured the i-q scores of 14 year olds-

- then measured their i-q's again at 38...after years of pot smoking. They found-- on average-- scores 

declines by about 8 points. People who started smoking pot as adults did not suffer any decline in 

intelligence. Teens may have more severe effects because their brains are not fully developed-- and more 

susceptible to the negative effects. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

A woman is seriously hurt in an east Wichita accident last night. It happened in the 500 block of north 

hillside... Near wesley medical center. Police say a woman in her 60's was hit while walking across a cross 

walk. Authorities say she did not hit the pedestrian button so she crossed when the light was not red. 

 

 

 



 

 

8/31/12  8am 

Fire investigators are looking at what caused a house fire early this morning the fire broke out just after six 

o'clock in the 22-hundred block of south washington. Fire crews are wrapping up the scene now. No one as 

home at the time of the fire.  Officials tell us the house was under renovation... Battalion chief bernie 

schuler (shoe-ler) believes the fire may have started in the back of the home... When we got there there 

flames already coming out of the attic and it got a good start on us.> the fire caused significant damage to 

the home. No one was hurt. 

 

9/2/12  7am 

Good morning. I'm Kara Sewell. We hope to learn more about both crashes later this morning at a media 

briefing. Two children were hurt in the first overnight crash in south Wichita. It happened around midnight 

at 31st and gold... That's just south of Watson park. Wichita police say a driver was speeding when he 

collided with a parked vehicle. The 26-year-old was taken in for questioning. While two children in the 

car.. Younger than six were taken to the hospital... With serious injuries. Police are still investigating the 

crash. 

  

9/4/12  4pm 

A new study finds... Buying organic produce may *not* be worth the extra cost. At least not if you're 

looking for more vitamins and minerals. The research found... Organic fruits and vegetables... Have exactly 

the same vitamin content as non-organic produce. But organic food does have a 30-percent lower risk of 

being contaminated by pesticides. And... People who eat organic foods are "less likely" to have pesticides 

in their body. But there was no evidence to show... It would increase longevity or reduce the chance of 

diseases. Nutrition and safety are not reasons to buy organic. However, you may have other reasons to buy 

organic such as personal preference, you may think they taste better.. Some studies have been done on 

organic diets for pregnant women researchers say... Those studies found... High amounts of pesticides can 

cause a lower birth weight and lower i-q. And the "American academy of pediatrics" says... Parents should 

minimize the amount of pesticides in their child's diet. 

 

9/6/12  7am 

The country is seeing another big spike in west Nile cases.   It's a health watch alert this morning... There 

was a 25 percent increase in just one week. That makes nearly 2 thousand cases this year... With almost 90 

deaths.  Texas has been the hardest hit. The state is battling mosquitoes  by air and ground. In new orleans, 

the city  is urging people to protect themselves from the virus after hurricane isaac. The storm left behind 

plenty of debris and standing water -- which can become breeding-grounds for mosquitos. 

 

9/7/12  8am 

As well all know... Kansas weather can change from good... To bad in no time flat. That's why governor 

sam brownback is urging Kansans to take time this month to prepare for disasters and emergencies 

brownback plans on signing a proclimation later today declaring September "emergency preparedness 

month." Monday will be "emergency preparedness day" at the Kansas state fair. Officials recommend 

preparing home emergency kits that include water, medicines, flashlights, batteries, copies of important 

personal documents and nonperishable food. 

 

9/13/12  7am 

I'd never heard of anybody eating them come remotely close to ingesting them until it happened. A Wichita 

mother gets the scary call that her toddler has eaten several detergent pods... And is violently ill. Now... 

She's trying to warn other parents. It's a  trend we first told you about last week... With thousands of parents 

across the country calling poison hotlines. And as eyewitness news reporter pilar pedraza shows us parents 

have just seconds to act. 

 

9/14/12  8am 

2 deaths in one year... Has a Wichita family demanding answers. This after two spirit aerosystems 

employees die in similar on the job accidents. 26 year-old matt lyons of Wichita fell about 12 feet onto 

concrete at the plant monday.13 months ago, jerry milligan also fell to his death. His wife, Roseanne still 

has questions...more than a year later, she doesn't have many details about jerry's death.  Now she's sharing 

in the grief with another family... It's sickening...it just greives to think about everything we've felt adn 



 

 

experienced that another family is going to do that same thing. > the company isn't providing details - but 

frank molina with the machinists union describes what officials believe happened. He says both men 

somehow fell to a lower level--through a retractable floor that surrounds the fuselage.   In both cases...the 

floor may have been open because parts were being moved into position. This is upsetting we thought we 

did a lot of refresher with the employees this coming again is horrible. Molina says the union safety team 

has met with spirit officials to review safety procedures. Osha has also opened an investigation. 

 

9/17/12  8am 

Police are looking into why a patio collapsed in southeast Wichita one person was seriously hurt when the 

second story patio fell. It happened in the 31-hundred block of east conamore (con-uh-murr). That's near 

south hillside and east 31st street. Several people were at the home...  One man had a skull fracture. Others 

had minor injuries. 

 

9/18/12  4pm 

One person is injured in a multi-vehicle crash in ford county the accident is on highway 50 near spearville. 

The ford county sheriff's department confirms one of the vehicles involved is a truck carrying liquid 

oxygen.. Which can be combustible. At least one person has serious injuries. Kansas highway patrol 

troopers are on the scene... We have a crew heading that way. We'll bring you more details tonight at 5 and 

6. 

 

9/19/12  9pm 

A possible listeria contamination leads to the recall of spinach sold at grocery stores in 15 states. The recall 

comes from Dillon’s parent company Kroger. The recall affects the fresh selections tender spinach sold in 

10-ounce packages with a September 16-th "best if used by date.  The packages were sold at Dillon’s stores 

in Kansas. If you have purchased one of the packages you are asked to return it to the store for a full refund 

or replacement. 

 

9/22/12  9pm 

A Hutchinson man gets sick behind the wheel... And crashes into a house.  That happened around 9 this 

morning ... Just east of buhler. The Reno county sheriff's officer says the 71-year-old man tried to pull off 

the road... But wound up hitting a house.  He was taken to a Wichita hospital with serious injuries. The 

home has extensive damage. 

 

9/23/12  7am 

A Hutchinson man gets sick behind the wheel... And crashes into a house.  That happened around 9 this 

morning ... Just east of buhler. The Reno county sheriff's officer says the 71-year-old man tried to pull off 

the road... But wound up hitting a house.  He was taken to a Wichita hospital with serious injuries. The 

home has extensive damage. 

 

9/25/12  4pm 

Wichita police confirm they've talked with a group interested in opening an abortion clinic in the city. 

Wichita has not had an abortion clinic since dr. George tiller was shot and killed in 2009. At this point, it's 

unclear which group may be interested in opening a facility...or where it may be located. We do know a 

former employee of tiller's said last year she was raising money to open a clinic. 

 

9/26/12  9pm 

Officials closed Kellogg from the i-35 interchange to rock road this afternoon following a motorcycle 

accident. Eyewitnesses say the motorcycle hit another vehicle and lost control. The rider died in the crash  

No one else was hurt. Police say speed may have been a factor. 

 

9/27/12  7am 

But... Any clinic that offers abortions today... Will have to look  different from dr. Tiller's clinic. In the 

years since his death... State laws regulating abortions has changed. Eyewitness news rporter pilar pedraza 

takes a look at those changes.. Dr. George tiller's clinic always attracted a lot of attention.it was one of a 

handful that offered abortions in Kansas... And the only one to perform late term abortions. After his death.. 

The clinic closed... And since then, the law changed. In 2009... State legislators  passed a bill requiring 



 

 

doctors who use ultrasound in preparation for an abortion to offer an ultrasound and picture... For free... To 

the patient at least a half hour before the abortion. In 2011.... They changed the law to state an abortion can 

only be performed after 22 weeks of pregnancy if the mother's life can be proven to be in danger....  They 

also set new licensing requirements for clinics that provide abortions... Including ordering them to have the 

equivalent of a hospital e-r or surgical center at the clinic... And requiring any physician performing 

abortions have admitting privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the clinic. Governor brownback also 

signed a law requiring minors to get notarized authorization from a parent... Or a court order... To get an 

abortion. Legislation also changed the legal definition from a 'fetus' to an 'unborn child' in state law. In 

2012... Legislators added a law stating that no doctor or hospital can be required to perform, make a 

recommendation for... Or refer a patient for an abortion.. If they don't want to. 



 

 

POLITICS 
 

7/1/12  7am 

Several new laws go into effect tomorrow in Kansas. Many of them have to do with changes to the state's 

alcohol regulations. That includes a provision that lets bars and restaurants have a happy hour. Happy hour 

was abolished in 19-85 other laws include allowing stores and other retailers to serve free samples and host 

wine and beer tastings. One thing does remain unchanged... Kansas grocery stores still cannot sell wine or 

hard liquor. 

 

7/2/12  8am 

Mexico elects a new leader... We're covering the world this morning…  where mexico's institutional 

revolutionary party has been voted back into office.  Enrique pena nieto will become mexico's newest 

president.  The p-r-i party has been out of office for the last 12 years.  Voters have become fatigued by 

Mexico’s sluggish economy and a drug war that has killed an estimated 50-thousand people during the last 

six years. 

 

7/5/12  7am 

Palestinian authorities will exhume yasser arafat's body to perform an autopsy.  The decision was made 

after traces of a radioactive agent were found on clothing worn by arafat in the final days before his death 

in 2004. Arafat was 75 when he died in a french military hospital.  He had been airlifted there after coming 

down with a mysterious illness. 

 

7/8/12  7am 

A live televised debate in Jordan takes an entirely different turn... A discussion about the uprising in Syria 

gets heated... When one of the politicians is accused of buying his way into his office... He responds by first 

chucking a shoe... Then pulling out a gun, and threatening to kill his debate opponent. The moderator 

intervened... And charges have been filed against the feisty politician. 

 

7/10/12  4pm 

House republicans are making known, they oppose president obama's health care reform law.. Today-- a 

series of committee hearings focused on the law-- and a vote on repealing the measure is scheduled Several 

doctors and others in the medical field testified about the impact of the law on their industry. The continued 

efforts of house republicans to repeal the measure are expected to die in the senate. 

 

7/11/12  9pm 

"I'm going to eliminate every non-essential expensive non-essential program I can find.  And that includes 

obamacare- (nat boos) and i'm going to work to reform and save (boos)." Presidential hopeful mitt Romney 

receives an un-welcoming response... While speaking in houston. Romney spoke at the n-double-a-c-p 

convention today  he said... He is a better choice than president obama. However, polls show... Only about 

5-percent of the black community supports romney. 

 

7/12/12  7am 

In this morning's coverage of campaign 20-12...and so to do that I’m going to eliminate every non essential 

expensive non-essential program i can find. And that includes Obama care and I’m going to work to reform 

and save..." (boos)> the boos lasted 15 seconds...as republican presidential candidate mitt romney 

addressed the n-double-a-c-p convention in houston.  The head of the group says members objected to 

romney’s use of the term "obama-care", calling it a buzz-word coined by the president's critics. The latest 

gallup survey romney losing the african-american vote by a wide margin of 87-percent to five percent. But 

romney brought his own numbers... Namely the african-american unemployment rate, which is 14 percent 

and well above the national average. 

 

7/14/12  9pm 

And on the campaign trail... President Obama is on his second day of campaigning... And his republican 

rival, mitt romney has people stumping for him in Pennsylvania heavy rain didn't stop Mr. Obama from 

campaigning in Virginia.  He barely won the state back in 2008. Obama says this election will not only 



 

 

decide the next 4 years... But the next 20 years.  And in Pennsylvania, former republican hopeful, rick 

santorum pledged his support from mitt Romney.  Polls show, president Obama has a slight lead over 

Romney in Virginia. 

 

7/15/12  7am 

And on the campaign trail... President Obama is on his second day of campaigning... And his republican 

rival, mitt romney has people stumping for him in Pennsylvania heavy rain didn't stop Mr. Obama from 

campaigning in Virginia.  He barely won the state back in 2008. Obama says this election will not only 

decide the next 4 years... But the next 20 years.  And in Pennsylvania, former republican hopeful, rick 

santorum pledged his support from mitt Romney.  Polls show, president Obama has a slight lead over 

Romney in Virginia. 

 

7/16/12  8am 

The focus for campaign 2012 seems to be revolving around one issue these days...when did mitt Romney 

give up control of the private equity firm he founded? Both campaigns are trying to deal with the topic of 

Bain capital.  Tara mergener is in Washington, d-c with more of the story. President barack Obama is back 

on the campaign trail today to talk about jobs and the economy...a topic mitt romney consistently criticizes 

the president about. But Thursday president Obama told cbs' Sunday morning...he doesn't mind the attacks. 

"you don't hear me complaining about him making that argument because if i were in his shoes i would be 

making the same argument." but it's been Romney on the defensive lately. He says he gave up managing 

bain capital in 1999 in order to run the salt lake city olympics. But bain filed federal documents showing 

Romney as the chairman, c-e-o, and sole owner of the company until 2002. (sot: ed gillispie/sr. Romney 

advisor/courtesy: meet the press) "it is standard, though, to, while you're on leave, to sign those documents 

for the sec. He was still ceo and had shares, but he wasn't responsible for management. And that's the, you 

know, that's the bottom line."(sot: stephanie cutter/obama advisor/courtesy: face the nation)"if you're telling 

the sec that you're in charge but you're telling the American people that you bear no responsibility, one of 

those things is not true."(standup: tara mergener/cbsnews/washington, d.c.)The battle over bain has made it 

onto the airwaves. Both campaigns have new ads focusing on the issue.the Obama ad features mitt Romney 

singing "America the beautiful" while showing headlines accusing Romney of shipping jobs overseas. 

"whatever happened to hope and change?"the romney camp has countered with it's own ad saying the 

president's attacks are misleading.(sot: rep. Paul ryan/(r) wisconsin/courtesy: face the nation)"this is not the 

candidate of "hope and change." this is the candidate who is hoping to change the subject by attacking his 

opponent. "president Obama says he will not apologize for attacking Romney’s record at bain.tara 

mergener for cbs news, Washington. 

 

7/19/12  7am 

The primary election is Tuesday, august 7th. Advanced voting began today and continues through noon on 

monday, august 6th. Do you know who to vote for? In Sedgwick County...the sheriff and district attorney 

races are the most heated... And now's your chance to ask the candidates a question... That's because kwch 

12 will hold a candidate forum - send your questions to feedback at kwch-dot-com...or ask them on our 

facebook page...we're kwch 12 eyewitness news. Then watch the forum next tuesday -- july 24th...live on 

kwch -12...  It will be followed by a live chat with the candidates on kwch-dot-com at 7. 

 

7/24/12  4pm 

The Jim Henson company has cut ties with chick-fil-a. That announcement follows statements from the fast 

food company's ceo about gay marriage. Last week in an interview-- chick fil a's ceo said the restaurant 

opposes marriage equality. The Jim Henson company-- known for creating "the muppets"-- had produced 

puppets for chick-fil-a's kids meals. The Jim Henson company announced today it will now partner with 

gladd-- an advocacy group for gay, lesbian and transgender people. 

 

7/28/12  9pm 

Ten days to go before the primary election earlier this week we held a live candidates forum for two key 

races: the sedgwick county sheriff and district attorney. If you missed Tuesday’s forum, you can see it 

again. We are rebroadcasting the event tonight at 9-30 on k-s-c-w. That's channel 33, or cable channel 5. 

 

 



 

 

7/28/2012 Sat 9:30-10:00pm  
Sedgwick County Sheriff and District Attorney Candidate Forum 

Eyewitness News Anchor Roger Cornish will host the first half with candidates for Sherriff, Bob Hinshaw 

and Jeff Easter. Eyewitness News Anchor Cindy Klose will host the second half with candidates for 

District Attorney, Marc Bennett and Kevin O'Connor. 

 

7/29/12  7am 

Ten days to go before the primary election earlier this week we held a live candidates forum for two key 

races: the sedgwick county sheriff and district attorney. If you missed Tuesday’s forum, you can see it 

again. We are rebroadcasting the event tonight at 9-30 on k-s-c-w. That's channel 33, or cable channel 5. 

 

7/31/12  4pm 

If you're waiting for Romney to announce his running mate-- there's an app for that. Campaign officials 

say.... the announcement could come at any time. And people with the app.... will be the first to know who 

is picked. That announcement is expected before the republican national convention in florida..  The 

convention begins august 27-th. 

 

8/6/12  8am 

Today is the last day these four candidates have to convince you that they're the right choice for the 

position. Polls open on tomorrow and as eyewitness news reporter pilar pedraza shows us.....candidates 

aren't wasting a single minute of the time they have left. Easter: trying to get my name out therehinshaw: 

trying to spread the message. Bennett: just shaking a few more hands. O'conner: we're trying to get the 

message out. The refrain is the same no matter which candidate you speak to... The need to gain name 

recognition and convince voters they're the right person for the job.especially in close races... Like the one 

for sedgwick county sheriff...hinshaw: the polls have been back and forth and at this point it's virtually 

even. So i think a lot of it is going to be, is getting the vote out. Easter: we'll be doing some more sign 

waves and hitting some more neighborhoods with flyers to get my name out there and let people know who 

i am. Challenger jeff easter spent sunday afternoon... Waving signs on street corners. While his opponent... 

Current sheriff bob hinshaw... Dropped in at k-n-s-s to answer audience questions on gary countryman's 

show. Candidates in the hard fought race for sedgwick county district attorney... Weren't to be left behind. 

O'conner: we'll continue to make telephone calls, we'll continue to get our message out. We'll continue to 

hand out literature. And just work as hard as we can up until the very end. Bennett: as the minutes get 

closer we've been, had people walking the neighborhoods.  And then tuesday i'm gonna relax and just wait 

for the, whatever happens to happen. But although many had this to say: o'conner: but we feel good and we 

like our chances. Bennett: and just wait for the, whatever happens to happen. Hinshaw: i think we've ran a 

great campaign. Easter: i'm getting plenty of sleep at night. No worries. Pilar:  candidates are starting to feel 

the pressure.  Especially in an election that is expected to have very low voter turnout. In fact, experts have 

told us, some races could be decided by ten votes or less. In wichita, pilar pedraza, kwch 12 eyewitness 

news.  

 

8/7/12  4pm 

Kansas voters go to the polls to cast ballots in the primaries today. In some races...the winner of today's 

primary will run unopposed in November today is also the first statewide test of the new voter i-d law. At a 

polling place near 21st & grove --election officials say there have been few problems.   One voter forgot an 

i.d. In the car and needed to go back outside to get it.   Another voter expressed some resentment about 

being asked to show i.d. But eventually did so.  Most voters say they don't have a problem with showing i-

d...kathy littlejohn "you have to have id to cash a check.  You have to have id for a lot of different things.  

So no.  I think that's just an excuse somebody came upo with.  But i don't think it's an issue."  but others 

say-- they're concerned the i-d requirement will keep voters away from the polls. 

And for them to come in and have to show their ids.  And some of them the court won't give them their ids 

because of other issues.  But for them to show their ids.  They just stay at home, which i believe is the 

plan." some examples of acceptable i-d's include a state-issued driver's license a passport a student i-d from 

an accredited college in kansas. Military i-d's concealed carry handgun permit. Public assistance card 

issued by a government office. If you are unsure about a form of i-d...  Or need help finding your polling 

place.. You can find links to that information at k-w-c-h dot com. And tune in tonight for our complete 



 

 

coverage on k-w-c-h 12. We have reporters with all the major candidates. We'll also bring you election 

results when they come in-- after the polls close at 7. 

      

 

8/8/12  9pm 

In our campaign 20-12 coverage tonight... Voter turn-out in Tuesday’s primary election... Was *better* 

than expected. More than 20-percent of registered voters cast their ballots in sedgwick county. That's 

compared to the 15-percent turn-out for the 2008 primary. State-wide... Nearly 23-percent exercised their 

right to vote. The secretary of state's office expected just 18-percent. 

 

8/9/12  7am 

More sedgwick county budget hearings will be held today . Residents are encouraged to give feedback on 

next year's budget. Today's meeting begins at 9 o'clock in the commission meeting room at the sedgwick 

county courthouse. Sedgwick county faces a more than nine-million-dollar debt. To help eliminate it... 

Commissioners have recommended eight-million-dollars in cuts. It affects almost every county agency... A 

final vote is expected next week. 

 

8/11/12  9pm 

Ryan may be from wisconsin but he has a connection to Kansas back in the mid to late 90s Ryan was a top 

aide to then senator sam brownback. Ryan was brownback's protege---serving as his legislative director 

before running for congress himself in 1998.wichita state political science professor mel kahn says that 

relationship could pay off for kansas if romney and ryan win....given the federal budget deficit and the fact 

that brownback is now governor.they're going to be cutting back on a lot of goodies to the states.  The 

emphasis is going to be on deficit reduction  and what little there is, relatively little i think will go to people 

they have personally admired and respected. As legislative director...Ryan was brownback's right hand 

man...helping him craft and promote arious legislation and manage the senate office. 

 

8/12/12  7am 

Funny moment at the rally yesterday...  Mitt romney makes his v-p pick... And moments later 

accidentallygives representative paul ryan a promotion.   After the likely republican presidential nominee 

announced ryan as his choice, he mistakenly introduced his running mate as the next "president" of the 

united states.   He was quick to correct the gaffe...  Back in 2008, at the democratic ticket's first joint 

appearance, then-candidate barack obama made a similar mistake. "let me introduce to you, the next 

president... The next vice president of the united states of  biden went on to refer to the young illinois 

senator as "barack america." 

 

8/13/12  8am 

In the campaign 2012 this morning... Mitt Romney and his new running mate are splitting up...but only to 

cover more ground on the campaign trial. Romney heads to Florida today, while Paul Ryan goes to iowa. 

The romney campaign hopes Ryan’s fiscally conservative views will help win iowa's 6 electoral votes. 

President obama will also be campaigning in the hawkeye state today. Meantime, the president has already 

started running ads critical of paul ryan's medicare plan. 

 

8/14/12  4pm 

Wind energy production is increasing nationwide. The department of energy says wind power makes up 32 

percent of new electric capacity in the united states. 14 billion dollars was invested in wind energy last year 

alone. President Obama says that progress could be un-done if tax credits for wind energy are allowed to 

expire. Without subsidies-- wind power costs nearly double the price of natural gas. The president is talking 

about those subsidies today-- as he continues his bus tour through Iowa. 

 

8/16/12  7am 

The candidates did agree on one thing. No political ads on television on september 11th. Both the president 

and mitt Romney have agreed to suspend campaign advertising on the anniversary of the attacks. Both are 

honoring a request made by a new york-based civic group that promotes sept. 11 as a national day of 

service. This is the third straight campaign in a row to do so. Organizers hope it becomes tradition. 

 



 

 

8/17/12  8am 

Kicking off this morning's coverage of  campaign 2012. Provisional ballots are counted in sedgwick county 

thursday. This was done for the races that were too close to call in last weeks primary election. The 

provisional ballots made a difference in at least five races, two of which were tied. You can see the results 

from todays election canvass at kwch dot com. 

 

8/18/12  9pm 

Both presidential candidates are hitting the campaign trail in battle ground states this weeken  each side 

spent the day criticizing the other's position on Medicare eyewitness news reporter drew levinson has our 

decision 2012 coverage. Republican vice presidential candidate paul ryan went to a retirement community 

in florida - and got a little help from his 78 year old mother. "this is my mom betty. She is why i am here. 

She and her grandkids are why i am here." Ryan promised seniors that a romnet administration would 

protect them from hundreds of billions of dollars in medicare cuts. Cuts the republicans claim is part of 

president obama's healthcare reform. Rep. Paul Ryan "medicare should not be used as a piggy bank for 

obamacare, medicare should be the promise that it made to our current seniors. Period. End of story." ryan 

has called for a medicare overhaul, drafting the gop budget plan that would shift the entitlement to a 

voucher-like system. Democrats claim that would bankrupt the program. "i'm gettin' all fired up."  president 

obama broke into a sweat as he spoke to a packed crowd at a new hampshire high school. President obama 

"my plan saves money on medicare by cracking down on fraud, and waste, and insurance company 

subsidies///their plan makes seniors pay more so they can give another tax cut to millionaires and 

billionaires." the president told voters election day is about two different approaches to the country's future, 

and he said the choice is clear. Drew levinson, cbs news. 

 

8/19/12  7am 

Both presidential candidates are hitting the campaign trail in battle ground states this weeken  each side 

spent the day criticizing the other's position on Medicare eyewitness news reporter drew levinson has our 

decision 2012 coverage. Republican vice presidential candidate paul ryan went to a retirement community 

in florida - and got a little help from his 78 year old mother. "this is my mom betty. She is why i am here. 

She and her grandkids are why i am here." Ryan promised seniors that a romnet administration would 

protect them from hundreds of billions of dollars in medicare cuts. Cuts the republicans claim is part of 

president obama's healthcare reform. Rep. Paul Ryan "medicare should not be used as a piggy bank for 

obamacare, medicare should be the promise that it made to our current seniors. Period. End of story." ryan 

has called for a medicare overhaul, drafting the gop budget plan that would shift the entitlement to a 

voucher-like system. Democrats claim that would bankrupt the program. "i'm gettin' all fired up."  president 

obama broke into a sweat as he spoke to a packed crowd at a new hampshire high school. President obama 

"my plan saves money on medicare by cracking down on fraud, and waste, and insurance company 

subsidies///their plan makes seniors pay more so they can give another tax cut to millionaires and 

billionaires." the president told voters election day is about two different approaches to the country's future, 

and he said the choice is clear. Drew levinson, cbs news. 

 

8/20/12  8am 

Presidential candidate mitt romney is on the road with man he hopes will be vice president come november. 

Paul ryan is with romney on the campaign trail laying out their vision of america's future... Controversy 

isn't far off... The two men are responding to a republican politicians comment about "legitimate rape" 

susan mc-ginnis has more from campaign 20-12. Mitt romney and paul ryan will likely be spending more 

time on the campaign bus together...a change from the strategy that split them up to cover more ground 

separately. "he has struggled throughout the whole year to be sort of a good campaigner. They think that 

ryan sort of energizes him." And with just one week left until the republican convention...the romney 

campaign is counting on ryan to energize the republican base. (sot: john dickerson/cbs news political 

director/courtesy: face the nation) "mitt romney has a problem. He's not likable and it's not getting better. 

One of the things you do in a campaign is make-- and-- and especially at the conventions make a candidate 

more likable. That's what ryan does." (sot: niall ferguson/newsweek/courtesy: face the nation) "as a 

combination, they're really greater than the sum of their parts." (standup: susan mcginnis/cbs 

news/washington, d.c.) one area where mitt romney has struggled is in winning the support of women. 

Now, a comment from a republican congressman about rape could make it harder for the romney campaign 

to court the female vote. During an interview with a local t-v station that aired sunday, congressman todd 



 

 

akin was asked about his support of a ban on abortions...even in cases of rape. He said: "from what i 

understand from doctors, that's really rare. If it's a legitimate rape, the female body has ways to shut down 

the whole thing." Democrats are trying to link paul ryan to congressman akin pointing out the two men co-

sponsored an anti-abortion bill. They romney campaign responded with a statement saying: "governor 

romney and congressman ryan disagree with mr. Akin's statement, and a romney-ryan administration would 

not oppose abortion in instances of rape." susan mcginnis, cbs news, washington. 

 

8/21/12  4pm 

The Republican Party is discussing its political platform... Today party members voted to adopt an 

amendment from Kansas secretary of state kris kobach... It makes supporting voter i-d laws a part of the 

republican party's official platform. That vote was part of the platform committee's meeting in tampa ahead 

of the g-o-p convention. The platform committee also voted to keep opposition to same-sex civil unions as 

part of the party platform. One delegate proposed changing the party's stance.. Saying it could help the 

party appeal to younger voters-- who increasingly support marriage equality but that amendment was voted 

down. 

 

8/28/12  4pm 

The republican convention is underway in tampa today... The party will officially nominate mitt romney-- 

and a list of speakers will start to introduce the candidate to voters. The latest cbs news poll shows romney 

nearly tied with president obama... The president has only a one point lead among registered voters. But 

among those polled-- 32 percent say they don't know enough about romney to make a decision.the 

republican party hopes the convention will change that... Starting with ann romney's speech tonight. "i've 

never given a speech like this before, but i'm excited…(white flash) you will see that my speech is 

heartfelt.” Ann romney will also work to win over women voters... The cbs news poll finds the president 

with a ten point advantage among female voters. Ann romnney speaks at 9 tonight. You can see her speech 

on kwch 12... New jersey governor chris christie's speech will air immediately after. 

 

8/29/12  9pm 

In our "campaign 2012 coverage" tonight... Vice presidential candidate paul ryan... Will accept the 

republican nomination later tonight. It's the second full day of the republican national convention. Tonight's 

speakers include... Paul ryan and former secretary of state condelezza rice. Rice is expected to focus on 

romney's foreign policy.a president romney i think would understand american exceptionalism would not 

be afraid to lead from in front. Romney made a brief appearance at the convention last night...joining his 

wife on-stage after her speech.      The nominee will address the convention himself thursday. 

 

8/30/12  7am 

Paul ryan made light of the 23 age difference between himself and his running mate...there are the songs on 

his ipod, which i've heard on the campaign bus and on many hotel elevators. He actually urged me to play 

some of these songs at campaign rallies.  I said, i hope it's not a deal-breaker mitt, but my playlist starts 

with ac/dc, and ends with zeppelin.  Political experts say ryan has energized many young voters - a sought 

after demographic that typically leans left. 

 

9/4/12  4pm 

The latest on campaign 20-12... Michelle Obama is the headline speaker.... On the first night of the 

"democratic national convention" in charlotte. Delegates will approve their party's platform. Then, they'll 

hear from speakers supporting president barack obama. His wife will be the final speaker on tonight's list  

many convention-goers are eager to hear from the first lady. I'm sure that she will connect with us and we'll 

connect with her as we always do> president obama will hear her speech from the white house. He's 

campaigning in norfolk, virginia this afternoon. Other speakers tonight include.... Chicago's mayor... And 

san antonio's mayor--- giving the keynote address. 

 

9/6/12  7am 

Madam secretary, the great state of Kansas, the home of the university of Kansas jay hawks....  Kathleen 

sebelius.. Kansas delegates show state pride...as they endorse President Barack Obama’s re-election. The 

president received 53 delegates from our state. 

 



 

 

9/27/12  7am 

Sedgwick County will not sponsor a tent at this weekend's "wings over mc-connell" air show. But 

commissioners did vote to give the event a 10-thousand dollar grant. That was the compromise 

commissioner Dave unruh came up during Wednesday’s meeting. Sedgwick county has sponsored a tent at 

the event for several years. But commissioner richard ranzau wanted to stop that support because of recent 

budget cuts to the county. Ranzau also feels local tax dollars should not be spent on events for the federal 

government. Jim skelton i think we need to reach out and use this as a symbolic way for the county to 

shake their hand and show them our thanks for defending our country Richard ranzaube fiscally 

responsible, levy local property taxes for local issues. Let the federal government pay for their own stuff  in 

the end, commissioners voted three to two to give the money as a grant. That means, the county will not 

have a tent, food or free tickets to the event. 

 

9/28/12  8am 

We're just 39 days away... From the November election one of the big issues residents in Wichita will be 

voting on.... Whether to add fluoride to the water. We asked more than 500 likely voters where they stand 

on the issue. You can see it's pretty close. 46-percent say... They support adding fluoride to the city's water 

supply. 40-percent are against it. 14-percent remain undecided. Learn more about the issue and what's at 

stake.... At kwch dot com back-slash campaign 12. That's where you'll also find links to get you ready for 

the November 6th vote. 

 

 

 



 

 

Public Service Announcements 
KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 

various nonprofit organizations.   

 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

900 Forest Service :60 64 

901 Forest Service :30 44 

902 Child Safety :60 38 

903 United Way :30 39 

904 Energy Efficiency :30 42 

905 Energy Efficiency :30 33 

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 54 

914 Pet Adoption :30 70 

915 Pet Adoption :30 64 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 76 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 90 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 86 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 1 

940 ADA/Diabetes “A Toast” :60 172 

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 32 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 194 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 68 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 43 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 49 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 44 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 178 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 178 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 72 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 108 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 63 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 156 

962 Red Cross “1
st
 Time Giving” :30 61 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 78 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 65 

974 Nat’l Runaway Switchboard “Ludacris” :60 118 

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 66 

980 Pet Adoption “Cell Phone” :30 71 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60 96 

985 Pet Adoption “Sand Castle” :30 62 

986 KSHSSA :30 52 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60 82 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30 47 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 68 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 45 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 42 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 58 

996 Stand for Diabetes :30 42 

 



 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 
July 2012 

 

August 2012 

 

 

September 2012 

09/19/12  11AM   3  WSU college students 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

Public Engagements 
Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

July 2012 

7/5 Downtown Lions club Monthly luncheon speaker 35 Anne Meyer 

7/13 Winfield chamber Kansas Wheat Festival Many Merril Teller 

7/17 Riverside Elem. Summer 

School – USD259 

Severe weather safety talk 28 Mark Larson 

7/24 McConnell AFB Summer 

Kids program 

Severe weather safety talk 45 Mark Larson 

7/27 Go Red for Women 

Luncheon 

MC event 500 Cindy Klose 

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

August 2012 

8/4 CBS BUS NBC baseball 1000 Roger Cornish 

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

September 2012 

9/5 Slate Creek Elem. Newton Weather Talk 85 Mark Larson 

9/7 Kansas State Fair Booth time 100s Merril Teller 

9/9  Kansas State Fair Booth time 300 Cindy Klose 

9/9 Kansas State Fair Booth time 100s Merril Teller 

9/11 Kansas State Fair Booth time 100s Merril Teller 

9/15 Kansas State Fair Booth time  300 Cindy Klose 

9/15 Kansas State Fair Booth time 100s Merril Teller 

9/18 AMS/NWA chapter Quarterly chapter meeting 40 Merril Teller 

9/19 South Breeze Elem. Newton Weather Talk 95 Mark Larson 

9/29 SUSAN G KOMEN Race for the cure 7000 Roger Cornish 

9/29 Komen race for cure MC event 7000 Cindy Klose 

    

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Financial Peace Education Mentor 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Sunday School Teacher 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster Club Member Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 



 

 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 



 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid’s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

 


